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;NTRODUCTION

General

The Hatches Creek ,olfram Field is situated
near the north-eastern end of the Davenport Ranges in
the M3rthern Territory. The Stuart highway, a bitumenised
road linking the _ert of Darwin with Ten;ant Creek and
Alice Springs, crosses the rang eX ut tit north-western
end. ..kafram deposits are present throughout the Davenport
Ranzes, at Jauchope, the Devil's Yarbles, !osquito Creek,
Kurunelli, Epenarra, Elkedra, and Hatches Creek; only the
,auchope and Hatches Creek deposits have proved to be
economically important. The Wauchope deposits have been
investigated by Sullivan. (1952).

The Hatches Creek Wolfram Field is defined or
the purpose of this report as a roughly triangular area
bounded by Hatches Creek, ia "la Creek, and the Hit or
Yiss Gully. MAZE 2). The area extends roughly seven miles
in a northerly direction and is about three miles across at
the base. Onlr to small tungsten-bearin reefs and some
reefs reputed to carry gold lie outside this area.

An airborne scintillograph _survey conducted by the
Geoi)hysical Section o2 the Bureau of 'ineral Resources in
1956 revealed the presence of numerous radioactive anomalies
immediately aoyth of the wolfram field, but ground examination
disclosed nogr 5o1' economireo importance. The anomalies coincide
with changes in t. e intensity of tie radioactivity corresponding
to outcrops of igneous rocks.

Situation and iccess

Hatches Creek lies 300 miles by road north-east of Alice
Springs. Acees is by a well-graded road which leaves the
.tuart Highway 25 miles north of Barrow Creek. The mining
field lies about ninety miles east-north-east of the turn-off.
ormally this road is accessible to all traffic, but may be

closed if heavy rain floods the creeks. Hatches Creek may
also be reached by a good earth road wbich leaves the Stuart
Highway at Bonney ell on the north side of the Davenport Range.,
and runs via Kurundi and Kurunelli stations.

A weekly air service connects Hatches Creek with Alice
Springs, Tennant Creek, and Ht. Ica. The nearest telephone is
at Barrow Creek on the Overland Telegraph, but regular contact
by radio is maintained between the Hatches Creek Police Station
and the Flying Doctor base at Alice Springs. A store caters to
the needs of the mines. Freight charges from Alice Springs in
June, 1956, were £15 per ton, with backloading at £12 per ton.

Topography and Drainage 

Hatches Creek and Mia Yia Creek drain to the north, and
are tributaries of the Frew River, Which rises in the Davenport
Ranges west of Hatches Creek. The Frew runs west towards Hatches
Creek, then turns north, and floods out in the plains north of
the Davenport 1:ange.
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Davonort &luo consists of hillu t1 -..o hundred
to nree hundrod foot :11J1 Lnd the topoLwm)hy io controlled
by t:lo 1itho1o2w.^ohills Lro foriicC.^isndotono and
ulartAte, and the vcileys cre -,andorlin by ianeou3 rocks 9

u,vor._!;:cke, dale, and ooftor sandotonco. Yhc southern
Dart of thc Eotchoo Orcok ficLa consists o2 series of
Daraliol PiaL;OG trondilu ost but in the centre a,?Zi to the
north the 1.)ed1or (7bbro hno boon eroded to forz, a lou-lyiPy

fracl 'ich there rieo L.liathor of hillo ranin;
hoiht 2raa 20 '2oct to ..:i)out 300 feet, c): wioh^Eill,
in the centre^the arca, ic to larL;ost. In to north to
loweroseidon ii1c trend north-cast.^'olfrci71 :All and the
vidos to the south are flat-topped and ;Acme steep sijco oet1y
covcrod by ocrec.^he iicior valleys aro yoderately pati2.ro .

ond Ve 'otation
Liatchos Crook lieu ui'L;hin the tro)ics; winters are

pila 1th arc Zrosto; 0=1:;1?0 arc 7m)lenntly 'J)t.
dcily cirt teTr, ocrLture noy = tied 100^lox; periods
and to,Jpor-tures of . orc tn 110 ZPO froczuent.
A.L;ures were not obtc,inablo but the yer -rly uvora;e rainfall
is bcliovcd to 30 out foarteen inches, with : -oot of the rcin
fallilv in the later utnner Elontho, usually in a 2c , / hcavy
otor,:s;lihtor uinter rains Illy cloo fall. Droa -71t coDditions
hLve boon kaolin to 15t three yoaro.

Yhe vectation roflects the ci,la nature c).' the country.
ii2o LCPV.000G aro widcomocad; various species of eucalypt

-;row coarsely on the hillsides, a:1d ore thickly alonL; the
crecc. A.owcrin,r; d'arbo aso 6row on the hillo t variety

:,,rassos, toother with oo:'ie D00000 ala rushes, -;row alon
the crocks.

11)01L-

nutted
Very little tkT;)er io6 in the uines ouinL: to the

nfe" country and the cat-and-f:ill Yothod o2 aInin. .horo
io necosscryLailL;a (:Icacia Lnuarn) lb uncd bocruso

it io resiotant to tea-liteu ..nd to drj rot. Lul3a iu soave°
in the Hatches Creek Lroc, t;2d smal c_ounto only cm obtLin-
2olo within 20^of the field. Lure consi6ni_lento are
out in the uul3a stLnds bet'icen Ilarrow Crock and Alice pViTUB.
riC00 in 1956 :veracd abozlt 1/9 par linear foot bzt varied

cccordinj to the diszioter of the tir:ber.

Until 1937 the field was served by a feu victor holes
lyIng clon3, Zatches Creek and theso arc still used. szaDaroo

uhich Lice towaras the soath and of the field is the
lar2;eut and the Dost persistent.^(:)wevorv in the lboom years
of 1937 to 1940 the water holes Droved to be insufficiont to
uaDport the increased .00Dialation and the dekInds of the battery.
A uell^down on the :Lria i.iIci Orec couth-ucot of tho
Poseidon Yliule and euiDped by the Uovermaent. 'Jhu;7:::011 io
now Coandoned but -ater is obtained frou two bores in the
scalle vicinity.

Other attempts to obtain wator have had varyilv success.
A well in volcanic rocks on the cost bank of Hatchet; Creek,
oy)tooite thc :J2reasure Gully (Plato 2), is still accosofble.
:Cothinj is known of the yield fron this well, but the water
is froportod to bc unIlleast,nt to drin;(0 :ate fra.7, a deem
bore, els() in volcanic rocks, near the L'it or lios ',Ixtendcd
;.- ifte 1,as too solinc for huDan consuEDtion.

212:e deeper nines arc lo.dm;.; water in their lower levels,
and the intake ranjes frau 1,000 to 4,000 canons per day; it
varies with the Einc and the ocason. 1.2hese waters arc saieraly
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unsuitable for use with elm:deal reagents in the
treating o. ore but are^6)1C or battery needs.

The proopect of obtaining water from the solid
rocks arc not L;ood, cs the -aartsics are too hard
to drill una the igneous rocks can be expected to
yield water ea/win,: a his:a percentage of disoolved
solics.^ho sandstone and greywacke should prove
l[olie satisfactory, but may not provide water in
Jafficient auantity for treatment plants. later for
dor.qcstic use should proferibly be sought in the alluvium
of the creeks.

field Fethods

:die surface wao .ila.pped with the aid of low-level
air photosraphs (12,000 ft; 5,500 ft.) originully flown
for the Aerial, Geological, ana deophysical)(:;urvey of
Torthern Australia, hereinafter referred to as
Information wao plotted on^air-photosraphs
(25,000 ft.) enlared to 2 scale of approximately one mile
map. Leases were mapped in detail with plane table and
telescopic alidade at a scale of LIO feet to one inch.
Undersround mapping was done with ta)c and compass at a
scale of 20 feet to one inch. raps prepared by
were used where available, and later workings were added
to the::.

Underground mapping of the mines was begun in
1955, and this was followed by surface mappins of the
leases. This work was completed by fnigust, 1955. Regional
scological manning of the mineral field was done in April
and Lay, 1957.

HISTORY 02 7:I1Tma AUD PRODUCTIOZ

The earliest recorded visit to the Hatches Crook
district was made by^Drown (1895), who mentions
(page 10), the presence of 'a few glartz reefs containing
solid oxides of iron. Brown wao followed a few years later
by a proopecting expedition lea by A.11,. Davidson (1905).
Davidson had several men prospecting for sold in the area,
but although one of his omployeeo, D. Pedlar, showed him a
black mineral which is believed to have been wolfram, no
notice was taken of it. A second prospecting c:zedition
(corgc and rurray, 1907) paused through the area in 1906
and recorded the presence of traces of copper carbonates,
gold, and sale= (page 21). folfram was not recorded.

In 1913 Pedlar returned to the field having Obtained
Government assistance of 850. No prospected a reef on
1:olfra.:--a Hill, probably near Andy foint, and sent a st_zilple
of ore to Darwin; the ore assayed 53.7^(Oliver, 1915).
'2he first lease was registered. by Uanlon dnd Jame in 1915
on the site of the present Treasure Lease and Hidden Treasure
Lease.

Uhen T.G. Oliver visited the field in 1916 twenty men
were working there. The British Government was providing
a guaranteed market for wolfram at the time and production
rose steadily to a maximum of 105 tons in 1920. The
British Government ceased buyinr]i in 1919 and the price of
wolfram dropped rapidl y from GO/- per unit to about 11/-
per unit in 1922. Recorded production from Hatches Creek
ceased in 1923, and was not resumed for eight yours. The
accuracy of early figures is much in doubt and tonnages
quoted should be considered as approximate only: commun-
ications were bad and many miners neglected to send in
their returns.Yi.7ot until 1943 were production figures
taken from buyers' returns. Assay data wore first Obtained
at about the same time.
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Unless
this report

otherwise stated all tonnages given in
are in long tons (2,240 lbs).

A unit of tungstic oxide is 100th.part of a ton
of tungstic oxide. Standard wolfram concentrate
contains 65 units of tungstic oxide per ton. (65;O W0 3 )

Until 1923 all wolfram had to ue transported by
camel to the railhead at Oodnadatta, 600 miles to the
south in South Australia, or by similar transportation
to :sueensland. Official records show a total production
to 1923 of 387 tons of wolfram valued at L65,623, but
this figure is almost certainly much lower than the true
output.

From 1923 to 1931 there was intermittent activity
on the field but not until 1931 was any further production
(6.9 tons) recorded. Regular production recommenced in
1934. Between 1930 and 1932 some supposed gold-bearing
reefs were discovered and examined in the Hatches Creek
district (Ann. Rep. Administrator 'LT, 1930;1932). Assays
were reported to be promising but no development was under-
taken.

The price of wolfram started to rise in the early
1930's and in 1937, owing to the Japanese invasion of
China and German stockpiling of both standard and sub-
grade wolfram (Li and gang, 1947), the price reached an
unprecedented height of 130/- a unit. The railhead had
been extended to Alice Springs by then, and motor transport
was readily available which considerably aided the devel-
opment of the field. The field boomed from 1937 to 1941,
and at the height of the boom more than 200 miners were
working at Hatches Creek.. Production rose steadily to a
maximum of 241 tons of concentrate in 1941 — about three-
quarters of the wolfram production from the Northern
Territory. A battery was installed by Ir. J. Jalsn, who
owned several leases at Hatches Cruek and at Aauchope.
The Government provided a regular water supply and mail
service.

In 1942 the Commonwealth Government took over the
field, but concentrated attention on the larger rines:
smaller miners were allowed to continue independently.
A large Chinese labour force was brought to the field.
By 1944 the Allies' demand for wolfram had slackened, and
mines were handed back to their owners. A Parliamentary
Committee was set up to investigate the production of
wolfram and mica in the Northern Territory, and it recommended
that while the owners of mines already in operation should
be given every opportunity to resume production, the opening
of new mines should be discouraged. The committee also
recommended that some compensation should be paid to owners
of mines appropriated by the Commonwealth. It was considered
that, in the light of the increase of wolfram prices during
the war, the royalty originally agreed upon had been too
low (^.1!LI.C., 1944).

At the end of the war the price again fell drastically
and remained very low until late 1950, but most of the larger
mines continued operations on a small scale. The outbreak of
the Korean War caused n sadden steep rise in the price of
wolfram which reached a maximum of 680/- per unit in 1951.
However the boom was short-lived, and by 1954 wolfram was
worth an uneconomical 155/- per unit. A slight rise in
prices in 1955 and 1956 stimulated some further activity,
but late in 1956 the price began to fall again. In mid-
1957 the price was fluctuating around 115/- per unit and
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there was no market for wolfram. By August, 1957 only the
Pioneer nine was operating at Hutches Creek, on a very
limited basis, and it ceased operations before the end of
the dear.

The total recorded production from the Hatches Creek
alfram Aeld has been 2839.35 tons of wolfra and scheelite

concentrates worth about C1,294,110. In addition some bismuth
concentrates and copper ore have been produced. Tables 1, 2,
and 3 give the recorded annual production from Hatches Creek
of wolfram-scheelite, bismuth, and copper concentrates
respectively to 30th June, 1953. Figure 1 shows that the
produation of wolfram has always been closely related to the
price of tungsten, and both have fluctuated widely. Table

gives the recorded production from all leases which are
known to have produced more than one ton of concentrates since
1940. terom the Table it may be seen that six mines have con-
tributed about half of the production from Hatches Creek in
that period.

In June 1956 the following mines were producing: the
Pioneer fine, the Endurance Mine, the Black Diamond fine,
The Green Diamond Vine, The Hen and Chickens :Inc, The Masters
Gully Mine, The Hit or Lisa Extended Mine, The Hit or Miss
iine and several other lodes on the Hit or riss lease, the
Silver Granites fine, the Kangaroo .me, the Ludy Hamilton
Mine, and the Copper Show Wine. In addition prospectors
were active on the Kangaroo Group.

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

The area was visited by Brown (1896), Davidson (1905),
and George and Murray (1907), before Hatches (;reek Was
established as a wolfram mining field. Brief r,ention of
Hatclies Creek is made in each of their reports, but they
were concerned primarily with prospectina for gold and did
not examine the area thoroughly. T.G. Oliver (1916), made
a brief survey of the mining field in 116, and his raport
is the only reliable source of information on Hatches Creek
before 1937.

In 1937 a brief ground reconnaissance of the area was
made by officers of A.G.G.S.N.a. aid an area, including the
mining field, was photographed from 12,s00 feet. This was
followed by a detailed survey of the mines and the geology
of the surrounding country in 194C. The area was photographed
again from 5,500 feet in the same year ( A.G.G.3. aA., 1941).

During the Second Norld War the demand for wolfram
increased; considerable interest was shown in the field and
several brief reports were prepared ( Knight, 1943; Raggatt,
1943; Sullivan, 1943).^C.J. Sullivan examined the Treasure
;inc in 1951 (Sullivan, 1951) and contributed a section on
Hatches Greek in "The Geology of Australian Ore Deposits"
(Sullivan, 1953). E.B. Jensen (1955), has dealt with the
treatment of the complex wolfram-scheelite-bismuth ore from
the Pioneer 'inc.

A ground party of the Bureau of Mineral Resources
completed a regional geological survey of the 'Davenport
Ranges in October 1956 ( Smith and Stewart, 1958). In the
same year an airborne scintillograph of selected areas in
the Davenport Ranges was begun, also by the Bureau of
A.neral Resources, and was completed in 1957. raps showing
the results of this survey were released later in the year.

_

•
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TABLE 1 

HATCHES CREEK WOLFRAM FIELD 

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OP WOLFRAY AND SCHEAITE CONCENTRATES

1915 - 1958 

Year Ending
30th June

Concentrates
Tons Value Remarks

1915-1917 77 15,415
1918 62 12,679
1919 86.9 (b) 14,987 British Govt.

ceased buying.
1920 105.3 (a) 18,140
1921 LAO 3,824
1922 16.0 560
1923 O. 4 18
1924-1930 Nil -- None recorded
1931 6.88 192
1932-1933 Nil -- None recorded
193)4 24 1,864
1935 39.63 4,428
1936 49.6 5,016
1937 86.0 (b) 9,525 Invasion of

China
1938 164.34 44,298
1939 177.25 31,903 jorld^.:ar 11

started
1940 186.86 31,942
1941 241.39 (a) 39,965
1942 208. 46,041) C l wealth Govt.
19143 120.35 33.740) operated field
1944 71.59 20,937
1945 49.17 16.212
1946 60.2 19,511 British contract

terminated
1947 39.45 11.925
1948 57.89 25.747
1949 39.00 16,771
1950 28.10 9,032 Korean 'Jar

started
1951 41.54 (b) 61,555
1952 95.88 167,854
1953 206.57 (a) 264,904
1954 110.82 95,206
1955 33.06 70,288
1956 119.64 105,784
1957 105.24 829456
1958 38.8 11.391

otal 2,839.85 £1,294,110

(a) Note time lag between peak price and peak production.

(b) Peak price for each boom period.



TARLE 2 

HATCHES CREEK WOLRRAM FIELD 

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF BISMUTH CONCENTRATES 

1943 - 1953 

Year Ending
30th June

Concentrates
Tons

Value

1943^(a) 3.56 3,721
1944 0.20 137
1946 Nil •••
1947 0.07 10
1948-1953 Nil
1954 1.75 482
1955-1958 Nil -

Total^ 5.58 (b)^Z4,4°°

(a) Includes ore produced during 1941 and 1942, during
which time Hatches Creek was the major source of
bismuth in Australia.

(b) About 84; of total production for the Northern Territory.

TABLE 3 

HATCHES CREEK WOLFRAM FIELD

AlINUAL PROLUCTION C^COPPER ORE

1950 - 1958

Year Ending^Ore
30th June^Dry Tons

Value Assay
% Cu.

1950 12,263 642 30.4
1951 4.25 300 30.0 (a)
1952 5.25 470 a 30.0 ( a)
1953 Nil --
1954 8.63 950
1955 20.6 1,94°
1956 Nil --
1957 14.76^(b) 2,391 L45. 0
1958 5.0 455 42.9

Total 68.75 £7,143

(a) Value approximate.

(b) 6.47 tons copper
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GEOLOGY

General

'Yith the exception of Cainozoic sediments, all
the rocks present on the Hatches Creek field are thought
to be Upper Proterozoic. They consist of a sequence of
sedimentary and extrusive igneous rocks which Hossfeld
(1954) named the Hatches Creek Group and which have been
intruded by a differentiated igneous intrusive - here
named the Pedlar Gabbro-, by feldspar porphyry, and by
granite. An urea of 20 square miles was mapped in the
course of this survey PLATE 2). flapping on a regional
scale was completed by the Bureau of Tineral Resources
In 1956 (Smith and Stewart, 1958).

Hossfeld (1941) recognised three stratigraphic units
in the area, separated by unconformities, for which he
proposed the names "Bottom eries," Hatches Creek Series,
and "T,p Series." Subsequently, he discarded the upper
unconformity and the name "To , ) Series", and included
these beds, together with the Hatches Creek Series, in
the Hatches Creek Group (Hossfeld, 1954). The Hatches
Creek Group was placed in the "Davenport Series" which
Hossfeld considered to be Middle Proterozoic. At the
same time, Hossfeld correlated the "Bottom Series" with
his "Agicondi Series," which he considered to be Lower
Proterozoic.

Mapping by the Bureau of iineral Resources proved
that the lower unconformity did not exist either, and
the "Bottom Series" was included in the Hatches Creek
Group. The Hatches Creek Group unconformably overlies
the Warramunga Group, and is overlain by flat-lying
Cambrian sediments; it is now considered to be Upper
Proterozoic (Smith and Stewart, 1958). The Pedlar Gabbro,
and the other intrusives in the Davenport Runge, intrude
the Hatches Creek Group, but not, as far as is known, the
Cambrian sediments.

Hatches Creek Group

The Hatches Creek Group at Hatches Creek consist
mainly of arenaceaus rocks, with a few lutites; and two
sequences of volcanic rocks in the upper part of the
succession. Leuartz greywacke is the commonest of the
sedimentary rocks in the lower part of the succession;
quartz sandstone predominates in the middle part and
quartzite (or quartzitic sandstone) predominates in the
upper part of the succession. Beds of siltstone are
present throughout, and thin beds of shale occur in a
few places. A few small lenses of conglomerate are
present in the sandstone and the quartzite.

The commonest volcanic rock is an acid porphyry;
some andesite and lar:prophyre (Sullivan, 1951) is present
In the lower sequence of volcanic rocks. Hossfeld (1941)
states that tuff is present in the upper sequence; but
none was recognised during the present survey, although
a fine light :rey siltstone (Spec. 45, Appendix 1) is
almost indistinguishable from tuff in hand-specimen.

The beds on the mineral field have been moderately
folded and faulted, and dip to the south at an average
of 55 degrees. TheEtrike is easterly but swings gradually
from east-south-east in the west to north-east in the
east (PLATE 2).
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The total thickness of the sequence cannot be
measured, because in the northern part of the area only
scattered blocks of the Hatches Creek Group remain within
the Pedlar Gabbro. About 7,000 feet of the succession,
interrupted only by two thin sills is present between the
southern margin of the Pedlar Gabbro and the south flank
of the Hit or Miss Gully (Pig.3).

The oldest rocks in the area lie to the north.
Scattered blocks of the Hatches Creek Group, which have
been extensively altered lie in the Pedlar Gabbro between
the Poseidon Hills and the Mia Mia Fault 'zone (PLATE 2).
They have been shattered and folded close to the fault
zone, The faseidon Hills are a series of low undulating
ridges trending roughly north-east and are composed of
fine-grained quartr, greywacke and sandstone, with a few
beds of siltstone and quartzite. No bedded igneous rocks
were seen but a plug of gabbro crops out in the centre of
the hills.

Quartz greywacke is the dominant rock; it is dense,
thin-bedded, and fine grained, and c nsists of angular
grains of quartz in a matrix of sericite and altered
feldspar. Limonite, leucoxene, muscovite, zircon, and
tourmaline are present as accessories. The colour of the
rock varies from brown to almost white and seems to be
determined by the amount of limonite in it.

*mei bi

The Poseidon Hills areione of two very large blocks
of sediments - the other being Wolfram Hill - which lie
completely within the Pedlar Gabbro. The sediments have
been hornfelsed at the contact, and email blocks of horn-
felsed sediments lie within the igneous rock close to the
contact. The dip of the beds is to the south-east and
steepens from 40 degrees in the north-east to a maximum
of about 70 degrees in the south-west (PLATEV3 Current
bedding at the south-west end indicates that the beds are
the right way up.

Wolfram Hill lies to the south of the Poseidon Hills
and the two are separated by a wide, flat-bottomed valley
underlain to the north by the Pedlar Gabbro, and to the
south by sedimentm„of the Hatches Creek Group. Outcrops
are rare and theXcontact was not seen. The sediments in
the valley are siltstone, greywacke, and sandstone, but
on Wolfram Hill the dominant rock is quartz sandstone,
interbedded with quartzite, greywacke, and some silt stone.
To mall outcrops of deeply-weathered acid igneous rocks
were examined and appear to be intrusive; but the outcrops
were limited, and the nature of their occurrence was not
determined. They lie on the south side or Wolfram Hill.

The strata on Wolfram Hill strike roughly parallel
to those on the Poseidon Hills but the grain is coarser
and the individual beds are generally 91ticker. The lyttei-eenvita
constituent of the arenites is medium4; sub-angular, fractured
quartz grains, but the matrix, which may be siliceous,
ferruginous, or composed of detrital feldspar, epidote, and
other accessories, determines the appearance of the rock,
in hand-specimen: the rock may be respectively a quartzitic
sandstone, a ferruginous snm'stone, or a silty sandstone.
The silty sandstone becomes - a greywacke by a decrease in
the amount of quartz present; the few siltstone beds
represent the lutitic matrix only.

On the northern side of Nolfram Hill the beds maintain
a roughly uniform dip along the strike of 50 degrees to
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55 degrees to the south-east. ' However on the southern
side of the hill, particularl:j between Windy Point and
the Green Diamond Tine (PLATE^the strata are faulted
and tightly folded. Intense jointing has obscured most
of the bedding in this vicinity and the commonest rock
is a massive, even :rained quartz sandstone. Although
ripple marks indicate the bedding in a few places these
occurrences are not common enough to enable the structure
which appears to be most complex, to be properly determined.
More detailed mapping will be necessary.

A low, soil-covered plain, underlain by the Pedlar
Gabbro, separates ,olfram Hill from the ridges to the
south. The gabbro contains numerous blocks of partly
digested sedimentary rocks, nearly all of which strike
conformably with the regional trend. These blocks are
more resistant to erosion: consequently, where the under-
lying rock does project above the soil cover, xenolithic
material is usually present. The remnants wi,ich can be
identified generally prove to have been quartzite or
sandstone; fragments of softer rocks have either been
more completely assimilated, are concealed beneath the
alluvium, or were originally absent.

The sequence is relatively undisturbed south of the
Pedlar Gabbro and consists of quartz sandstone and quart-
zite, alternating with masses of extrusive volcanic rocks
and softer sediments. This has given rise to a linear
topography of a series of five ridges and four gullies
trending roughly east. The most northerly ridge is low and
irregular, and is composed partly of metasomatised sand-
stone, and partly of granophyre.. The ,;ranophyre has
segregated from the Pedlar Gabbro and crops out along the
southern margin of the main body of gabbro (1 11,ATE 2).

The second ridge to the south is also composed pre-
dominantly of sandstone, in which metasomatism is still
apparent. The sandstone is poorly bedded and massive with
ripple marks and cross bedding. It is a ferruginous quartz
sandstone similar to those on Wolfram Hill. Quartzitic
sandstone and silty sandstone beds are present but are less
common than on Wolfram Hill.

The most northerly gully, Hanlons Gully (PLATE 2),
is underlain by sandstone, greywacke, and siltstone which
have been intruded bLi a thin sill of granophyre. Faulting
in the area has displaced the sill and the sedimentary rocks.

The next gully to the south, .arnes Gully, is also
underlain by sedimentary rocks, which have been intruded
by dolerite. About 50 feet of sandstone, greywacke, and
siltstone separate the sill from the third ridge to the
south, which is com -!Josed of quartzite. Outcrops in the
gully are rare; greywacke appears to be the commonest
rock. A very iron,-rich siltstone crops out in this gully,
and Dallwitz (Appendix 1) considers that the iron may have
been derived from sulphides.

The third and fourth rides to the south are composed
of a tough, light-grey quartzite in which cross-bedding is
common and indicates that the beds are the right way up.
The quartzite consists of interlocking quartz grains 0.1 mm
to 2.0 m.m. in size, and a little hematite.
Beds of quartz sandstone and small lenses of conglomerateam 44° Pre r:
The conglomerate is made up of pebbles of jasper and light
grey and black quartzite in a coarse sandy matrix; the lenses
of conglomerate are rarely more than 15 feet long and 5 feet
wide. Irregular masses of quartz, a few feet long, are
present in the arenites, and there are many silicified

breccias along fault zones.



The quartzite dips south at anything from 45 degrees
to 75 degrees, but dips are mostly between )5 degrees and
60 degrees. The quartzite of the third ridge passes
abruptly into volcanic rocks of the Treasure Gully. The
composition of the volcanic rocks varies from andesite to
acid porphyry; a few lenses of hard Quartzite are inter-
calated with the lavas. In strong contrast to the Treasure
Gully, the volcanic sequence in the Hit or liss Gully contains
a high proportion of sedimentary material and the volcanic
rocks are all acid porphyries as far as is known. Granophyre
intrudes the volcanic rocks in_the Treasure Gully at the
westtrn end, and also east of Hatches Creek (:PLATE 2), but
has not been found in the Hit br - iss Gully.

The volcanic rocks of the two gullies are separated by
about 1,500 feet of sediments. Most of this is quartzite
but there is E basal bed, about 12 feet thick, of greywacke,
and in the upper part of the succession the quartzite gives
way to quartz sandstone. Above this 41011k there is about
600 feet of interbedded lavas and arenaceous rocks before
the main volcanic phase is reached; although sedimentary rocks
consisting of lenses of iron-rich t,uartzite and sandstone,
and beds of siltstone, greywacke, and sandstone are still
present in this phase. The lenses of iron-rich sediments
resemble gossans from a distance and it is thought that at
least part of the iron may have derived from iron-rich
sulphides in the sedimentary rocks themselves, or in the
surrounding porphyry.

The Hit or Miss Gully narrows markedly to the west:
just east of Yia Fia Creek the volcanic phase is only
about 1,500 feet thick whereas to the east, near the Hit
of Miss Group, the volcanic phase is almost twice as thick.
In general, the lavas lens out to the west and the sediments
lens out to the east along the south side of Dooleys Ridge
(FATE 2).

The commonest volcanic rock is the porphyry which
consists of phenocrysts of quartz, and in some specimens
feldspar, in a groundmass of quartz grains with sericite,
hematite, magnetite, chlorite, biotite, phlogoplAte, sphene,
and leucoxene. It is not known whether the absence of feldspar
phenocrysts in some specimens is due to differences in the
various lavas, or whether their absence is due to irregularities
within individual flows.

Many of the porphyries are amygdaloidal. The amygdales,
which may be up to half an inch across, contain quartz.
Secondary quartz has been identified in the rock in thin^serkitedsection. The porphyry has been convert qg to hornfelsjn.
plarles, and has been silicified and sernicise^6bMe
secondary silicification has taken plaCe, but the relative
contributions of weathering and metamcrrhism to the silicification
and sericitisation have not been determined.

edlar Gabbro 

The Pedlar Gabbro, named from Pedlars Creek (PLATE 2)
is an intrusive complex which underlies most^the northern
part of the field. The intrusive consists of a gabbro with
late-stage acid differentiates. The original composition has
been modified by assimilation of material from the Hatches
Creek Group, and by autometamorphisni.

The common rock type is a coarse saussuritized and
uralitized gabbro consisting of actinolite, remnants of
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plagioclase, and interstitial quartz, with accessory
iron oxide and apatite. Andesine has been identified
in the remnants of the plagioclase, but Dallwitz
(Appendix 1) considers that it may not be representative
of the original plagioclase. Patches, veinlets and blebs
of gabbro pkgmatite, and more acid differentiates, are
present throughout the gabbro. They are composed of
saussuritised acid plagioclase and quartz, with accessory
penninite; epidote, sphene, and iron oxides. Descriptions
of these rocks are given in Appendix 1. Some samples seem
to be dioritic, and this may be due to contamination of the
gabbro by the Hatches Creek Group. Xenolithic material is
abundant throughout the intrusive, and some of the xenoliths
have assumed an igneous texture (Spec. 26b, Appendix 1).

The gabbro is oval in plan; the long axis extends
about nine miles north-east, and the short axis about four
and a half miles north-west. It ends abruptly against a
large fault to the north and north-west (Smith and Stewart,
1958). Granophyre crops out along the southern and south-
eastern margin of the intrusive, and a granophyre sill intrudes
the Hatches Creek Group in Hanlons Gully. A dolerite sill
intrudes the Hatches Creek Group in Warnes Gully and granophyre
crops out in two places in the .reasure Gully (MATE 2).

The contact between the main bodies of granophyre and
gabbro is almost entirely obscured. The contact zone is
visible on the east bank of Pedlars Creek. No definite
contact was seen; the gabbro appears to grade into the
granophyre, but the outcrop is discoptinuous, and the
presence of xenolithic material and7other differentiates
confuses the picture.

The granophyre is a potash-soda granophyre, or gran-
ophyric adamellite: descriptions are given in Appendix 1.
It is composed of quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase, and
biotite, with accessory chlorite, epidote, and iron oxides.
Granophyrie texture is poorly developed in some specimens.
The granophyre which crops out at the western end of the
Treasure Gully contains pyrite, iron oxide, and pyrrhotite,
in a pocket of epidote (Spec. 35, Appendix 1). Secondary
copper minerals, are associated with segregations of quartz
and epidote in Warnes Gully, south of aolfram Hill, and in
other places.

Veins, pockets, and stringers of epidote are abundant
throughout the intrusive; and epidote in the metasomatised
sandstone is thought to have come from the intrusive. The
unusual abundance of epidote suggests an affinity with a
dolerite which intrudes the Hatches Creek Group elsewhere
in the Davenport Range, and which is also rich in epidote
(Smith and Ste art, 1958). However, Smith and Stewart
state that -

"The behaviour of the dolerite as a
stratigraphic marker, and its con-
tinuity, suggest that it is inter-
calated with the sediments^
rather than it intrudes the

They also state -
" An alternative explanation of the
origin of the dolerite is that it
was intruded as a multiple sill. In
this case the dolerite must have
been intruded either before consol-
idation of the Hatches Creek Group,
or at an early stage of the period
when the group was folded."
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The latter theory is consistent with that held for
the time of intrusion oa the Pedlar Gabbro. There is
considerable evidence to sua;gest that the Pedlar Gabbro
was intruded during the folding of the Hatches Creek Group.

It is stated in a later section that the faulting and
folding at Hatches Creek were contemporaneous and field
evidence suggests that intrusion took place at the same
time as the faulting. Further, the folding in thought to
have assiated, if it was not directly responsible for, the
segregation of the granophyre. The composition of the
granophyre; the abundance of epidote and late-stage differentiates;
and the field relationships all suggest that the aranophyre
differentiated from the gabbro: whether efore or after intrusion
is not clear. A more detailed petrographic study will be needed
to deter ins whether there has been differentiation within the
gabbro. Differentiation is not apparent in the field, but may
be obscure a by the abundant xenolithic material.

Blocks of sedimentary rock ranging in length from a few
feet to more than a mile are present in the aabbro: with one
known exception they lie, parallel to the re,*ioaal dip and strike
of the country rock. The continuity of these blocks, and their
abundance throughout the outcrop of the Pedlar Gabbro, suggest
that the upper margin of the gabbro was not very far Sbove the
present level of erosion. Hossfeld (1941) has suggested that
the larger blocks represent roof pendants. The continuity of
the blocks also suggests that movement was slight during the
consolidation of the gabbro.^!'ore work will be needed to
determine whether intrusion preceded or followed the main foldin,.

Other Intrusives 
7NmA4V7

A body of feldspardlies in the core of a large dome about
three miles south of the mining field (Smith and Steaart, 1958 .
It is one of a number of such occurrences which are present in
the Davenport Range. The porphyry is intruded by granite, which
Is believed to be the source of the tungsten deposits. The
wolfram deposits at -.auehope are associated with a granite lying
In the core of a dame formed by the Hatches Creek Group (Gullivan,
1952).

Smith and Stewart (1958) state that "all of the granites
(in the Davenport Range area) are two-mica aicrocline granites",
and also"^the granites show evidence of stress after consol-
idation". In this the granites are si7 'liar to those at Tennant
Creek (Smith and Stewart, 1958; Ivanac, 1954).

Again following Srith and Stewart -

TUnless it is postulated that there were two metallogenic
epochs, each of which prodoced the same minerals ( of
tungsten, copper, bismuth; also gold), then the granite
of the osquito Creek area ( and ba inference, of Tennant
Creek) may be regarded as eauivalent in a,e t --) the granites
which intrude the Hatches Creek Croup."a

Current investigations by the Bureau of r.. ineral Resources into
the age of granites in Central Australia may jive some indication
as to whether the deposits of copper, tin, wolfrm , silver, lead
and gold which occur intermittently in association with granite
from rt. Singleton in the west, through Barrow Creek and Aileron,
to the Jervois Range in the east, can be related to the same period
of mineralisation as the mineral deposits oi the Davenport Range
and Tennant Creek.
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Cainozoic 

Small outcrops of thin, impure travertine, containing
a high proportion of silty material, are scattered along the
banks of Hatches Creek and Via Via Creek. A coarse, loosely
consolidated conglomerate is visible in the upper parts of
these creeks. The conglomerate consists of locally derived,
rounded pebbles, up to four inches across, set in a coarse
gravelly base.

A few low, talus-covered rises are scattered over the
soil plain which overlies the Pedlar Gabbro. The talus
consists of water-worn boulders of quartzite and sandstone,
many of which s ow no sins of matasomatism, suggesting that
they were not derived from their immediate environment. One
of the rises has been dissected by Hatches Creek, just north
of Bean Tree Hole (PLATE 2). The rise is formed of igneous
rock, and no sedimentary rocks were seen in situ. Igneous
rock also crops out on the sides of some of the other rises.

tamorohi 

Regional metamorphism of the rocks in the area has been
v(19 low grade, and has been obscured by thermal and metasamatic
alteration near the Pedlar Gabbro. T e shear zones in which
the tung sten deposits have been emplaced frequently contain
schistose rocks.

The sedimentary rocks in and near the Pedlar Gabbro have
been severely metasomatised, and many of the xenoliths have
been reconstituted with an igneous texture. The altered rocks
contain sericite, chlorite, epidote, sphene, apatite, and
rare leucoxene. Dallwitz (kipendix 1) considers that feldspar
and biotite have been formed by metasomatic processes and later
altered to sericite and chlorite by the same processes. Scattered
clots of sericite in the quartzite from the third ridge south
of the Pedlar Gabbro ars also attributed to metasomat1s3..

The volcanic and sedimentary rocks in the gullies south
of the Pedlar Gabbro have been suricitized and silicified,
and in places have assumed a hornfelsic texture, which suggests
thermal alteration of the rocks, either by the Pedlar Gabbro
or by the granite to the south. The Pedlar Gabbro is nearer
and was probably intruded at a higher tenperature than the
granite. The presence of granophyre in the Treasure Gully and
Hanlons Gully, and of dolerite in arnes Gully suL;gests that
this part of the field is underlain at depth by the Pedlar
Gabbro. It is considered that most of the alteration of the
rocks on the field can be attributed to the Pedlar Gabbro.

Folding,

Only one period of folding is apparent in the Hatches
Creek Group at Hatches Creek. The regional strike of the
folding in the Davenport ange is west-north-west; but this
is interrupted by several domes, some of which, like some of
the larger anticlines, are coi.ed by igneous intrusions. At
Hatches Creek the Pedlar Gabbro lies at the core of an
asymmetrical, faulted, domed structure. The tungsten-bearing
lodes crop out in the intrusive and on the southern limb of
this structure.

The dips^the bedding on the southern limb are between
40 degrees and 70 degrees to the south and average about 55
degrees. Cross-bedding and ripple marks indicate that these
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beds have not been overturned. The dips of the bedding
on the northern limb are mainly very steep to the north
but the strata have been disturbed by a large fault
striking at about 060 degrees, which lies close to the
crest of the dome. Hatches Greek lies at the locus of
a marked change in the trend of the regional folding.
4est of Hatches Creek the fold axes trend north-west:
east of Hatches Creek the fold axes trend north-east
(Smith and Stewart, 1958).

Faulting

The study of faulting on the mining field has been
confined mainly to areas where sedimentary rocks crop out.
Very detailed mapping will be required to determine fully
the faulting of the i_neaus rocks. Thus the fault pattern
on the north end of the mineral field is not clear.

The largest fault feature in the area is the !A.a Via
Zone (PLATE 2), which has a total horizontal displacement
of about 5,000 feet. This is a wide, complex zone of
dislocation trending at 020 degrees. At the western end
of kiVarnes Gully, where the margins have been accurately
determined, the zone 19 1,800 feet wide. The western
margin of the zone is distinguished by a single large
fault which has been traced from the west end of the Hit
or Miss Gully to the northern limits of the mineral field
(I-LATE 2). In places this fault is marked by a wide zone
of silicified quartz breccia. It strikes at 020 degrees
over most of its length but the strike changes to 040
degrees north of the Hatches Creek airstrip. The breccia
is unusually wide in this northern section of the fault 2
and forms an upstanding ridge about 100 feet high (FLATE Ni.
The rocks on the south side of this ridge have been severe y
faulted. At the west end of James Gully the fault zone has
been displaced by a short fault striking at about 060 degrees
which is apparently part of the fault zone but is slightly
younger than the rest of the faulting.

A similar but more complex and less easily defined
zone of faulting lies at the eastern end of the Hit or riss
Gully. This zone and the ?via ria Fault Zone have been taken
as the eastern and western limits of the mineral field. No
tungsten deposits have been found outside these limits. Yia

Creek and Hatches Creek coincide roughly with the outcrop
of the two zones of faulting.

Some of the smaller faults which lie between the major
fault zones are parallel in strike to the faults within the
zones, and have many characteristics in common:-

(1^They are vertical or steeply dipping.
(2 The strike of some of them varies considerably.
(3 The apparent horizontal displacement varies

considerably along the strike.
(4) Some of them show a reversal in the direction

of apparent downthrow.
(5) Wide zones of breccia are common along the

fault planes, and the larger faults are
accompanied by extensive z ones of Shattering.

These characteristics suggest that the faults may be wrench-
faults. Brecciation is not restricted to wrench-faults but
Its presence, combined with the other characteristics, is
significant. Displacement along the two major fault zones
was right handed, but many of the smaller faults are left la..AULA..as

ca..? Mace. A..04
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mon
htti4cled although they are parallel in strike to thekfault
zones.

,rench-faulting has obscured any evidence of earlier
faulting. It is considered that the wrench-faulting was
associated with the same period oL diastrophism that caused
the folding of the Hatches (;reek Group. The strike and
displacement of the ria Mia Fault Zone indicate that the
direction of maximum stress was from north-east to south-
west. This is consistent with the axis of folding in the
Davenport Range west of Hatches Creek.

The strikes of the faults on the mineral field have
been plotted on a strain rosette (2ig. 2A). By far the
greatest number of faults strike between 020 de,;rees and
050 degrees, with the commonest direction of strike at
030 degrees. A few faults strike at 360 degrees, 320
degrees, and between 280 degrees and 300 degrees. No
direct relationship could be found between the directions
of strike of these faults and the direction of maximum
stress indicated by the Vila Mia Fault Zone.

Only one strike fault has been identified, at the
western end of Dooleys Ridge (PLATE 2) but there has been
abundant small scale displacement along the bedding planes
on the south side of Dooleys Ridge, and many strike faults
may remain unidentified. Displacement along the bedding
planes can be seen where mineral-bearing reefs strike
across the bedding and was contemporaneous with the emplace-
ment of the reefs.

The reefs occuDy shears of small horizontal displace-
ment, most of which strike between 060 degrees and 080
degrees, or between 360 degrees and 020 degrees: the strikes
have been plotted on a strain rosette (Pig. 213). The shears
are thought to have been formed during the main period of^einpi"fra•rf:
faulting at Hatches Creek, but the 1.44wErimen -Uf-th-6-i-e-C-fs
was later and was accompanied by further minor dislocation
which wasmerobably caused by the intrusion of the granite.
Althaueitlater movement has taken place, no distinct post-
ore faulting has been traced. On the Green Diamond rain
Lode on ,Volfram Hill the Lehmann Fault is later than the
main period of mineralisation, but there is some evidence
for a later period of mineralisation associated with the
fault.

At the south end of the mineral field three loci of
more intense dislocation have been developed within the
general pattern of faulting. The type of faulting is
different at each locus.

The first locus, at the west end of Dooleys Ridge,
is extremely complex. At least one strike fault is present
and a block of volcanic rock has been faulted into the claartzlte
of Dooleys Ridge (LIATE 2). This locus is well removed from
any tungsten de,osits, and no attempt was made to elucidate
the structure.

The second locus, at the head of Pedlars Creek, consists
of two sets of faults striking at about 320 degrees and 035
degrees. The faults striking at 035 degrees are dominant and
are parallel in strike to the large wrench-faults in the Hatches
Creek area. The faults traverse aedimentary rocks and a sill
of granophyre in the south, and pass into the main body of the
Pedlar Gabbro to the north. The granophyre sill has been dis-
placed by the faults, but they appear to die out in the Pedlar
Gabbro. The faulting seams to have been contemporaneous with
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the intrusion of the igneous rocks.

The third locus lies at the eastern end of the Hit
or Miss Gully and possibly owes some of its complexity
to the major zara of faulting imediately to the east

•^(FLATE 2). The most important feature of the faulting
in this area is the presence of a set of short faults
with an undulating north-westerly strike. The faults
lie along gullies for the moat part, and their presence
has been inferred from the displace..ent of the sedimentary
beds which lie within the volcania rocks in the area (ILATE 2).
The undulating strike of these faults is typical of tension
gashea. They are thought to have been developed to compensate
for difrerential movement between the blocks of quartzite which
flank the Hit or hiss Gully to north and south. The greatest
concentration of tungsten bearina reefs at Hatches Creek lies
within this locus of faulting.

Geomorpholoig 

The flat-topped hills at Hatches Creek represent an old,
undulating plain of unknown age. Smith and atewart (1958),
have reported that Cambrian sediments, and some I'recambrian
gravels, overly a relief conforming in general to that now
in evidence in the Davenport Range, and it is apparent that
erosion of the Hatches Creek Group was considerably advanced
before the CaMbrian.

NIA

The existence of a Iiocene peneplain has been postulated
at Tennant Creek (Ivanac, 1954), and south of the Davenport
Range. Subsurface data from rurray Downs Station and Warrabri
Native Settlement, which lie along the south side of the
Davenport Range, indicates a considerable de ath of limestone
and oltbs.at partly consolidated alluvium which is thought to be
Tertiary. A dissected tertiary plain is known at rt. Swan,
150 miles south or Hatches Creek ( N. 0. Jones, Pers. Comm.).

er•von Setio‘ce

The age of the fart-tags at Hatches Creek could thus be
lertiary or Precambrian. The dissection of the plain which
is represented by the flat-topped hills may therefore have
begun soon after the Cambrian or at some time in the Cainozoic.
Post-Mesozoic epeirogenic movement took place at Tennant Creek
and to the south of the Davenport Range and probably caused
rejuvenation at Hatches Creek. The presence, on the low rises
round ;iolfram Hill, of what may have been a more extensive plain
of boulders; and in the creeks, of dissected travertine, points
to some slight uplift in comparativela recent times.

Geoloaical History

Greywacke and sandstone represent the earliest sedimentation
In the Hatches Creek area and indicate deposition of ill-sorted
material on a subsiding floor. Steady subsidence gave aay to
alternating periods of subsidence and quiescence. The periods
of quiescence gradually became longer and gave rise to relatively
large thicknesses of well-sorted sandstone. Two periods of
vulcanicity interrupted the sedimentation. The source of the
vulcanicity was probably to the east of Hatches Creek. We
The composition of the volcanic rocks indicatesa non-orogenic
association.

The deformation that followed was accompanied by the
intrusion of the Pedlar Gabbro, probably at an early stage.
It caused segregation of late-stage fluids which formed the
granophyre, and were responsible for considerable metasomatic
alteration of the country rock. Shear zones formed during the
main phase of deformation, acted as posts to the mineralising
fluids which accompanied the intrusion of the granite, probably
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towards the end of the diastrophism. The strike and
a displacement of the main faults indicate a direction

of maximum stress from north-east to south-west. If
the faults are wrench-faults, the axis of intermediate

•

^

^stress was vertical and the axis of minimum stress was
from south-east to north-west. This supposes either
p considerable vertical confining pressure or tension
from south-east to north-west. The low grade of regional
metamorphism suggests that the area was never subjected
to a great loud, and it therefore seems likely that there
was tension frmm south-east to north-west.

A period of erosion was followed by marine inundation
in the Middle Cambrian. A further prolonged period of
erosion followed 4nd was not interrupted as far as is
known, until thelertiary. At least 100 feet of Tertiary
sediments were deposited along the south side of the
Davenport Range, but tertiary sediments have not been
proven within the range. Post-Mesozoic epeirogenic
movement may have caused some rejuvenation at Hatches Creek.
The only evidence for uplift durina the Cainozoic is provided
by the low, rubble-covered rises, and by the eroded travertine
on the banks of the :ia Via Creek and Hatches Creek.

ECONOLIC GEOLOGY

General

post of the tungsten ore produced at Hatches Creek
has been won from auartz reefs. Eluvial wolfra has also
been won from the gullies on Wolfram Hill and Dooleys Ridge.
Tungsten is present mainly as the iron manganese tungstates,
an isomorphous series ranging in composition from ferberite
(i0e10 7 ) to huebnerite (NnW0 a ), The end members are rare,
the iTitermediate member wol?rawite ( (Fe rn) O a) being the
usual fora:. No attempt is made in this report to distinguish
the varieties and they are referred to collectively as wolfra.
3cheelite ( CaJ0 a ) is present in some rines. So e copper ore
and bismuth ore tiave also been produced. The ore deposits have
been localised between the !la Yia Fault Zone to the west and
a less distinct zone of faulting to the east. Between these
two zones an area of intense fracturing has developed, into
which ore-bearing fluids have intruded. The deformation at
Hatches , reek is more severe than in the rest of the Davenport
Range, and this may be due to the location of the field at the
point where the fold axes in the Hatches Creek Group change
from horth-west to noith-north-east.

•

The dominant direction of strikes of the faults and the
lodes have been graphically plotted on a strain rosette (Fig.2).
The figure shows that the commonest strike et - ' the faults is at
030 degrees whereas the lodes strike in two main directions: at
010 degrees and between ()JO degrees and 080 degrees. If strike-
faults are present they would also strike between 060 degrees
and 080 degrees, as this is parallel to the strike of the
sedimentary rocks. However strike-faults are hard to detect,
especially in the volcanic rocks. The strike of the sedimentary
rocks changes from east to west (TLATE 2), which accounts for
the dispeasal of the strikes of lodes lying parallel to the
stratification. Tost of the groups of lodes lie close to at
least one large fault, but no relationship between the lodes
and these faults was discerned.

The lodes are concentrated in a number of groups and the
lode pattern within the groups varies so much Uig. 44 that
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no distinct lode pattern can be recognised. Each lode
• consists of a shear zone occupied 1) several quartz reefs,

which may lie side by side or en echelon with their ends
overlapping slightly. The strike of the lode has no effect

• on the content of wolfram, but at the south end of the field
it appears to have had some effect on the type of accessory
mineralisation ‘piletgc.. Lodes with a northerly strike
are absent at the north end of the field, but lodes with an
easterly strike are ubiquitous.

All the important lodes have dips steeper than 40 degrees.
Lodes striking north dip either east or west, but few lodes
striking east dip to the north: some are vertical and most
of the rest dip south. The lodes are 250 feet to 550 feet
long, but the groups in which they lie may extend for 2,000
feet. The Kangaroo Line, which is exceptional, dips north
and is about a mile long (PLATE

The averae width of the reefs in the lodes is about 12
inches, but some are as much as 60 inches wide in places.
Thwhere has the bottom of a lode been exposed: the deepest
development at the time of the survey was a little over 200
feet. A diamond drill hole intersected the Pioneer No. 2
Lode at a vertical depth of 297 feet and proved a width of
12 inches for the reef. This is consistent with the average
width of the reef so far exposed in the mine.

A considerable amount of eluvial wolfram has been on
from the steep-sided gullies adjacent to the lodes. Some
eluvial deposits are reported to have been profitably reworked
within ten years of the original exploitation. Ilans were
discussed for the bulk treatment of eluvial deposits from
Wolfram Hill at the Government Batter:: early in 1957, but
the collapse of the wolfram market caused the operation to
be shelved.

Mineralogy 

4olfram and scheelite are the predominant metallic
minerals, but minerals of copper, bismuth, molybdenum, iron,
lead, and tin are also present. These occur as accessories
in the tungsten-bearing reefs, together with a number of
gangue minerals of which quartz and mica are the commonest
ones.

Tungsten Minerals

■,olfram is present either as metallic grey bladed crystals
or as darker massive form. Radiating clusters of crystals
may be seen in the richer pockets of ore. Scheelite is virtually
confined to those reefs which lie wholly or partly in igneous
rocks and is common only where the liedlar Gabbro is the host
rock. The ratio of scheelite to wolfram decreases where the
reefs pass into sedimentary rock (Sullivan, 1953).

Ocheelite constitutes some 60C-L of the ore at the higher
levels in the Pioneer - ine (Sullivan 1953) but no information
is available for the 206-foot level. However scheelite iu
still present in considerable quantity at this level. Other
tungsten minerals include tungstic ochre ( 03) and probably
cupro-tungstite (Hossfeld, 1941).

Bismuth Minerals

Native bismuth, bismuthinite, and bismutite have been
Identified, and bismite is thought to be present. Bismuth
is abundant in lodes in the Pioneer Locality where attempts
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have been made to exploit it, but occurs in only minor
amounts in other localities. Bismuthinite is present
in light grey fibrous patches on the Pioneer Group, where
it is associated with native bismuth, in small amounts,
wolfram, scheelite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite; and carries
up to four dwt. of gold per ton of bismuthinite (Jensen,

•

^

^1955). The yellow, earthy carbonate, bismutite, is present
in the oxidised zone.

Copper Minerals.

Copper minerals are present in practically every ore-
bearing lode on the mining field, and range in percentage
from a trace to about half of the metallic minerals present.
They are sufficiently abundant in the Hit or Miss Group and
the Copper Show Group to warrant their separation as copper
ore. Reefs carrying important amounts of copper lie in acid
porphyries. The primary zone has only been reached at the
Pioneer Mine and the Green Diamond Mine: chalcopyrite is
present in both these mines. A large variety of copper
minerals are present in the oxidized zone, some of them of
striking beauty. The followin:, minerals of copper have been
recognised:-

Chalcopyrite^Brochantite
Chalcocite^Malachite
Covellite^Azurite
Bornite^ Chrysocolla
Tetrahedrite^Cuprite
Atacamite^Native copper
Paratacamite

Chalcocite is mined as copper ore at the Silver
Granites mine: malachite is the common ore mineral at the
Copper Show Nine. rost of the minerals listed above are
present in the Hit or Liss Group. Atacamite (Parkinson,
1955), paratacamite and brochantite ( ii R. Walter, pers. Corn.),
and chrysocolla were first identified from this group. The
copper minerals are intimately associated with wolfram, and are
one of the prime causes of penalisation of the wolfram concentrates
for the presence of impurities.

Other Minerals

Molybdenite is the commonest of the less important ore
minerals which are not normally present in sufficient quantity
to penalise the wolfram concentrates. It is present in small
amounts throughout the lodes on the field but is probably most
abundant on the Hit or Liss Main Lode. Nulfenite (PbMq) has
been recognised at the Hit or Miss, and Murray (1907) has
reported the presence of galena. Limonite it abundant every-
where and pyrite has been exposed at the Pioneer Mine and the
Green Diamond Mine.

A notable feature of the Hatches Creek mineral deposits
is the paucity of cassiterite. Concentrates from the Pioneer
Mine contain traces of tin (Jensen, 1955) and some cassiterite
has been reported from a small reef in the Treasure Gully. The
last parcel of concentrates from the Green Diamond Mine assayed
7% Sr0 2 .

Gold has been reported from several reefs north-east of
the Pioneer Mine 41,-go,^). It is present in the Pioneer
concentrates to the extent of three to five dwts. of gold per
ton of concentrates, and the content increases with depth
'(Jensen, 1955).

Sik
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Gangue Minerals

(Aiartz makes up at least three-quarters of the mineral
content of all reefs. It is usually present in a white
massive form.

Muscovite and biotite are relatively abundant in reefs
lying in igneous rocks and have three distinct modes of
occurrence:-

1). Scattered throughout the reef, in places forming
small hexagonal "books" of mica up to 7 mm across.

2). As a selvedge on one or both walls of the reef.
The selvedge may attain a width of two inches, but usually
averages about half an inch.

3). In small fissures leaving the reef at low angles,
where it may be associated with feldspar and quartz.

Feldspar is most common in reefs which lie in the Pedlar
Gabbro. Kaolin, sericite, epidote, tourmaline, zircon, garnet,
and fluorite have been identified, and are all more abundant
Where the host rock is igneous.

.:42a11.1L.
In

There is no distinct mineralogical zoning^the lodes
at Hatches Creek except for the selvedges of mica, but the
ore minerals show a tendency to segregate from the quartz
In some reefs. At the dreen Diamond Line wolfram lies towards
the hangingwall and the footwall of the reefs leaving a central
zone of relatively barren quartz. In places the wolfram crystals
are oriented with their long axes perpendicular to the walls
of the reef. :it the Jilver Granites Inc:" ^wolfram and copper
minerals lie in the centre of the reef leaving marginal zones
of barren quartz.

Types of Mineralisation.

Three types of mineralisation, characterised by the
constituent minerals, have been recognised.

1). aOLFRAr-SCHEELITE TYPE - This type is distinguished
by the presence of abundant scheelite and is confined to lodes
lying within the Pedlar Gabbro, Whether in the igneous rock or
In the roof pendants composed of segmentary rock. Bismuth is
cohulion and minor amounts of coppeTmolYbdenite s auili,tA6t1wi-
4411,41k.M?t4L are ,4%661 present.

Example - Pioneer Group.

2). WOLFRAM-COPPER TYPE - Copper minerals are abundant
but scheelite is rarely present. This type is confined to
lodes lying in acid porphyritic volcanic rocks in the Hit or
Miss Gully. Bismuth and molybdenite are present in small
amounts. Minor gangue minerals are absent.

Example - Hit or Miss Group.
3). WOLFRAifi TYPE - These lodes lie mainly in sedimentary

rocks and in volcanic rocks and are distinguished by the almost
total lack of an^rals except wolfram, qaartz, and mica.

(k4olybdenite an races oi copper and bismuth are present.

Example - Treasure Group.
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The third type is the lest distinct, especially where
the lodes lie in volcanic rock. Lodes lying in acid por-
phyritic rocks do not necessarily carry enough copper to
belong to type 2, and some of the lodes on •olfram Hill do
not carry sufficiently large Quantities of the distinguishing
minerals to justify their classification as type 1. The Green
Diamond Main Lode is a marginal type as it carries as much
copper as scheclite. It is assigned to type 1 because of the
presence of sericite and kaolin, and its location within the
Pedlar Gabbro (PLATE 1).

3
MetallurgY 

The complex ores of the titolfram-scheelite type and
walfram-copper type lodes have incurred heavy penalties in
the past, and at times the wolfram-scheelite-bismuth concentrates
from the Pioneer Group, have proved difficult to sell. The method
of separation of the impurities differs with the nature of the
complexity* and the percentage of accessory metallic minerals
present. Gangue minerals are easily separated during gravity
concentration of the ore.

Low percentages of secondary copper and bismuth minerals
are separated by hand and although separation is not complete
this method is sufficient to reduce the content of impurities
to a point where the concentrates incur little or no penalisation.
Small parcels of copper concentrates separated by hand from the
Hit or Niss Group and the Copper Show Group have been sold.

Ore from the welfram-scheelite type lodes is more difficult
to separate. Pioneer Mines N.L., who operate the Pioneer Wine,
have conducted considerable research into the treatment of ore
from the lodes on the Pioneer Group. Ore from the primary zone
is first treated magnetically to separate wolfram, then the
bismuth sulphide is separated from scheelite by flotation.
Separation of the bismuth carbonate from the scheelite in ore
from the secondary zone is accoml_lished by leaching with acid.
Hydrochloric acid was used in the separation of bismutite from
concentrates from the Endurance Mine. Leaching was carried out
in 144-gallon drums and proved satisfactory for the coarser
concentrates, but was ineffective on the fines.

Origin and age 

The mineral-bearing fluids are believed to have come from
an underlying extension of the granite which crops out about
four miles south of the field although there is no visible
connection between the out-cropping granite and the lodes. The
apparently lower temperature assemblage of wolfram and copper
is closer to the out-crop of the granite than the higher
temperature asaeMblage of wolfram, scheelite, and bismuth.
Primary scheelite, and bismuth and copper minerals are known
at the Pioneer T:ine and the Green Diamond Line, and secondary
copper sulphides are known on the Hit or Miss Group where they
are intimately associated with wolfram. The composition of
the host rock appears to have detarmined the mineral assemblage
on the lodes to a certain extent. Furthermore, on the south
end of the field lodes with an easterly strike are more heavily
mineralised than lodes with a northerly strike, regardless of
the host rock.

The mineral assemblage indicates a moderate temperature
and pressure environment. Cassiterite, tourmaline, and garnet
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are rare, and pyrrhotite, pyroxenes, and amphiboles
are absent.^3Trite, kaolin, and sericite are present
in small amounts, but the reefs are not typically vuggy.

Evidence of hydrothermal alteration has only been
seen at the Green Diamond Mine where there has been
sericitization and kaolinization of the Vain Lode.

The lode shears generally have a small horizontal
displacement and have been offset by small faults, on
Which wolfram has been localised.^uartz stringers in
the plane of the fault connect the reef on either side
of the fault. This is particularly noticeable on the
No. 1 lode, Masters Gully Group, where the reef turns
and follows the fault plane, and is continuous from
one side of the fault to the other. One lode fissure
displaces the other where two intersect, but the quartz
in the two fissures is of one generation. On the Hit
or Miss Group wolfram-copper type reefs striking east
intersect wolfram type reefs striking north, and although
the quartz and wolfram in the two types Lppear to be
contemporaneous, the distinction in the accessory
mineralization is clear cut and absolute: the wolfram
type reefs are devoid of copper away from the intersection.
,olfram and copper are intimately associated in the
wolfram-copper type reefs.^.

/ a ttrris'ke miner

Mineragraphic investigat n of the ore has been
insufficient to determine tiR.e paragenesis; tale exam-
inations by Roberts (Appendix 2) suggest that the tungsten
minerals may have preceded the bismuth and copper minerals.
The distinction beteen wolfram type reefs and wolfram-
copper type reefs on the Hit or -iss Group also suggests
that copper was introduced after the initial stages of
mineralisation. The segregation of the metallic minerals
from the quartz on the Green Diamond Lode, where there is
strong evidence for a second phase of mineralisation,
supports this theory.

Tungsten may have remained in solution until the
crystallisation of quartz was advanced and the residual
fluids became enriched in the metallic elements. Slight
further activity then introduced fluids richer in copper
and bismuth, so that the ore minerals were precipitated
contemporaneously. Yovement during the later stage of
mineralization may have been such that ingress was
restricted to lodes striking east.

.dire vmP44c.;r!
The lodes Theme-1-n+fuded Upper Proterozoic rocks

and are presumed to be Precambriaritras the Cambrian is
not known to be mineralised anywhere in Central Australia.
The available evidence indicates that the tungsten deposits
were emplaced at shallow depths and at relatively low
temperature and pressure. Fracturing has been of the
Threccia" type rather than the "shear" type (Butler, 1942).
The lack of significant wall-rock alteration and paucity
of volatile constituents; the fact that the mineral deposits
were formed by injection rather than replacement; and the
presence of numerous minor fissures associated with the
lodes; all indicate that the fluids possessed considerable
mobility and were not subject to great confining pressure.

The walls of the lodes have been slightly thermally
metamorphosed, but the mineral assemblage indicates that
the temperature of the intruding fluids was not high. It
is considered that fluids o. a moderate temperature intruded
country rock which was not heated to any extent.
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O The attitude of the lode fissure ( i.e. its dip and
strike) depends on the "angle or internal friction" ( of
tle host rock), a specific property of the material which

• in itself may vary with normal stress" (De Sitter, 1956,
page 27). Thus on any lode the shoot, or shoots, is
restricted to the rock with a favourable angle of internal
friction, and the plunge of the shoot can be predicted as
long as the plunge of the intersection of the lode with
-Lie host rock can be predicted. The limits of the shoots
are parallel where the favourable rock is stratified, but
the shoots in the Pedlar Gabbro, which is a favourable rock
on the tioneer Group, are less predictable.

Few shoots have been positively identified, as
consideraole development of a lode is necessary before a
shoot can be recognised, and other features which control
wolfram deposition are usually pre .ent as well. Accessible
openings are so rare in some mines that even where there
has been a relatively large amount of development, little
definite information can be obtained.

b). 'Takes"

Wolfram is aore commonly localised on siall features
on the reef which have caused an immediate lc:cal decrease
in pressure, and consequently in temperature. This has
given rise to pockets of wolfram or "make'", Which may yield
anything from a hundredweight to over a ton of wolfram: the
largest known "make" yielded two tons of wolfram uncontaminated
by aangue minerals. some of the features on which wolfram has
been deposited are listed below:-

faults intersecting the reef.
"Horses" of country rock in the lode channels
Splitting of the lode channel.
Intersection of two reefs.
Small fissures leaving the reef at low angles.
Constrictions in the lode channel.

Some of these features would seem more likely to cause
an increase in pre sure, but the release of pressure past
the impediment is believed to have been the operative factor.
The features listed above have not always caused deposition
of wolfram but rich "makes" are not known to occur except on
one of them. It is also possible that residual, mineral-rich
fluids were concentrated on some or these features.

Enrichment on these features is erratic, so that while
it may be possible to predict the plunge of the intersection
of any feature with the reef, there is no guarantee that
wolfram will be found at a lower level. The features can
sometimes be related to a particular rock: thus on the Green
Diamond nain Lode the host rock, a tough siliceous quartz
sandstone, has caused the lode channel to split. Other
features plunge parallel to the stratification of the country
rock, and although there is no apparent reason for this in
many cases, it is sufficiently common to provide a basis for
locating one when no other evidence is available.

"Makes" are ubiquitous, and may be found within a shoot.
They are more common on the thinner reefs and in most cases
are separated by barren or low grade materials.

NO
^ 3

4
5
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arade of Ore 

Accurate determination of grade of ore is difficult.
The patchy nature of the ore necessitates very detailed
and complete sampling and this cannot be carried out unless
the lodes are sampled at regular intervals over a considerable
period. The black wolfram in the white quartz reefs provides
a strong contract, and it is impossible to miss the presence
of ore on a face. The miners visual estimation of grade is
usually very accurate.

Battery returns would normally be the most accurate
source of information on grade in the absence of samplin
data, but nearly all the ore at Hatches Creek is exhaustively
hand-picked before treatment: crushing returns for the smaller
mines have at times given an apparent grade of more than 10i;
WO. - a fabulous figure. The lack of accessible mine openings

es the estimation of total ore removed a little uncertain.

The total tonnage of ore LAned can be estimated where the
limits of development are known, and if the production of
wolfram is Lnown an approximate figure for the grade of the
ore can be calculated. This has been done for the few mines
where sufficient information is available. The percentage of
wolfram won from a particular stope or level has been calculated
where the miner has been able to supply the necessary information.

Some detailed sampling was carried out by Hossfeld (194 1 ),
and Sullivan (1943), at the A.oneer Vine and the Treasure line.
The shoots in these mines have yielded 3, to 3.6;; 40 but the
overall grade of the lodes is about 2.5,;^The liade on
other lodes varies generally between 1.5 A. and 1'0 WO.
However most of the reefs are so narrow that 3it is necedsary
to break up to 70,; of mullock. Cut-and-fill stopin8 minimises
the dilution of the ore but some dilution is unavoidable, and
the working grade of the narrower reefs is therefore less than
the actual grade.

Calculation of ore reserves is difficult on all mines
and impossible on some. The unstable price of wolfram militates
against a long-term policy of development, wolfram is removed, as
it^found and consequently very little ore is available above the
evels^•evelopmen except in uncompleted stopes; which are
completed in e shortest possible time. = ,.ven in the stopes
the grade of ore is so uncertain, and the wolfram is so patchy,
that reserves can only be inferred. Development on some of the
larger lodes has reached a depth of about 200 feet to 250 feet
where the reefs dhow no decrease in width or grade. No lode
has been tested 1) 14oz oplip depth except the Pioneer No. 2 Lode
which has been^"1297 feet by a diamond drill hole.i

The reef is 12 inches wide and carries 573 WO, which compares
favourably with the proved width and grade at higher levels,

The persis-
tence of the reefs below about 200 feet is therefore virtually
unknown. In the absence of reliable data for the calculation
of the grade, the limits of previous stoping have been taken
as an indication of the extent of payable ore.

ining and 1 arketinP;

Few mines at Hatches Creek are served by vertical shafts.
Most of the mines are operated from an inclined shaft and on
most lodes there are several of these shafts now abandoned,
which have been sunk to various depths. Development on many

A^of the lodes is now approaching a depth at which it will not
be permissible under the Mining Ordinance, to operate an
inclined shaft or use the light equipment now in general use.
Shafts are timbered only where heavy ground makes it necessary:
usually only at the collar. Otherwise timbering is restricted
to sets at irregular intervals for ladders, and air and water
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lines. It is seldom necessary to ventilate the mines
as there is abundant circulation through abandoned
shafts and levels.

The mines are worked by cut-and-fill stoping from
levels at intervals of 30 to 100 feet. 2 cut is first
taken in the footwall and the reef is left on the hanging-
wall. The reef is later fired or barred down, often onto
sacking or tin n nd then passed by chutes to the level. The
mullock is left in the stopes thus obviating the use of
pillars or timbers. Pillars of barren quartz supplemented
by timber where necesSary, are left where the reef is wide
enough to be exploited without breaking waste rock.

The ore in the smaller mines is extensively hand
sorted, sometimes in the stope but more usually at the
surface. A concentration of up to 75„, is not unusual
by this method. The ore is then treated at the Government
battery. The Pioneer line possesses its own plant and ore
is treated in bulk. In the earlier days on the mining field,
before the establishment of a battery, the ore was burnt to
render it brittle and wzAs then knapped. This method is still
employed by some prospectors.

Wolfram is marketed as a concentrate: standard con-
centrates carry 65A 0 7 and below this, the concentrate
incurs penalization. Penalties are also imposed for impurities
such as copper, bismuth, arsenic, etc., The permitted penalty-
free content of these impurities may vary with the demand for
tungsten. Details of the current penalties can be obtained
from the buyers.

INDIVIDUAL EINzs

General 

The groups of tungsten-bearing lodes are congregated
topographically into distinct localities which provide
natural divisions for description: the few exceptions have
been included with the nearest locality where possible. Four
main localities have been recognised and are, from nobth to
south, the Pioneer Locality, iolfram Hill Locality, Treasure
Locality and Hit or !iss , ocality. The first two of these
lie at the north end of the mineral field and the second tNo
at the south end. In some groups the structural relationship
between various shears in the group is not clear, and the
lodes, as in the Masters Gully Group, have widely divergent
strikes. In other groups such as the Hit or Yiss Group, the
lodes have a distinct pattern.

The main groups,except on Jolfram Hill, are invariably
associated with blocks of sedimentary rock lying in igneous
rocks, or with interbedded volcanic and sedimentary rooks.
Furthermore at least one large fault is present near most
groups. The formation of the bosii; shear zones in each group 9.4tsirik
is attributed to the different reaction of the various rock
type to stresses which caused the faults. The shear zones
represent the resolution of these stresses.

Yost of the production of wolfram from each group has
came from one or two more important lodes, but in the past
the less important lodes have also been exploited to a
considerable extent, mainly during boom periods. Thus one
group may contain one or two deeper mines and abundant shallow
workings, and it is seldom possible to ascertain accurately
the production from a given lode. The groups are generally
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covered by several leases, and production of concentrates
has been recorded only from the various leases.

The known production from the more important
leases is listed in Table 4, together with production
from Crown Lands, unknown leases, and from the alsh
group of leases. Mr. J ., aalsh held five leases at
Hatches Creek and two at dauchope between 1 .936 and 193,
during which time all production from the leases Was
recorded in bulk in Walsh's name, and not in the name of
the lease. ialsh's leases produced about 200 tons of
concentrates, of which it is estimated that about 150
tons were won from the leases at Hatches Creek. About
85 tons of wolfram have also been won from unregistered
land, i.e. Crown Land and a further 120 tons has been
listed in the name of the producer and not the lease.
AS many miners drifted from lease to lease, and same-
times held more than one lease, the source of this
wolfram cannot be deterilined.

A great number of narrow quartz reefs, as distinct
from the larger lodes, lying both within and without the
groups, have yielded small pockets of rich ore. The total
production from these minor reefs between 1937 and 1940, and
between 1951 and 1953 was considerable, but has gone unrecorded
except in the total production fram the mineral field. Many
of the groups have also yielded considerable tonnages of eluvial
wolfram, none of which has been differentiated from wolfram won
from the lodes. The production of wolfram from the various
groups has not been recorded for the years prior to 1940,
and even up to 1948 the recording of production was unreliable.
Thus the total tonnage of wolfram produced from the groups is
usually greater than the recorded production.

Many of the older workings are now inaccessible, as
they were abandoned during periods of depression, and the miners
who developed them have moved on. Consequently information on
the extent of development, the width and grade of the reefs,
and other details is often unreliable or unobtainable. Much
of the information on the older parts of the mines, and part-
icularly on the smaller lodes, has been drawn from Hossfeld
(1941).

Four large lodes have contributed about a quarter
of the total production of wolfram concentrates. These are
the Pioneer No. 1 Lode, the Pioneer No. 2 Lode, the Treasure
Main Lode, and the Hit or ;Ass Main Lode. Lodes of slightly
less importance are the Black Diamond Main Lode, the Green
Diamond Main Lode, the Hidden Treasure No. 1 Lode, the Hidden
Treasure No. 2 Lode, and the Hen and Chickens No. 1 Lode.

A number of small groups of gold and tungsten deposits,
have been described separately. The Copper Show Group and
Dooleys Nob Group lie towards the western end of the Hit or
Miss Gully, and have been included as the Copper Show Locality.
The Crystal Gold TAme is a small group of quartz reefs which
contain a little gold lying east of Hatches Creek and north-
east of the Pioneer Group, and has been described separately,
together with a number of other quartz reefs in the same area
which carry no wolfram, but are reputed to carry gold.

North End

GENERAL 

The tungsten-bearing lodes at the northern end of the
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HATCHES CREEK ,i0LFRAM FIELD 

RECORD' PRINCIPAL SOURCES OF WOLFRAM AND SCHEAITE CONCENTRATES

TO JUNE 1958 

Lease No.^Name^Concentrates^Value (a)
Tons^z

13?, 23? etc.^Pioneer, Poseidon,
etc.^(g)^435.08 208,135

223?. Hit or riss^223.57^(b) 157,349
313?, 30F^Treasure, Lost Ruby^198.81 117,687
353? Hidden Treasure^125.43 49,256
1241? Masters Gully^93.50 84,257
10' Black Diamond^85.64 63,974
203? Bonanza^ 55.97 26,656
1193? Green Diamond^49.36 48,493
104F Hen and Chickens^43.65 36,710
84F White Diamond^314.06 16,374
91F Lost Corner^30.88 15,647
2' Hit or Miss Extended^29.59^r) 26,657
254F Lady Hamilton^(c)^25.45^b) 31,082
1033? Good Luck^19.94 4,779
2233? Silver Granites (f)^18.64 15,557
853? Reward^ 15.68 14,167
1123? B. XB^ 15.47 13,471
413? Fortune^ 13.86^(b) 5,176
833? Copper Show (f)^12.32 6,953
-Pao Bransons^ 9.78 14,811
(0 1 Next Treasure^9.57 9,972
103? Ricketty Kate^9.02 2,000

• . 76F
210F

Gordon° Hope^8.00
Endurance^7.30

2,347
7,683

142 Frenchman^5.57 2,530

Other Leases.^ 14.12 16,607
Crown Lands^(d)^ 89.61 53,514
Leases unknown^(e)^120.00 31,700
Ex 'Walsh^(b)^ 150,00 25,500

(a) Values given are unreliable as early records are
inaccurate.

(b) Leases 22P, 233?, 240, 4 41P owned by Mr. J.^:alsh for
different periods between 1936 and 1943.^Production
from all these leases, together with two at Wauchope,
recorded in bulk during this time.

(c) Includes former leases Kangaroo (243?) and Lady
Hamilton (233?).

(d) Mainly from natives and from leases prior to their
registration.

(e) Production before about 1943 recorded in name of miner.
Origin of concentrates not known.

A (f) See Table 3.

(g) See Table 2.

TABLE 4,
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Mining field lie partly in the Pedlar Gabbro and
partly in the sedimentary blocks wAke within
the gabbro. Ailthe more Important lodes have a
strike and dip roughly parallel to that of the
bedding in the sedimentary rocks. This is in strong
contrast to the lodes at the south end of the mining
field where many of the more important lodes strike
north. Tungsten deposits at the North End lie in the
Pioneer Locality to the north, and the Wolfram Hill
Locality to the south (PLATE 1).

3
PIONEER LOCALITY 

GENERAL

The Pioneer Locality includes two groups of
lodes lying towards the south-west end of the Poseidon
Hills, about four miles north-north-west of Goat Hole.
The Pioneer Group lies on a low rise on the north side
of the hills. The Endurance Group consists of a few
small scattered lodes lying south-east of the Pioneer
Group, on the south side of the Poseidon Hills.

PIONEER GROUP. ( PLATES 4, G, 7, 0, 9, tO, 11, and t).
3^6 7 9 , 9^10 , It

General 

The Pioneer Group does not contain as many lodes
as the Hit or riss Group or the Treasure Group at the
south end of the field, but has been more systematically
and more deeply exploited than the other groups. A
higher tonnage of concentrates has been produced from
this group than from any other group on the mineral field.
Hossfeld (1941), has divided the group into the South-western
Line, the Central Line, and the North-eastern Line. Each
line is dominated by one major lode associated with one or
more smaller lodes. A complex ore containing minerals of
tungsten, copper, and bismuth is mined, and the presence
of the accessory minerals has hindered the development of
the group at times when mixed ores were difficult to sell.

History 

Little is known of the early history of the group.
Hossfeld (1941) states that the group "appears to have been
worked from the early days of the field and from several
leases." The records of the Northern Territory rifles Branch
contain no mention of a Pioneer Lease between 1916 and 1922,
but a Pioneer Lease appears on the map accompanying a report
by T.G. Oliver (1916), and according to the topography shown
on Oliver's map it was situated on ,olfram Hill, somewhere
near Windy Point (PLATE 14).

3
Wolfram Industries Ltd. acquired a Pioneer lease and

an adjacent lease on the Pioneer Group in 1937. These were
taken over in 1939 by Tantutite Ltd. who also peged two
more leases, and this company held the leases until 1949,
although the Commonwealth Department of Supply and Shipping
operated the Pioneer Fine from 1942 to 1944. In 1940 the
leases were re-registered under a new rining Ordinance with
a slight readjustment of lease boundaries, and these boun-

.^daries have not been changed since. Between 19219 and 1952
the leases were held successively by Tungsten Industries
Ltd., and Messrs. McKenzie and Crespan tbefore they were
acquired by Pioneer Scheclite N.L.^The latter company was
reconstituted in 1953 as Pioneer Mines N.L. which holds nine
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leases including the Pioneer Lease (2F). In 1954 Poseidon
was formed, and acquired three leases including the

l'oseid^(3on lease F).^Leases 2F and 31? include 'lost of the
Pioneer Group.

Production

The total recorded production of concentrates from
the Pioneer Group from 1935 to 30th June, 1958, was 435.03
tons worth £208,135, but records before about 1942 are
unreliable, and no information is available for the period
1916 to 1923. Hossfeld (1941), records that production
"has increased considerably to a steady output during the
later half of 1940", and that this production was being
maintained in January, 1941. It seems likely that the true
total production from the Pioneer ,roup has been of the order
of 50u to 550 tons of concentrates. Table 5 gives the
recorded annual production from the group since 1935. In
addition 5.58 tons of bismuth concentrate worth £4,400 have
been won from the mine ( Table 2).

Table 5 shows that production has been erratic, and
this can be attributed partly to the fluctuating price of
tungstic oxide, and partly to the comlexity of the ore.
Recent operations have been concentrated in the primary zone
because buyers prefer the bismuth sulphide to the carbonate.
Between 1952 and 1956, 3,710 tons of ore were mined for 124.75
tons of concentrate; the concentrate assayed 66% W03 to 67%
403.

Geology

The lodes strike at about 060 degrees r5A..414tp=sretettr,
and are arranged en echelon within the group over a distance
of about 1,500 feet from south-west to north-east. Individual
lodes are from 300 feet to 550 feet long. The No. 2 Lode
(FATE) marks the north-eastern limit of the group, but to
the south-west the South-western Line disappears beneath
alluvium and may continue further in this direction. The reefs
range in width from 3 inches to 36 inches, and average about
15 inches. Dips are to the south at 40 degrees to 70 degrees.

The lode-shears traverse igneous and sedimentary rocks
indiscriminately, with a noticeable change in the attitude,
grade, and mineralisation of the reefs when passing from one
rock type to another. The sedimentary rocks are quartzite,
sandstone, greywacke, and siltstone of the Hatches Creek Group.
They lie in discrete blocks within the Pedlar Gabbro and their
uniformity of strike and dip suggests that they are roof pendants
rather than stoped blocks.

The sedimentary rocks have been converted to hornfels
at the contact with the gabbro, and also to a lesser extent
adjacent to some of the reefs. The Pedlar Gabbro commonly has
a narrow chilled margin at the contact. The igneous rock has
retained a relict ophitic texture, but is now an amphibolite.
Lovering (Appendix 1A), considers that the original rock was a
diorite, but the dioritic composition may be due to assimilation
of sedimentary material.

The strike of the sedimentary rocks is roughly parallel
to that of the lodes, namely about 060 deLTees. The bedding
dips to the south at 55 to 65 degrees and is generally steeper
than the dip of the lodes.

Mineralogy 

;iolfram and scheclite are present in about equal



TABLE 5 

PIONEER GROUP. HATCHES CREEK 

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF WOLFRAM AND SCHEELITE CONCENTRATES

1935 - 1958 

Year Ending
30th June

Concentrates
Tons

Value

1935 4.0 ?
1936 - -
1937 6.35 598
1938 -
1939 3.49 1,020 a
1940 11.08 2,770 a
1941 76.31 12,890 a
1942 76.53 17,169
19)43 53.7 12,587
1944 9.91 2,859
1945 3.83 902
1946 13.58 3,709
1947 6.92 1,760
1948 5.41 3,500 (a)
1949 4.85 1,598
1950 3.23 925
1951 0.29 95
1952 10.41 16,828
1953 50.98 60,928
1954 0.8 686
1955 6.35 6,004
1956 46.37 32,850
1957 313.. 09 26,383
1958 0 .0 1.574

Total^ 435.08^208,135 (b)

(a) Value calculated from mean Price of wolfram for
relevant year.

(b) Excludes value of concentrates sold in 1935.
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proportions throughout the group; the ratio of scheelite
to wolfram is higher where the host rock is igneous. These
two minerals are accompanied by a suite of copper and bismuth
minerals at the eastern end of the group, but the percentage
of minor metallic minerals decreases to the west. Bismutite,
chalcocite, azurite, malachite, and limonite have been
identified from the oxidised zone, but below the water table
these give way to native bismuth, bismuthinite, tetrahedrite,
Pyrite, and chalcopyrite. Velyadenite is present throughout
the mine in small amounts. Copper and bismuth are considerably
enriched in the supergene zone. No free gold is known, but
gold is present in association with bismuthinite and chalcopy-
rite to the extent of 4 ounces per ton of the former and 12
dwts. per ton of the lattea ( Jensen 1955)/ Traces of tin
and lead are present, but no minerals of either metal have
yet been identified.

Mica and feldspar, and less commonly epidote and
tourmaline, are the gangue minerals present with quartz.
Mica often forms a selvedge up to two inches wide on one or
both walls of the reef, but alternatively may also be present
as discrete hexagonal 'books" up to 7 gam. across or as flakes
disseminated throughout the reef. The two forms appear to be
antipathetic. Pink potash feldspar is associated with the mica,
particularly where the reef traverses igneous rock. Radiating
dusters of both epidote and tourmaline accompany the other
minerals in mall amounts.

inOwt"a/
The gangue mineralsAtend to be most common where the

host rock is igneous, a nd this applies to a certain extent to
the accessory ore minerals. However, the latter are usually
associated with wolfram and scheelite and are present in
greater proportions along richer sections of the reefs. The
composition of the wall rock has had little effect on the grade
of ore which is generally determined by the attitude of the
reef. The reef tends to become barren and irregular in width
where it traverses hornfels or quartzite.

Both Roberts (Appendix 2) and Knight (1943) found
that scheelite replaces wolfram to a certain extent, but there
has been no significant supergene enrichment of scheelite: the
replacement was probably caused by hydrothermal activity. The
tentative paragenesis given by Roberts indicates that scheelite
was deposited before the metallic sulphides. There is no positive
Indication of zoning, but in places the ore minerals tend to lie
toward the walls of the reefs.

Metallurgy

The complex nature of the ore has presented consid-
erable metallurgical difficulties and concentrates have been
heavily penalised in the past for impurities. The present
owners have conducted considerable research into the problem,
and have evolved a satisfactory method of treatment. The
results of this work have been published by Jensen (1955).
Unfortunately the collapse of the wolfram market forestalled
the erection of a treatment plant, but some parcels of treated
ore have been sold.

A different method of treatment has proved necessary
for ore from the oxidised and primary zones. The oxidised
concentrate consists of wolfram, scheelite, and carbonates of
bismuth and copper. Concentrate from the primary zone consists
of wolfram, scheelite, bismuthinite, bismuth, chalcopyrite,
gold, and pyrite. Screening tests were conducted on the
concentrates but are an unsatisfactory method of separation.

The oxidised ore is first treated magnetically to
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to separate wolfram and then the residue containing
scheelite and carbonates is leached with acid. Concentrate
from the primary zone is also treated magnetically to give
a high grade and a low grade wolfram product. notation of
the residue gives bismuth "firsts" and "seconds" leaving a
scheelite concentrate of high grade. Table 6 gives assays
of the various products.

The owners had some success with this method and
were able to sell all the products. Jensen (1955) says
... the ready sale for comparatively low grade bismuth
concentrates was rather surprising and suggests that bismuth
may become a valuable by-product in due course." Although
the mine must remain primarily a producer of tungsten ores,
the presence of bismuth and gold may prove beneficial when
wolfram prices are marginal.

Ore Control 

Oft6u0 the grade of ore is more consistent in the reefs
in the Pioneer Group than in the reefs at the southe n end ut.

dof the field, .444 moderately well-defined shoots •
These correspond to the flatter parts of reefs where the dip
is from 45 derees to 55 degrees, and the reef is wider. The
plunge of the shoots is controlled by the intersection of the
reefs with favourable rock types. The lode-shears oross the
bedding at angles from 5 degrees to 15 degrees both along the
strike and down the dip. The poorer sections lie where the
Shears are 'Lore nearly parallel to the bedding planes, both
in strike and dip. Yovement along the lode shears has been
nearly vertical, with the hangingwall block moving upwards
relative to the footwall block, and has created favourable
openings on the flatter parts of the shears.

The most favourable hosts are the Pedlar Gabbro and
some beds of sandstone. The softer sedimentary rock and the
hornfels t.74 less favourable.^here the host is a bed of
sedimentary rock the shoots have parallel sides and plunge
south-west at 45 decrees to 50 degrees, but where the lode
intersects the Pedlar 21-abbro the limits of the shoot are
irregular. Sullivan (1943) found that it was difficult to
differentiate between favourable and unfavourable sedimentary
host rocks on their appearance in hand-specimen. The lodes
lie increasingly in igneous rock at successively lower levels,
and the sedimentary rock at these levels has been affected to
a greater degree by thermal metamorphism. Thus at lower levels
the distinction between the favourable igneous host and the
unfavourable hornfels is more easily made.

The concentration of wolfram on faults, splits, and
other features on the reef is much less marked than on lodes
at the southern end of the field.

South-western Line 

The South-western Line represents the western limit
of the Pioneer Group as far as is known. It consists of three
lodes, of which only the Jensen Lode has been developed under-
ground to any extent; and a few unimportant reefs.•
Jensen Lode ( PLATE

a^ Shallow pits and a few shallow inclined shafts have
been put down on this lode over a distance of 500 feet, but
the lode does not crop out between them. Two levels have
been driven on the lode from the vertical Boundary Shaft, so
called because it lies on the boundary between the Pioneer
Lease to the east and the Poseidon Lease to the west. As



Magnetic A product 70. 14 1.2 0.59
Magnetic B product 514. 5 3.58 3.04
Bismuth "firsts" - 38.46 -
Bismuth "seconds" IMO 31.92 5.54
Scheelite 70.0 2.5 0.12

-
-

2.8 ( a)
1.9 (a)
0.4
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TABLE 6 

PIONEER rINE. HATCHES CREEK 

ASSAYS OF CONCENTRATES AFTER SEPARATION

(after Jensen, 1955) 

% W03^% Bi^%Cu.^Au.
oziton.

(a)^The gold was paid for by the buyers.

the two leases are owned by separate companies the development of
the lode from this shaft has been complicated.

The lode has been tested over a length of 330 feet at
the 81-foot level and it consists of two parallel quartz reefs for
a greater part of this length. A limited amount of stoping has
been undertaken and rich ore was present between 550 W and 650 IN;
in this section the lode consists of two reefs 6 inches to 12
inches wide dipping south at 45 degrees. These reefs die out to
the west and at 705 7 are replaced by another reef which splits
a little further to the west, but both these reefs have a steeper
dip and are poorer than those to the east. The lode is exposed
over 105 feet at the 127 -foot level, where it is 1„ore irregular
and consists of two reefs 6 inches to 12 inches wide dipping south
at 60 degrees to 65 degrees. The grade is lower than at the 81-
foot level, but the lode has not been fully tested at this level,
and richer ore may be present either east or west of the present
limits of development.

Dempsey Lode (PLATE 'f2)

This lode lies parallel to, and 30 feet to 40 feet north
of, the Jensen Lode. It has been tested by shallow pits over a
length of 240 feet at the surface, and by a drive 90 feet long
from the Underlay Shaft at the 81-foot level. The lode consists
of one reef dipping south at 45 degrees and ranging in width from
3 inches to 12 inches. A small tonnage of ore has been won from
the 81-foot level.

A cross-cut north from the 127-foot level in the Boundary
Shaft has encountered a reef 12 inches wide dipping south at 45
degrees -rhich is believed to be part of the Dempsey Lode. Some
good grade ore was showing in the backs and this reef, because of
its regularity in dip and width, appears to offer more favourable
prospects for development than the Jensen Lode does at this level.

•^Xmas Lode (ELATE '6)

Very little is known of this lode, which lies north-west
of the Derpsey Lode. A vertical shaft, the Xmas Shaft, now
inaccessible has been put down to an unknown depth, but the size
of the dump indicates that little development has been undertaken.
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A reef 3 inches to 6 inches wide and dipping south at
50 degrees is exposed in a shallow pit at the surface.
More information on this lode will be recuired before
further development can be undertaken.

Central Line 

The Central Line consists of several lodes,
but only one, the No. 1 lode, has so far proved of any
importance. The other lodes lie north of the No. 1 lode,
and have been tested in a few places at the surface and
underground. An economical grade of ore ha a so far only
been proved on the No. 1 lode and the No. 12 Lode. The
line was initially developed from many inclined shafts,
mainly on the No. 1 Lode, but later Campbells Shaft and
the Della Shaft were sunk vertically. They have since
been abandoned in favour of the VcArthur Shaft, which
now serves the whole of the Central Line and the North-
eastern Line (PLATEN. This is the only mine at Hatches
Creek in which several lodes are worked from one shaft.

7 8
No. i Lode (MATE /L, &, 54 and 14).

The No. 1 Lode crops out over a length of 560
feet, and was originally developed from a very large
number of shallow inclined shafts and open cuts, most of
which are now filled. Two levels were driven later at 81
feet and 120 feet, and most of the ore above these levels
has now been removed. Much of the information on the lode
at these levels has been drawn from Nossfeld (1941) and
Sullivan (1943). The lode has also been tested at the
206-foot level where it is poor and narrow, and was abandoned.

The Pioneer Fault intersects the lode between 150W
and 180 at the 81-foot level, and between 150 W and 190 W
at the 120-foot level. It has displaced the east block about
20 feet north relative to the west block. The fault consists
of a wide zone of shearing which dips steeply to the west.
The richest part of the lode lies west of the fault.

The 81-foot level is 550 feet long but is inaccessible
for the last 105 feet to the east due to caving. Only a
moderate grade of ore has been reported from the inaccessible
section.

The lode consists of two reefs in the accessible part
of the level. Reef IA lies to the west of Reef 1B. The two
reefs overlap slightly at 200 W with Reef 1A to the north.
Reef 1A dips south at 45 degrees to 55 degrees, and is re-
ported to have yielded^WO (Sullivan, 1943). The eastern
end of the reef plunges to the 3west at about 45 degrees (PLATE
9). Reef 1B is less rich than Reef 1A. It dips south at 60
degrees west of the Pioneer fault, but the dip has flattened
to 45 degrees to 50 degrees east of the fault.

The 120-foot level which is 330 feet long, was under
water in 1956. Both reefs persisted to this level, but have
now been extensively stoped. The grade is reported to have
decreased considerably at this level. Sullivan (1943) gives
the grade oft Reef 1A as 1.7 W0 3 •

An attempt was made to locate the lode by cross-cutting
from Campbells Shaft at the 206-foot level, but only two narrow
quartz veins, Which probably represent tne lode, were encountered.

•

A
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High grade ore appears to be restricted to a shoot
on Reef IA lying in the Pedlar Gabbro, where the lode
dips at 45 degrees to 55 degrees. Some good grade ore
was also won from Reef IB near the North Gross-cut, where
the lode also has a dip of 45 degreeu to 55 degrees. The
grade is poorer where the lode is steeper.

The No. 1 Lode appears to offer little prospect for
further development. A limited tonnage of ore may be
available on Reef IA below the 120-foot level, and on
Reef 1B east of the North Cross-cut, but in neither case
does the amount of ore which may be present justify the
reopening of the levels. The western limit of Reef IA
is not known, but is thought to be close to the present
western limit of development. Purther large tonnages of
ore cannot )e expected in this direction. The lode may
make again below the 2J0-foot level, and it should be
tested accordingly. However present indications are that
it is exhausted.

Della Lode (MATE \K)

The Della Lode has been followed for 220 feet at
the 81-foot level, where it consists of two overlapping
reefs which are nowhere more than 6 inches wide and which
dip south at 50 degrees to 60 degrees. The lode was
located by cross-cutting north from the No. 1 Lode at
170 W. It has not been positively identified at the 206-
foot level, and seems unlikely to prove of any importance.

No. 5 Lode (PLATE Q.
This lode is prominent at the surface where it joins

the ro. I Lode, but has not been positivel,r identified at
the 81-foot level. The cross-cut to the Della Lode was
originally put in to locate the No. 5 Lode, but encountered
only a few narrow veins of quartz. One of these, which is
exposed at the south end of the cross-cut and is 3 inches
Ade, ma represent the No. 5 Lode at this level. A second
attempt to locate the lode was made from the western end of
drive on the Della Lode (FLAMM, but this was also
unsuccessful. No further exploration is warranted.

No. 12 Lode (PLATE V.

This lode has been developed over a length of 250 feet
at the 206-foot level with moderate success. The lode
consists of a hanginz,wall reef 6 inches to 18 inches wide
dippin. south at 45 degrees to 37 degrees, and a mAaller
footwall reef. A nuMber of rises were put up on the lode
late in 1956, and a favourable grade of wolfram was obtained.
The closing of the mine prevented further exploitation of
this lode, which appears to offer the best prospects for
further development of any of the lodes in the central Line.

Other Lodes

Several smaller lodes and many quartz veins lie between
and to the north of the lodes described above. They have been
exposed in the North Cross-cut at the 206-foot level and the
81 -foot level, and some have been tested at the surface. So
far none have proved to be of any irm:ortance, but it is con-
sidered that they should be tested from each new level, as one
or more of these lodes may increase in width and _ .,rade below
the 206-foot level.
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North-eastern Line (PLATES^ta, and ti)

This line consists of the No. 2 Lode and a few narrow
veins of quartz. Operations have been concentrated on the
No. 2 Lode in recent years as it is the only lode which has
been proved to carry a high grade of ore at the 206-foot
level. The lode consists of several reefs which have an
average dip of about 55 degrees to the south; but individual
reefs dip between 45 degrees and 70 degrees. The relation-
ship between te various reefs has not been completely
determined due to lack of information.

The results of sampling by Sullivan (1943), and Jensen
(1955), are given below:-

1_,I.aal^% WO..4^% B1^% Cu.
ON1111•■•■•‘41

81 ft. 3.6 0. 09 0. 06
135 ft. 2.3 1.78 0.99
206 ft. 2.8 0.4 0.19

The 206-foot level lies well within the primary zone
and the lode should maintain the ._;rade observed at this
level in future development, provided the present width and
dip persists.

The No. 2 Lode is between 500 feet and 550 feet long at
the surface, but is now obscured over a great part of this
length by debris. It dies out in a block of sedimentary rock
to the east, but its western end is not exposed. The lode has
been tested for 504 feet at the 81-foot level, between 122 W
and 382 E, but a cave-in at 105 E hus blocked off the greater
part of this length. The inaccessible part of the lode, us
mapped by Sullivan (1943), is composed of one quartz reef 5
Inches to 19 inches wide, and lies entirely within rocks of
the Hatches Creek Group. It has been displaced by the Larsen
fault at 156 E (PLATEM. The lode lies in tne Pedlar Gabbro
between 95 E and 15, and consists of two parallel reefs;
except towards the west where it splits into a number of reefs
which lie in hornfels between 6 W and 22 W, and become narrow
and poor to the west. The hangingwall reef is 18 inches to
24 inches wide where it lies in the igneous rock, and it dips
south at 45 degrees to 55 degrees except towards the contact
oi the hornfels anj the abbro where the dip becomes irregular.

The length of lode lying in the Pedlar Gabbro at the 135—
foot sub-level is greater than at the higher level. The 135—
foot sub-level is 253 feet long, and tile lode lies in igneous
rock for about 170 feet. Driving hn discontinued both
to east and west shortly after sedimentary rock was encountered.
The lode is very irregular at this level and there are many
splits in the reef, as the level coincides with the junction
of at least two lode shears (PLATE 10. The lode becomes barren
towards the east and west face. The Larsen fault was met at
168^and the reef had not been proved east of the fault at
the time of the survey. It is reported that this has since
been done, and that the level has been driven for a few feet
on the lode.

The 135-foot level and the 31-foot level were originally
accessible from the vertical .:Eist Shaft which had been sunk
to the 135-foot level. A rise was later put up from the 2O-
foot level, and the 135-foot level is now only accessible by
way of this rise. The 206-foot level is 530 feet long, and
the lode lies in the Pedlar Gabbro over a greater part of
this length. The level was abandoned to the west shortly after
sedimentary rock was encountered, but was driven a further 190
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feet into the sedimentary rock to the east. The lode
consists of one quartz reef which splits in a few places,
and which carries wolfram associated with pyrite, chal-
copyrite, and bismuthinite, over the whole of its exposed
length.

The richest section lies between 50W and 185E, where
• the reef is 12 inches to 24 inches wide, dips south at 45

degrees to 55 degrees, and has a more easterly strike than
the rest of the lode. To the west of this section the dip
is steeper and the grade is lower to the east of this section
the reef is also steeper, but some rich patches of wolfram
are exposed. The Larsen Fault intersects the lode at about
185E, and separates the richer central section from the patchy
eastern section.

The reef splits above the 206-foot level. The foot-
wall reef has been followed, and it has been traced to the
135-foot level in the rise to the East Shaft. Rich ore Was
encountered on the split, which plunges at a low angle to
the west.

The reef shows no sign of a decrease in width or grade
at the 200-foot level, and there is no reason to suspect that
these will change below the level. No. 1 diamond drill hole,
put down during the Second World Nar y proved a quartz reef
12 inches wide assaying 5;4 d03 at 297 feet (PLATE 10. This
reef is believed to be part of No. 2 Lode. Although u single
intersection cannot be regarded as conclusive, the position
of the intersection indicates that the dip of the reef is
favourable, and the width and grade justify further exploration.

The highest grade ore hus been won from a shoot within
which the reef dips between 115 degrees and 55 degrees. The
limits of the shoot are indicated on the vertical projection
of the lode (AT), and correspond roughly to the margins
of the Pedlar Gabbro. The dip is steeper and the grade is
lower in the sedimentary rocks. The western margin of the
shoot plunges to the west; the eastern margin plunges west
above the 135-foot level, and east below this level. There
are many splits in the reef which may have been partly res-
ponsible for the enrichment of the lode.

The sedimentary blocks are thought to be roof pendants
and existing development shows that they are becoming narrower
at depth: they can be expected to die out at some unknown depth
below the 206-foot level. Thus at each new level the length of
lode lying within the i'edlar Gabbro will be greater and con-
sequently the horizontal extent of the shoot Should be wider;
always providing the lode persists. The evidence from diamond
drill hole No. 1 suggests that the lode does persist to at
least 300 feet.

Recent data ( A.B. Jensen, Pers. Comm.) give a grade
of 2.2% ;()A from 3,710 tons of ore from the 206-foot level:
this includes development ore from other lodes at this level.
The No. 2 Lode Should bulk 2.2% W03, and Should average at
least 2.5% -03, from the shoot.

Assuming an average grade of 2.5% W03 over a width of
300 feet, it is estimated that there is about 5,300 tons of
ore containing about 2u0 tons of wolfram between the 300-foot
level and the 206-foot level. It was estimated that 80 tons
of wolfram remained above the 206 foot level in June, 1956,

• of which about half has since been removed. Possible ore
reserves above the 300-foot level are therefore about 240 tons
of wolfram: about 20 tons of bismuth Should also be available.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The future devel opment of the Pioneer Group will depend



on the establishment of a treatment plant for the separation
of the concentrates. This will require a substantial outlay
of capital, and it will be necessary to obtain a guaranteed
market for the concentrates before the erection of a plant
can be contemplated. There are no measured ov indicated ore
reserves on the group, but the inferred reserves total 240
tons of wolfram and 21 tons of bismuth from the No. 2 Lode.
Exploration could double this total, and Should be directed
primarily at the proving of the ho. 2 Lode below the 206-foot
level; and subsequently to the testing of other lodes, part-
icularly the No. 12 Lode and Dempseys Lode.

The richer sections of the lodes lie where the reefs
dip between 45 degrees and 55 degrees. It must be emphasized
that the dip of the lodes could change at any level, and that
all the lodes shuald be tested at regular intervals. The lodes
are arranged en echelon, in plan, and high grade ore persists
to a greater depth on the No. 2 Lode than on the No. 1 Lode.
The possible extension of this pattern in depth to the south
and east of the No. 2 Lode cannot be overlooked although it
seems unlikely.

The available evidence suggests that the lodes carry a
higher grade of wolfram where they lie in the Pedlar Gabbro,
and that they will lie increasingly in gabbro at greater depths.
The lodes on the group are more consistent in grade than the
lodes at the south end of the field, and they lie close enough
together to be developed from a single shaft. These facto
render the group more favourable for development than the other
groups at Hatches Creek.

3^rk
ENDURANCE GROUP ( PLATES AND 1-10

General 

Several scattered lodes lie on the south side of the
Poseidon Hills, and are here described together as the
Endurance Group. The Endurance Lease covers the most important
of these lodes, which are the only ones dealt with here. Lodes
on the la Mia Lease, which lies south-west of the Endurance
Lease, have yielded 15 cwt. of concentrates from several shallow
pits. The Ada ,ard Lease lies to the north-west and has produced
about 7 cwt. of concentrates.

History and Production

The history of the Endurance Lease is incompletely known.
It is first mentioned as the "Scheelite Show" by Hossfeld (1941)
but at that time the mine was closed down, most of the workings
were inaccessible, and very little information on the group could
be obtained from local miners. The present lease was pegged in
1952, and operations ceased in December, 1956.

Vigures for production of concentrates are available only
since 1952, and from that year to 30th June, 1958, the Endurance
Lease produced 7.37 tons of Eixed wolfram-scheelite-bismuth con-
centrates worth £7,683. Very little work appears to have been
done before 1952, and it is improbable that more than 10 tons
of concentrate have been won from the lease. Table 7 „;ives the
known production for the group from 1952 to 1958. The value of
the concentrates has been low, owing to the abundance of impurities.

Geoloig
•

Two lodes, arranged on echelon, lie in sheared and altered
Pedlar Gabbro, but outcrops are mainly obscured by a thin soil
cover which thickens to the south and west. Operations have been
concentrated on each lode at different times. No. 1 Lode has

•

AN"
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TABLE

ENDURANCE LEASE. HATCHES CREEK 

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF WOLFRAM CONCENTRATES 

1952 - 1958 

Year Ending
30th June

Concentrates
Tons

Value

1952 0.86 1,490
1953 1.99 2,637
1954 1.35 839
1955 0.5 250
1956 1.47 1,404
1957 1.13 1,063
1958 Nil -

Total.... 7.30 7,683

been traced z.ore or less continuously for 250 feet; No. 2 Lode
has b,.,en traced for about 150 feet. Either of the lodes may
continue further, but outcrops are too rare to permit the
accurate identification of possible extensions. Intermittent
outcrops of quartz have been followed for about half a mile to
the south-west of the Endurance Lease, but no detailed exam-
ination of these outcrops has been made.

The lodes strike at about 060 degrees, and each lode is
composed of one o more quartz reefs lying roughly parallel to
one another and to the strike of the lode. The reefs dip south
at from 55 degrees to 70 degrees and range in width from 4 inches
to 14 inches.

The host rock is a coarse-grained, extensively altered gabbro:
some of the alteratiOn is attributed to hydrojthermal activity.
The rock has not been exposed below the water table and weathering
has Obscured the nature of the alteration to some extent.

:embers of the Hatches Creek Group, chiefly sandstone, grey-
wacke, and siltstone, crop out 50 to 60 feet north of No. 1 Lode.
The strikes of the bedding, the margin of the Pedlar Gabbro, and
the lodes are all roughly parallel. The dip of the sediments is
steep and to the south. A quartz-filled fault breccia lies to the
north-east of the group and crops out right across the Poseidon
Hills traversing the bedding of the Hatches Creek Group (FLATE94).
The breccia dies out 300 feet north-east of the New Shaft but the
fault continues to the south and passes to the east of the group.
Displacement along this fault is unknown; no reefs have been found
east of the fault, but they may be concealed by alluvium. Small
blocks of sedimentary rocks lie within the Gabbro adjacent to the
contact. A small stock of gabbro crops out in the sedimentary
rocks east of the group.

The lode fissures are thought to have been formed in sed-
imentary rocks which overlay the igneous rock in this area at no
great height above the present level of erosion, and which have
since been removed. The irregular nature of the contact may have
been responsible for setting up local stresses which led directly
to the fissuring of the rocks.

ineralogy

Both wolfram and scheelite are present in the reefs,



associated with minerals of bismuth and copper. Scheelite
is more abundant than wolfram. Sulphides have not yet been
encountered as no shaft is deeper than 40 feet. Bismutite
is the commonest minor ore mineral, and bismitb and copper
carbonates are present.

Epidote ( zoisite) is present in unusually large
quantities, normally as radiating clusters of pale to dark
green needle-like crystals. rica and sericite are disseminated
throughout the ore in fine flakes. Traces of arsenic, tin, and
lead are present in the assays. No distinct zoning of the reefs
was Observed, but the ore minerals tend to lie towards the foo t-
wall and the hangingwall.

The presence of as much as 10kJ of bismuth in the concentrate
has militated against the successful exploitation of the lodes.
Operations have never been at a sufficiently large sc:le to warrant
detailed investigation of the ore, but it seems likely that the
methods applied by Fioneer Vines^to concentrates from the
Pioneer Group would be equally applicable to the Endurance lodes.

In 1956 the owner of the Endurance Lease was leaching the
concentrates with Hydrochloric Acid in 44-gallon drums. This
method proved to be remarkably successful and resulted in a
significant decrease in the percentage of bismuth in the coarser
concentrates, but less so in the fines. However the price of
concentrated Hydrochloric Acid landed at Hatches Creek proved to
be prohibitive.

In the event of the reopening of the mine however, it should
be possible to treat the concentrate in ,Idelaide, thus obviating
the necessity of freighting the acid to Hatches Creek. The
recovery of bismuth chloride is sufficiently good, and the per-
centage of bismuth in the concentrates is sufficiently high, to
ensure the successful by-production of bisTruth. viith the rerlval
of impurities, the tungsten concentrates are of a high standard
owing to the high proportion of scheelite present.

Grade and Control of Ore.

The information on the lodes is too limited to make an
accurate estilaate of the grade. Details are available for three
parcels of ore crushed during 1956, and after screening and hand-
picking the ore returned 2.7,  concentrates. At standard grade
(65; -C, 403) this gives a figure of 1.8;; 'A)3, which compares favourably
with other mines at Hatches Creek,

i4ligures for the percentage of bismuth present are even more
inconclusive. Assays of concentrates range from about 2',; Bi. to
over 10aL Bi. Assuming an average of 6L Di. in the concentrates,
the percentage of bismuth present in the lodes is of the order of
0.14/0. A considerable enrichment of bismuth can be expected at
the water table, which is estimated to stand at about 100 feet.

The lodes have been insufficiently developed to provide any
conclusive evidence of the control of the ore. Local enrichment
has been observed on "horses", splits in the reefs, and small
quartz stringers joining the reef. It appears that, in common
with most of the smaller lodes at Hatches Creel:, enrichment has
taken place on local features on the reefs, rather than wide shoots
controlled by the dip and strike of the reefs.

Individual Lodes.

Development has been entirely confined to the two main lodes,
but there are a few small quartz veins nearby which have been
tested by shallow pits.
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No. 1 Lode.

This lode crops out intermittently for about 300
feet and strikes at about 060 degrees. It consists of
several quartz reefs lying in a strong shear which is
up to 20 feet wide. Two reefs, No. 1A and No. 113, have
been tested to depths of 60 feet and 40 feet respectively
from the Old Shaft and the New Shaft: both shafts are
inclined.

Some stoping was carried out from the Old Shaft.
The stope is now filled and the backs are exposed for
about 30 feet at a depth of 20 feet. A hangingwall reef
2 inches wide, and a footwall reef 6 inches wide dip south
at :)5 degrees. Nothing is known of the control or the grade
of the ore.

The New Shaft was put down on Reef No. 1B to a depth
of 40 feet in 1956, and a drive 30 feet lork,; had been put
in to the south before the present survey ended. The reef
is 12 inches to 14 inches wide and dips south at 55 degrees.
It is cut by three small faults. The reef is only 3 inches
wide east of the most easterly of these faults. The richest

ore was obtained towards the west face and was associated with
a mnall leader in the hangingwall.

No. 2 Lode.

The Y • 2 Lode crops out over a length of 120 feet but
is concealed by alluvium at its south-western end. It has
been expl oited from open cuts, and from two shafts which are
now inaccessible. Heavy rain flooding off the Poseidon Hills
caused the collapse of the workings.

The lode is composed of three reefs 4 inches to 8 inches
wide at its north-eastern end, but these join to the south-
west to form one reef 12 inches wide. The reefs dip south at
60 degrees to 65 degrees.^evelopment has been confined to
the north-eastern end of the lodes where the reefs have split
which suggests that the splitting may have excercised some
control over the deposition of wolfram.

Conclusions and Recommendations.

The outcrop of the lodes is short and this suggests that
they will not persist to any depth. If further exploitation
of the group is contenplated the true length of the lodes
should be determined. However the coldplex nature of the ore
has always hampered operations in the past and will do so in
the future, because the size of the deposit does not warrant
the erection of a plant for separation of the ore. 2urthe32
exploitation of this group cannot be recommended at present.

WOLFRAM HILL LOCALITY

GENERAL.

Four groups of tungsten deposits and many other maailer
wolfram-bearing reefs are situated on 4olfram Hill (LATE).
The hill, which lies about 3 miles north of Goat Hole, is two
miles long and a half a mile wide, and trends north-east. The
northern part of the hill is flat-topped and stands about 250
feet above the surrounding plain. It is deeply dissected by
steep-sided gullies, and it is in this area that the wolfram
deposits lie. The topography becomes more gentle to the south-
west and the hill gradually dies away into the plain. There
are no mineral deposits on this part of the hill.

Wolfram Hill is formed by a single large block of



sedimentary rock lying within the Pedla , Gabbro. The
dip and strike of the bedding are continu ous with strata
lying east of Hatches Creek (MATE 2). Tungstenbearing
reefs are unknown in these rocks to the east. The strata
are relatively undisturbed on the north-western side of
.iolfram Hill. They strike north-east and dip south at 50
degrees to 60 degrees. On the south-eastern flank, between

, Windy Point and the Bonanza Group (PLATELW, fracturing has
been intense. The beds appear to have been tightly folded,
and a small anticline and syncline have been identified near
Andy Point (11ATE311,), but elsewhere the structure has not
been determined. Detailed and painstaking mapping will be
necessary to elucidate the complete structure in this area.
The mineral deposits are absent vihere the dislocation has
been most severe. They lie mainly in a zone or less dis-
turbance around the fringes of this area, and are less cony-ion
in the least distorted strata. The more important ore-bearing
lodes are roughly parallel to the bedding in dip and strike,
but some reefs of minor importance strike south-east or north.

The reefs in the qolfram Hill Locality are remarkable in
that they are the only reefs at Hatches Creek which crop out
entirely within sedimentary rocks, and yet carry relatively
large amounts of scheelite and accessory ore minerals. The
presence of schcelite especially is elsewhere restricted to
reefs lying at least partly in the Pedlar Gabbro. It is con-
sidered that the intrusive probably underlies the sedimentary
rocks of ,Alfram Hill, and that the reefs lie in or close to
the Pedlar Gabbro at depth. Accessory mineralisation is most
marked on the Green Diamond Group, where the ore-bodies lie
close to the contact with the gabbro and dip towards it.

The heaviest concentration of reefs is about a lie south-
west of Windy Point (PLATE*), where three groups lie very
close together. These are the Black Diamond Group, the Green
Diamond Group and the Bonanza Group, and they merge into one
another. A fourth group, the Rcketty Kate Group, lies at the
north-eastern end of the line, and is separated from the other
groups by a relatively barren stretch of country in which ree..s
are rare. Hossfeld (1941) divided the deposits on :olfram Hill
into the North-eastern Section (Ricketty Kate Group) and the
South-western Section (other groups).

Most of the lodes on Wolfram Hill arc relatively small
and unimportant, but on the other hand there are many more of
these lesser lodes than in most of the groups on the mineral
field. Consequently a large tonnage of concentrates has been
produced from a large number of lodes, in contrast to the Pioneer
Group for instance, where nearly all the wolfram has been obtained
from a few large lodes. Activity is slight when the price of
wolfram is low, but even a slight rise in the price has been
sufficient to render profitable the operati on of many of the lodes
on .kafram Hill. The lodes were extensively worked between 1937
and 1941, and a large number of lodes were developed to depths
of between 25 feet and 50 feet; a very substantial tonnage of
wolfram was won. There are practically no records of the pro-
duction from any of these lodes, most of which have since been
abandoned. Little work has been done since 1941 as the relative
depth of past operations, combined with the lack of information
on the lodes, makes the reopening of most of these old mines
unnattractive. Only three lodes have been extensively exploited
since that time. Two of these, the Black Diamond tain Lode and
Green DiELond Lain Lode, were under operation in 1956 and 1957.
Operations ceased on the third, the Bonanza Lode, in 1955.

RICKETTY KATE GROUP (PLATE,).

The Ricketty Kate Group includes all the lodes at the
,north-eastern end of the line of deposits on .iolfram Hill, the
largest of which lie on the old Ricketty Kate Lease. The first
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reef to be exploited at Hatches Creek was in this group,
but otherwise little is known of its early history. There
was some activity on 4olfram Hill in 1916 (Oliver, 1916)
presumably in this vicinity, but the exact location of the
deposits described by T. 0. Oliver cannot be determined.

Hossfeld (19)41) records that the Ricketty Kate Lease
had produced 7.25 tons of concentrates to the 30th June,
1940. Recorded production ceased the following year when
0.99 tons of wolfram concentrates were won. The lease was
forfeited for non-payaent of rent in 1945. There was a
brief resumption of activity in 1952, several leases were
registered, and a further 0.73 tons of concentrates were
produced, making a recorded total of 9.02 tons. The actual
total production from the group is certainly higher than
this, as many small lodes were exploited between 1937 and
1940 and production from these is unknown.

The group lies across several steep-sided gullies
which have yielded some eluvial wolfram. The reefs, with
few exceptions, have been mined solely by open-cutting to
depths of about 10 feet. A few Shallow shafts and short
adits have been put in. The reefs lie parallel to the
strike^the bedding I. e. approximately north-east, and
dip to the soutli at 45 degrees to 85 degrees. They are 6
inches to 12 inches wide, and few are more than 250 feet
long. Wolfram is the only tungsten aineral present, and
is accompanied by small amounts of copper and bismuth.
Nice is present in most reefs.

Altaough nothing is known of the grade of the ore in
these reefs, the limited extent cf underground development
indicates that the do not carr4high percentage k of wolfram.
The reefs are short and narrow, and cannot be expected to
persist to depths greater than 200 feet. A few small parcels
or ore may still be won near the surface but deeper explor-
ation is not warranted. Some of the larger reefs might repay
development from adits, which can be easily driven on the
steep sides of the gullies, during a period of favourable
wolfram prices.

13^Pt^/.^
BLACK DIATOM GROUP (PLATES^1'5, and t6)

General 

The Black Diaa.ond Group is the north-easterly of the
three south-western groups. It consists of three lodes and
a few quartz reefs cropping out over a distance of ajout 600
feet from north-east to south-west, all of which lie on the
Black Dia ond Lease. The Main Lode is the most Important,
and has been the principal producer of wolfram in the locality.

The three lodes are parallel and lie side by side about
100 feet apart. They crop out mainly on the east side of a
deeply incised gully which runs south from the Black Diamond
Lease, past the Green Diamond Mine, and onto the plain south
of :/olfram Hill. A substantial tonnage of eluvial wolfram
has been won from this gully.

History

The group was aparently not in operation when T.G. Oliver
(1916) visited the mining field, but by 1940 the Black Diamond
Mine was recognised as one of the most Important at Hatches Creek
(Hossfeld, 1941). The lease has since changed ha nds several
times, but it was not until 1951 that any further attempt was
made to exploit the group systematically. It was under con-
tinuous o eration from then until early in 1957.

•



Production

There is no official record of production from the
Black Diamond Lease before 1940. Hossfeld (1941) records
that 4 to 5 tons of wolfram were produced before June,
1939, and that a further 6 tons of wolfram were won in the
following year. The figures given by Hoss2eld for the year
ending 30th June, 1941, do not agree with the official records.
Hossfeld states that 14.5 tons of wolfram were won between 7th
August, 1940, and the end of October. In the official records
the total recorded production for the year was 8.65 tons.
However the official figure for the year ending June 30th, 1940
is higher than that given by Hossfeld, and the total for the
two years from both sources is very similar. The official
figures are given in Table 8, together with the value of the
concentrates won.

A recorded total of 85.64 tons of concentrates worth
£63,974 have been won from the group. The greatest part of
this has come from the Vain Lode, with lesser amounts from the
South Lode, from the development of eluvial deposits and from
the other reefs in the group.

TABLE 8 

BLACK DINOND GROUP. HATCHES CREEK 

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF WOLFRAM CONCENTRATES

1939 - 1958 

Year Ending^Concentrates^Value
30th June^Tons 

1939^1.5 (a)^?
1940^11.44^ 972
1941^8.65^1,452
1942
1943
191.414^0.91^ 271
1945^ -^ ..
1946^ -^ .-
1947^ -
1948^0.114
1949^ -
1950^0.14

^
42

1951^0.33
^

629
1952^2.21

^
3,533

1953^8.20
^ 11,327

1954^ 8.58
^

9,055
1955^14. 0

^
10,645

1956^18.50
^ 19,382

1957^6.64
^

6,456
1958^1. 

^ 125

Total
^85.64

^
£63,974^(o)

85 (b)

(a) Approximate production to 1939 (Hossfeld, 1941).

(b) Value calculated from mean price of wolfram for 1948.

(c) Excludes value of concentrates won before 1940.

Geolo;,:y,

The lodes lie in sandstone, quartzite, greywacke, and
siltstone of the Hatches Creek Group. The bedding strikes
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approximately east and dips south. Sips ranging from
22 degrees to 85 degrees to the south were recorded in
the vicinity of the group. Jointing is severe and has
obscured the bedding to a great extent.

The lodes strike at about 060 degrees and dip to
the south at 60 degrees to 80 de_xees. They make an

•^angle of about 30 degrees with the bedding, but although
they traverse several different types of rock no relation-
ship between the host rock and the attitude of the reef or
the grade of the ore could be discerned. The host rocks 01 4

the Black Diamond 1,inc_on the amn Lode consist of
alternating siltstone and siliceous sandstone. These beds
dip to the south at 40 degrees to 60 deirees. Some minor
drag-folding is present. The productive section of the
lode lies on the southern limb of an anticline (PLATE04)
but not enough evidence is availaJle to determine whether
the northern limb has directly inhibited the formation of
a favourable section az the lode.

11•"'

The outcrop of the lodes is obscured to a great extent
by mullock and talus, and the lodes disappear beneath the
alluvium of the gully to the south-west (lIATErs1 -4). Narrow
quartz veins crop out west of the gully, but although they
are an extension of the main part of the group they will not
support other than shallow development. fore systematic
exploitation of these veins will yield a further small tonnage
of wolfram. The South Lode and Ye. 3 Lode crop out for about
180 feet east of the gully, but the Vain Lode crops out for
about 600 feet. Good grade ore is restricted to a central
portion of the Main Lode and the 4outh Lode. The No. 3 Lode
is more irregular and has not bee tested below 16 feet.

Mineralogy

The Black Diamond lodes are remarkably free of accessory
mineralisation compared with other lodes on .olfram Hill.
Wolfram and quartz are associated with a little mica, and very
minor amounts of scheelite, bismutite, and malachite: iron
oxides are rare. Separation of impurities from the ore has
never proved necessary, and as far as is known the concentrates
have never been penalised.

The secondary minerals are more common in the lower levels
of the mine and can be expected to increase until the water table
Is encountered. The water level is estimated to stand at about
250 feet. The lack of iron oxides and cavities, and the low
percentage of secondary minerals indicates that the primary ore
Is not likely to be heavily contaminated. However there may be
slight contamination of the ore due to secondary enrichment
between about 250 feet and 200 feet. Separation of the impurities
by hand should be sufficient to avoid penalization of the con-
centrates.

Grade and Control of Ore 

Hossfeld (1941)1 found that the highest grade of ore was
present where the reef had a more easterly strike, a flatter
dip,und was wider, than the adjoining sectio s. This distinction
has been lost at lower levels where the reef becomes more irre:zular
and splits frequently. The irregularity appears to be caused by
the Sanction of the reef which is exposed in the higher levels with
a second reef in the footwall (ATE , ). Enrichment is less
consistent at the 154-foot level and the 108-foot level, although
wolfram is present throughout the reefs. The presence of wolfram
is not obviously related to the irregularities in the reefs.

The footwall reef has been developed in the Main Shaft below
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the 154 - foot level and carries a high grade of wolfram.
It is reported to be more regular, and it is possible that
the splitting which prevails at the 154 - foot level and the
108 - foot level ceases below the 154 - foot level. If this
is so the richer and poorer zones may be as strongly diff-
erentiated as they are at the 28 - foot level.

Development on the No. 3 Lode is too limited to determine
• the reason for the deposition of wolfra. On the South Lode

rich concentrations of wolfram are associated with small faults
and other features.

According to Hossfeld (1941), 214 to 25 tons of wolfram had
been obtained from about 1,000 tons of ore up to the end of 1940.
This gives a grade of approximately 1.6,J WO,. It is estimated
that about 2,400 tons of ore had been won fiom the Main Lode to
30th June, 1956, and that this yielded about GO tons of wolfram.
This gives a grade of approximately 1.8 .03, which agrees very
well with the earlier figure determined by nossfeld. The grade
at the mill of 153 tons of ore won from the 1:ain Lode during
1955 and 1956 was 8.95 .0,, Which gives some idea of the extent
to which the ore ws conceRtrated by hand before crushing. The
South Lode yielded 4.25^from 58 tons of ore during the same
period. About 170 tons of dre have been mined from the lode,
giving an overall grade of about 1.6 /.4 0 3 .

rain Lode

The !Vain Lode is the most northerly lode on the Black Diamond
Liroup. It was originally developed from a number of shafts and
adits situated at various heijits on the hill-side on Which the
lode crops out. The present lain Shaft (PLAinnN), was put down
in 1951 and had reached a vertical depth of 154 feet by June, 1956.
The shalt was deepened late in 1956, and is now reported to be
nearly 2C)0 feet deep. No driving has been done below the 1514-
foot level.

The lode is about 600 feet long at the surface, out outcrop
is rare. It has been developed at the surface from a continuous
open cut up to 10 feet deep over the richer central portion, but
very little work has been done at the extremities of the lode
which are narrow and poor. The len cut is now filled with debris.
The central section is about 25u eet long, and the lode in this
section consists of one reef 12 inches to 15 inches wide, and a
very narrow vein in the footwall. The lode is obscured by mullock
to the south-west, and gradually dies out in a number of narrow
veins to the north-west.

•

Two long adits had been driviin in 1940, one at the level of
the collar of the present rain Shaft, and one 28 feet below this.
The portals of both adits are now obscured, but a short section
of the 28 - foot level is accessible from the Fain Shaft. Both
these tunnels were over 200 feet long. The richest ore was won
from a shoot about 90 feet long in which the reef is 14 inches
to 30 inches wide, and strikes pore to the east than the poorer
sections of the lode (Hossfeld, 1941). The dip is to thc south
at 78 degrees to 84 degrees (PLATE 14).

This shoot is bounded to east and west by two faults dipping
steeply to the west and striking at 360 degrees and 020 degrees
respectively. The strike of these two faults changes gradually
with increasing depth from approximately north towards north-west.
The two faults have been named theKennedy Fault and the Bassula
Fault, after the joint owners Who reopened the mine in 1951, and
they mark the approximate limits of high grade ore in the two
adits; but not at the deeper levels in the mine. They are
horizontal shears of small displacement and have dragged the
reefs where they cut them. The Baodula Fault is the westerly
of the two, and has displaced the east block north, Pealt,---ts-0
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the-wcst- lock. The direction of displacement on the Kennedy
Fault is the same above the 71 - foot level, but is reversed
at this level and below. The fault has been deflected where
it crosses the axis of the anticline. (PLATE K

The mine is inaccessible above the 71-foot level. Three
new levels have been driven since 1951, at 71 feet, 108 feet,

•^and 154 feet. Cave-ins have blocked the eastern end of the
upper two levels and their total length is unknown. Ore had
been almost totally removed, pillars excepted, between the
154-foot level and the 28-foot level, for at least 125 feet
east of the Vain Shaft by June, 1956. A small block of ore
remained below the 23-foot level and another block remained
below the 108-foot level

The
^1.6) but the latter block has

IC limitsince been removed.^e easter ^of stoping above the
108-foot level is not known.

The lode at the 71-foot level consists of one reef which
is 12 inches to 15 inches wide and dips south at 63 degrees
to 75 degrees. The level has not been driven west of the shaft
and the Bassula Fault has not been encountered. The Kennedy
fault was met at 104E Where there has been a slight displacement
of the reef. The reef strikes at 065 degrees at the 71-foot
level and this strike is maintained at the 103-foot level, except
at the western end where the strike changes to about 045 degrees.
A short drive was driven to the west at the 108-foot level but
was discontinued where the reef was lost on the Bassula Vault
(PLATE

The 108-foot level is reported to be about 200 feet long
but has collapsed at 124E. The lode at this level consists of
a hangingwall reef 12 inches to 15 inches wide, and a footwall
reef about 1 inch wide. The two reefs join at 102E, and east
of this the footwall reef is the wider of the two. The reefs
dip at 60 degrees to 70 degrees to the south, except at the
western end of the level, Where the hangingwall reef dips at
85 degrees to the north near the Bassula Fault.

The lode is even more complex at the 154-foot level.
Three reefs, arranged en echelon, are present at this level.
The most southerly reef is present in the west drive where it
Is 12 inches wide: it dies out to the east. A second reef makes
in the footwall to the west of the 'Lain Shaft, and increases to
a width of 12 inches to the east. This reef was followed in
sinking the Shaft below the 154-foot level, and it is reported
that it increased in width and yielded high grade ore. A third
reef makes in the footwall of the second reef at 100E. These
two reefs join at 40E and continue^the east as a single reef
18 inches wide. This reef was lost on a fault which dips steeply
to the east. An attempt was made later to locate the reef east
of this fault, but only a few narrow quartz veins were found.

Wolfram is more patchy at the lower levels than it was above
the 23-foot level, and this is attributed to the numerous splits
in the reefs at these levels. Ore was present throughout the
reefs at the 154-foot level and at the 108-foot level, but it is
reported that the highest grade of ore was on api_roximately
betfeen 0 ama 100E at both levels. The strike of the reefs in
these sections is between 060 degrees and 065 degrees, whereas
the strike of the shoot at the 28-foot level was about 075 degrees.
The deposition of wolfram has not been related to any definite
feature on the reefs, but reports indicate that the richest sections
of the lode lie further to the west at successively lower levels.
The zone of enrichment therefore plunges steeply to the west, and
it is significant that this coincides with the plunge of the inter-
section of the lode with the bedding of the country rock.

The exploited section of the reef lies on the southern limb
of a tight anticline (PLATE 16), the axis of which strikes approx-
imately east. The reef is not accessible where it lies on the
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northern limb of the anticline, but reports indicate that the
grade of the ore is low. The position of the lode on the
anticline may be wholly or partly responsible for this. The
dip of the bedding on the southern limb of the anticline is
between 50 degrees and 60 degrees at the higher levels in the
mine, and decreases with depth. A syncline may be present
below the 154-foot level.

The difference in grade at the 154-foot level between the
relatively enriched zone - it can b.Q. hardly be called a shoot -
and the adjacent zones is so slight that differentiation of the
various zones is pointless, but if at greater depths the lode
resumes the regularity it shows at the 28-foot level, it is
possible that a shoot may be more e ally delineated. Alter-
natively 'Lie dip of the relatively enriched zone may become
less steep as the bedding becomes less steep: or the lode may
die out on the southern limb of a syncline. Development since
August, 1956, has proved rich ore at 190 feet in the Main Shaft,
Although the behaviour of the shoot is not known below the 159-
foot level, ore Of a grade comparable to that above this level
can be expected to persist, over a comparable length of lode,
to at about 250 feet. The limits of existilv stopes indicate
that payable ore occurs over a length of about 200 feet.

Assuming a grade of 1.6 WO,, it is estimated that about
1400 tons of ore are available uldove the 250-foot level, and
that this will contain about 34 tons of wolfram. Airther ore
may be available tD the east and west of the present limits of
development.

No. 3 Lode

The No 3 Lode crops out over 180 feet, but may continue
to the south-west for about another 200 feet. It consists of
a nuMber of narrow discontinuous reefs at its north-eastern end.
These have been tested by shallow open cuts. The No. 3 Shaft
(FLATEe4), was put down to 16 feet during 1956 and encountered
a fair grade of wolfram on a reef about 12 inches wide. This
was not high enough to encourage further development at the time
and the shaft was abandoned. The Bassula Fault displaces the
reef 10 feet east of the shaft, and the wolfram may be associated
with this fault.

No attempt has been made to explore the lode west of No.
3 Shaft. In view of the apparent length of the lode it is
possible that a reef carrying a good grade of ore may be present
beneath the talus and alluvium in this direction. No assessment
of the lode can be made until this exploration has been carried
out.

South Lode

The amount of outcrop on this lode is also limited. Inter-
mittent outcrop persists for about 180 feet, but the lode may
continue to the south-west beneath alluvium. No attempt has been
made to explore the lode in this direction.

The South Shaft has been put down on the lode to a vertical
depth of 12) feet. The lode consists of one reef 9 inches to 15
inches wide which dips south at 69 degrees to 76 degrees. Short
drives have been put in to the west at 52 feet and 107 feet, and
to the east at 52 feet and 120 feet. The lode has been stoped to
70 feet above the 120-foot level east of the shaft.

The reef has been displaced by a number of nearly vertical
faults striking at about 340 degrees. Some wolfram has been
deposited close to these faults. A strong shear striking at 310
degrees and dipping west at 35 degrees is visible in the backs of
the stope east of the shaft at 70 feet, and has displaced the east
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block four feet to the south, but the reef on either side
of the shear is connected by a vein of quartz 2 inches wide
which lies in the plane of the shear. Another fault in the
east face at the 52-foot level strikes at 030 degrees and
dips south-east. The reef has been deflected to the north
where it meets the fault until it lies along the plane of
the fault.

Rich pockets of wolfram are distributed throughout the
reef and are associated with faults, quartz leaders joining
the reef, and changes in the dip and strike of the reef;
although all these features may be present without enrich-
ment of wolfram. It is estimated that the lode has yielded
an overall grade of about 1.4%, and there is no reason to
suspect that this grade will not beg tained in future
development, provided that the reef maintains the width and
strike observed in the mine.

The lodehas not been sufficiently developed at any level
either to the east or west of the shaft to determine the extent
of payable ore. Outcrop on the surface suggests that the lateral
extent of the lode is not great, and if this is so the lode
cannot be expected to persist much below the 120-foot level.
A limited tonnage of wcafram is undoubtedly available above
the 120-foot level to the east and west of the present limits
of development, but a full assessment of the ore reserves
cannot be made until the dimensions of the lode have been more
satisfactorily determined.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The Main Lode is the most important in the group, and is
the only one of which there has been enough development to
provide any satisfactory information; but exploration may prove
the other lodes to be more important than they appear. The
South Lode appears to be the better of these two.

The calculation of ore reserves has been restricted to a
small part of the Main Lode, which, it is estimated, should
yield about 34 tons of wolfram. further exploration could
prove a much larger tonnage. The possible western extension
of all three lodes has so far been neglected, and both the lain
Lode and the South Lode could contine considerably deeper than
the present lower limits of development. However on none of the
lodes is the grade sufficiently consistent, or the knowledge of
control sufficiently accurate, to provide a basis for the
prediction of further ore.

3 4,^17^12
GREEN DIAMOND GROUP (PLATES ^ta t AND tR).

General 

This group lies about 900 feet south of the Black Diamond
Group, and consists of an almost continuous line of lodes about
1500 feet long, trending a little north of east, and many smaller
lodes. Extensive surface operations have been conducted on most
of these lodes, but underground development has been restricted
to a few of the widest and richest of them. The group lies
predominantly in quartz-sandstone which dips south, and the lodes
lie roughly parallel to the bedding in dip and strike.

History

There appears to have been no activity on this group between
1916 and 1922, but by 1940 there had been extensive prospecting
of the lodes with the development of five all mines. These were
all situated on the main line of the group and were, from east to
west, the Bumboat line, Lehmann's Show, the Horrible Annie Line,
the Reserve Vine, and the Little Wonder :!'ine. Leases along this
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line have been constantly re-reistered, usually with a
change in the boundaries. In 1956 the Green Diamond Lea,se
to the east and Gordon's Hope Lease to the west included
nearly all the lodes in the group. The present Green Diamond
me corresponds to what was originally Lehmann's Jhol-.1 it was

._nown as the Black Angel between 1941 and 1945, and only acquired
its present name in 1951.

The group was extensively exploited between 1937 and 1939,
but by early 1941 operations had all but ceased, and were not
renewed to any extent until 1951. The Horrible Annie Vine and
the then Black Angel vine were taken over by the Commonwealth in
1942, but activity was restricted to the dumps, which were re-
treated. The ircen Diamond : ain Lode has been the focus of
operations since 1951, although other lodes in the group have
been exploited briefly from time to time.

Production

The total recorded production of concentrates from the group
has been 57.36 tons worth £50,830, of which more than 44 tons was
won from the Green Diamond line between 1952 and 1958. Records
of production before 1940 are incomplete, and in view of the
considerable activity between 1937 and 1939 it is likely that the
total production from the group is 15 to 20 tons higher than the
official figure.

AS production is recorded for the leases only, it is not
possible to differentiate the tonnage of concentrates won from
Individual lodes. However it is known that practically all con-
centrates produced on the Green Diamond Lease after 1951 were won
from the Lain Lodes. Table 9 shows the total recorded production
from the group.

TABLE 9

GREEN DIAMOND GROUP, HATCHES CREEK

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF WOLFRAF CONCENTRATES 

1937 and 1940-1958 

Year Ending
30th June

Green Diamond Lease Gordon's hope Lease^Total
Conc.
Tons

Value Conc.
Tons,

Value^Conc. Value
Tons

1937 0. 55 50 _ - 0.55^50
1940 1.33 200 (a) 4.33 800 (a) 5.99£1,000 (a)
1941 0.09 7 0. 37 61 0.46^68
1942 - -
1943 2.55 330 1.65 260 4.20^590
1944 - - 0.29 70 0.29^70
1945 - - 0. 23 73 0. 23^73
1946 - - _ - -^_
1947 - - _ - _^-
1948 - - _ - _^_
1949 _ _ _ _^_
1950 - - - - -^_
1951 - - - - -^-
1952 11.41 20,481 - 11.41^20,481
1953 15.20 16,235 - - 15.20 16,235
1954 7.94 4,025 0.25 247 8.19^4,272
1955 0.10 85 0.10^85
1956 1.54 1,421 0.88 836 2.42^2,257
1957 4.65 4,259 - - 4.65^4,259
1958 4.0 1,400 - - 4.0^1,400

Total 49.36 48,493 8.00 2,347 57.36 50,830

(a) Estimated Value



Geology

The main line of lodes lies in a massive, oil-sorted quartz-.^sandstone which becomes more massive and quartzitic toward the east.

4kelrnse jointing has all but Obscured the bedding at the eastern end,'da few ripple-marked bedding planes are exposed. A higher pro-
portion of finer material is present in sandstone towards the western
end of the group, and bedding is more distinct. The strata have been
slightly disturbed in places, but in general the strike swings from
east-north-east in the west to east-south-east in the east. The
lodes are approximately parallel to the bedding. The tougher cluart-
zitic portions of the quartz-sandstone have caused the lode channel
to split, and these splits are believed to exercise some control
over ore-deposition. The lodes in the group exhibit more salitting
than most of the lodes at hatches Creek, and even along the main
line they vary widely in dip, strike, and grade.

The Green Diamond Main Lode is unusually heavily mineralised,
but mineralisation is less marked on other lodes. Jcheelite, and
minerals of copper, bismuth, tin, and iron, are present in varying
amounts in association with wolfram.

Detached information is available only for the Green Diaond
Vain Lode. The others are described briefly.

The Little ionder
_3

This lode lies at the western end of the group (MATE N).
hossfeld (1941) recorded the average xidth of the main reef as 12
inches and reported that the lode had been tested to a depth of 50
feet, where it died out. The lode averaged between 2% and 3% W0 3 .

The Reserve

The Reserve Lode lies est of the Little :onder and is separated
from it by a relatively large gap in the line (4 1E•ielleW Two parallel
reefs of irregular width and dip have been prospected with little
success.

The horrible Annie 

This is the most easterly lode on Gordon's Hope Lease, which
also includes the above two lodes (eleeNIN). Rich but patchy ore
was obtained from a quartz-reef dipping south at 38 degrees to 52
degrees, and ranging in width from 16 inches to 27 inches. Several
small reefs adjacent to the main lode have been extensively worked
from open cuts.

The BuMboat 

The BuMboat Lode lies at the eastern end of the line (41..AW‘h:)"
The main reef is from 16 inches to 30 inches wide and dips south at
from 35 degrees to 40 degrees. The grade appears to be low.

IC (7 l?
The Green Diamond (PLATES ta,111).

General.

The lain Lode is the principal lode of the group. It was
originally developed from the )1.d Shaft Ulate IV, but this was
blown in when the owner was asphyxiated at the foot of the shaft
in about 1939. The !fain Shaft WEIS nut down in 1951 and is now 134
feet deep. The bottom of the Old Shaft was encountered in the present
24 foot level.

-OW

•

There are several smaller lodes both north and south of the Main
Lode but none have proved rich enough to support underground developmen



Geology

The Main Lode consists of an intricate set of quartz reefs with
numerous "horses", lying in a shear-zone four feet to five feet wide,
and dipping south at 45 degrees to 60 degrees. The reefs generally
aggregate about 30 inches in width but this may be made up of one,
two, or three reefs (PLATElita). They bifurcate constantly throughout
the lode, and thin stringers 8re common between the various reefs,
and in the walls of the lode. The country rock is a tough, siliceous
quartz-sandstone, which may have caused the unusual amount of splitting
in the lode. It is colaposed of well sorted quartz grains, averaging
about 1 M.M. in diameter, in a primarily siliceous matrix.

The lode is obscured for a great part of its outcrop length by
dump material and by open-cuts filled with debris. :here visible it
appears to consist of a single quartz reef 25 inches to 29 inches in
width. The richest part of the lode lies on the steep east side of
the gully which originates below the Black Diamond Tine. The gully
has been worked throughout for eluvial wolfral , but at the Green
Diamond is now filled with mullock to a depth of about 15 feet.
Several quartz-reefs crop out on the west side of the gully and may
be a continuation of the Main Lode. They are from 3 inches to 12
inches wide, but do not carry much wolfram.

At the eastern end the lode runs into a body of barren brecciated
quartz which is up to 5 feet wide, and 30 feet long. The breccia
tails off to the east, with a marked swing in strike to the south-
east, where it encounters the East Fault which strikes at about 520
degrees. The quartz dies out along the fault (rLATE it). Although
bodies of quartz-breeds eve present in fault zones in many places
at Hatches Creek, the association of an ore-bearing lode with euartz-
breccia is confined, as far as is known, to this one instance at the
Green Dia ond. The East Fault is nearly vertical; neither the fault
nor the breccia have yet been encountered underground.

A fault of apparently large displacement has been intersected
at successive levels below ground, but at the surface the intersection
of this fault, the Lehmann Vault, with the lode is obscured by the
spoil dump. No serious attempt has been made to locate the lode OR
the west side of the fault in the mine. The fault has a dip of 70
degrees south-west and a strike of 295 degrees at the 24-foot level,
but at the 134-foot level the dip is 50 degrees and the strike is
305 degrees. Several narrow quartz stringers are emplaced along
the fault zone, which is about two feet wide. alickensiding is
roughly horizontal, and dragging of the lode in the footwall of the
fault indicates that movement was right handed.

The fault was followed for 25 feet to the south in a crosa-cut
at the 134 foot level (FLATE 17), before the lode was encountered,
but the relative position of the quartz reefs on either bank of the
gully at the surface sula;est that, if these reefs represent the same
lode, the displacement cannot have been too great. Thus if the lode
continues in the hanging wall of the fault it should not lie too far
north of the shaft at the 134 foot level. Por the present, it must
be assumed that the profitable section of the lode is confined
between the 1,ehmann Vault and the East Vault.

ineralogy.

Wolfram is the common tungsten mineral, but scheelite and
tunastite (N0 x) are present. The tungstite is associated with
decomposed wolfram.

•^Water was struck at 129 feet, and at the 134-foot level the
lode carries a suite of primary and secondary sulphides, and carbonates
of copper and bismuth. Concentrates from the higher levels have
assayed as high as 7.63 Di and 2. 03o Cu. This is derived chiefly
from azurite, malachite, and bismutite. Bismuthinite, cuprite, and

U
^ native copper have also been identified in the oxidised zone, together
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with abundant iron oxides.^Bornite, chalcocite, and
covellite are present at the 134-foot level, associated
with pyrite, bismuthinite, and chalcopyrite. The last
parcel of concentrates won from the mine was sold in
1958, and assayed 7;,4 sh02 , although the presence of tin
had not been recorded previously. Tin minerals have not
been identified. The concentrates came from the 134-foot
level. The reefs are unusually vuggy.

Mica is the commonest gangue mineral apart from
quartz; sericite and kaolin are present in smaller amounts.
Mica may be disseminated throughout the reef in small flakes
or it may form a selvedge u a to one inch thick on either wall
of the reef; it is also abundant in small stringers in the
country rock, more commonly in the footwall. Sericite and
kaolin lie mainly towards the footwall of the reef, and also
in fissures in the footwall, which has been slightly altered.
Wolfram appears to have been decomposed by hydrothemal
activity. Limonite and tungstite are abundant, and kaolin
has been stained pink adjacent to altered wolfram.

The accessory minerals and vugs are concentrated toward
the footwall, and to a lesser extent toward the hangingwall,
of the reef. There has also been extensive mineralisation
and alteration along the Lehmann Fault. Hydrothermal fluids
probably intruded at a late stage along the walls of the reef,
and probably also along the Lehmann fault at the same time as
the faulting. The quartz and wolfram-bearing fluids were
practically consolidated at this stage, and the later fluids
were unable to penetrate the reefs to any great extent. As a
result of this the wolfram and accessory minerals are rarely
intimately associated, and the impurities are easily removed
by hand. The ore is screened at the head and hand-picked to
remove copper and bismuth minerals, and also barren lumps of
quartz. The percentage of impurities remaining in the fines
after screening is low enough not to incur severe penalisation
of the concentrates.

Grade and Control of Ore.

No accurate details of the grade of the lode are available
but it is estimated from the measurement of the stopes that
about 1,700 tons of ore have been mined since the reopening of
the mine in 1951. This has yielded about 37 tons of concentrates
which gives a grade of about 1.Li.,, A), for the lode, including
all development. The grade of ore iA shoot A CLATE 20 is
therefore a little higher than this - say 1.7% WO„ Crushing
returns from the Government Battery during 1955 arid 1956, based
on estimated tonnage of ore crushed, indicate that grade at the
mill was about 2.8% WO,. It is known also that about one ton
of concentrates were wdn from the 134 foot level. About 90
feet of develoliment was undertaken at this level of which 70
feet was on the lode. Thus the lode averaged 0.814 ' ,:g)3 in the
level.

.xafram is present throughout the lode, but there appears
to be at least one shoot of relatively higher grade ore (shoot
A, 4444/1419). The ore has been entirely removed from this
shoot so that it is difficult to determine the reason for the
enrichment. However from Observation of the accessible portions
of the stope it appears that the shoot lies in that section of
the lode which has a more easterly strike, although the dip of
the lode is no flatter in this section than in other parts of
the lode. This change in strike is more pronounced at the 134
foot and 102 foot levels, and at these levels the shoot is
narrower and more distinct. The shoot appears to widen, to
become less well marked, and to decrease slightly in grade, at
successively higher levels. The influence of splits in the reef,
"horses", and other such features, on the mineralising fluids
has been proven on many lodes at Hatches Creek. As the Green
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Diamond lode exhibits these features wherever it has been
exposed in the mine, the ubiquitous nature of wolfram is
to be expected. The shoot appears to be a zone of relative
enrichment imposed upon the overall deposition of wolfram.

The T!'ain Lode
•^

The Eain Shaft is inclined, and has been sunk on the
lode to a vertical depth of 134 feet, with levels to the
east at 24 feet, 68 feet, 102 feet, and 134 feet. The lode
has also been tested in short drives to the west but in each
case the Lehmann Fault was encountered and the lode was lost.
The east drives vary in length from 80 feet to 150 feet: each
has been abandoned in a relatively poor section of the lode,
east of Shoot A.

No attempt had been made to explore the reef beyond this
barren section at the time the mine was surveyed in June, 1956.
However at the end of that year the 134-foot level was extended
about 50 feet to the east and a second zone of enrichment was
encountered. No information is available on the attitude of
the lode, but this zone is provisionally termed Shoot B. In
view of the indefinite limits of shoot A, no predictions can
be made as to the size, shape, or plunge of shoot B. It may
be limited to the east by the East Fault; it may continue either
above or below the level or both; or it may be fan-shaped as is
shoot A. Until more development has eeen done shoot will remain
an enigma. However the favoured theory is that shoot B is the
reverse of Shoot A, i.e. it will be narrow and rich at the top
and gradually lose definition at depth, and that the 134-foot
level has probably interceeted the shoot near its apex. It must
be emphasized however that this theory is 'Jure conjecture; Shoot
B may not exist at all and the reported enrichment may be due to
some local feature in the lode.

There is no evidence to suggest that the grade of ore will
decrease below the 134-foot level, but the possible presence of
tin and primary sulphides associated more intimately with the
aolfram than has been the case a -aove the primary zone cannot be
overlooked. The presence of tin is especially unfortunate as
only magnetic separation will remove it from the concentrates.
The above considerations apart, the lode is expected to maintain
the grade of ore so far obtained, provided that the host rock
remains the same. Should harder or softer rocks be encountered
the lode may prove uneconomical. The possibility also exists
that the host rock at depth is the Pedlar Jabbro: this is suggested
by the type of mineralisation, and the fact that the lode dips
towards the contact with the gdbbro, which is not far away to
the south.

The lode has yielded about 7 cwt. of wolfram per vertical
foot over an average stoped length of 80 feet, from past operations.
Provided that shoot A persists, or that Shoot B replaces Shoot A,
and that no unfavourable host rocks are encountered, this yield
should be maintained to at least 200 feet. Possible ore reserves
between the 134-foot level and the 200-foot level are therefore
considered to be about 28 tons of wolfram. In addition an un-
known tonnage of ore relaains above the 134-foot level between
the East Fault and the eastern limitc of existing development.
A substantial tonnage of ore could be available in this section
of the mine, and it is so placed that exploitation would not
be costly.

• BONANZA GROUP (PLATE v
General

The Bonanza Group, which includes the Ajax and Bonanza
Mines on the Bonanza Lease, and some shallow workings on the

--011■
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adjacent Sunshine Lease, lies about 300 yards south-west
of the Black Diamond Line and about 100 yards north of the
western end of the Green Diamond Group. The group stretches
about 800 feet in a north-north-easterly direction, and consists
of a number of lodes striking at about 060 degrees, of which the
Bonanza Lode is the most important.

•^history and Production

There is no record of activity on the group until about
1937, but from that year to 1954 productiJn rarely ceased. The
Bonanza Lode has produced the most, but the srAiller lodes have
contributed a higher proportion of the concentrates than in most
groups. Operations finally ceased in i954, and to 30th June of
that year a recorded total of 55.97 tons of concentrates worth
£26,656 had been produced from the Bonanza and Sunshine leases.
Annual production from the group is given in table 10.

Geology 

All the larger lodes strike at about 060 degrees and dip
south. They range in width from 6 inches to 15 inches. Only
•one shaft was accessible in 1956, Hossfeld (1941) states that
the richer lodes are those wA.ch have the flattest dips. The
Bonanza Lode, w:dich is the richest in the group, dips at about
60 degrees. The Ajax lode to the south has much steeper dips,
and is much poorer. A third lode north-east of the Bonanza is
6 inches to 15 inches wide, and the dip is from 60 degrees to
75 degrees to the south. This lode has been tested to 34 feet
and drives have exposed the reef at this level for about 70 feet.
Same stoping has been done. The main shaft on the Bonanza Lode
is estimated to be at least 100 feet deep but is inaccessible.
There are many shallow open-cuts on the various lodes in the
group, but they have been abandoned for some years.

TABLE 10 

BONANZA GROUP, HATC1L66 CRIaZ 
•

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF WOLFRAY CO7CENTRATE3

1938 - 194

Year ending^Concentrates^Value
30th Juno^Tons

1938 "7^224
1939 -^ -
1940 3.76^ 662
1941 3.53^ 571
1942 7.87^ 1,402
1943 0.14^ 41
1944 0. 81^ 168
1945 6.146^2,022
1946 5.68^ 1,797
1947 2.91^1,013
1948 14.L6^ 1,700 (a)
1949 3.514^ t,496
1950 3.77^ 1,131
1951 1.96^ 1,191
1952 3.61^ 6,096

,111. 1953 5.32^6,016
1954 1.145^1,076

•
Total 55.97^26,656

(a) Estimated from average price of wolfram for 1943
(120/- per unit).
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Accessory mineralisation is slight in these lodes.
Scheelite is present in small quantities but copper and
bismuth minerals are not common. The lodes lie roughly
parallel to the bedding in quartz-sandstone and greywacke.
At the eastern end of the group there has been some faulting
and the bedding is disturbed. The country rock is intensely
fractured and occupied by many short and thin quartz reefs,
all of which are poor.

Conclusions and Recolinendations

Only the Bonanza Lode and the unnamed lode to the north-
east appear to be ;orth further exploration, though the Ajax
Lode may prove more favourable at depth. The Bonanza Lode
has already been exploited to a considerable extent, and it
is probable that little ore remains above 100 feet, or possibly
deeper. The Bonanza Grout does not appear to warrant further
attention unless the market for wolfram is very favourable.

OTHER LODES

Many smaller quartz reefs lie north of the Bonanza Group,
and be -kween the Black Diamond Group and the Green Diamond Group
(PLATEN. These lodes are pitted with shallow open-cuts and
shafts, and when the price of wolfram is high they repay linited
surface development. lost of thei were undoubtedly in operation
between 1937 and 1940, but records of production are available
only for the boom years 1951-1953. Production has been recorded
from three leases in the area.

ella Lease 

The Stella lease lies north of and adjacent to the Bonanza
Lease, and includes a large number of quartz reefs, most of which
strike north-east. The reefs are narrow but some carry good ore
and during 1951 and 1952 they yielded 1.68 tons of concentrates
worth £2,862.

e-ii Lease 

The c-u lease lies south-east of the Black Diamond. It
includes a few very small auartz reefs from which about 3 cwt.
of concentrates worth £213 were produced during 1953. The
country rock in this area is disturJed and conditions are not
favourable for the emplacement of large lodes.

S-)otted Diamond Lease

This lease embraces some isolated quartz reefs lying on
the north side of Wolfram Hill north-west of the Stella lease.
There has been very little activity on this lease, and it is
doubtful whether the 4 cwt. of concentrates recorded as having
been produced from this lease during 1955 was actually won from
reefs on the lease.

South End 

GENERAL 

The tungsten-bearing lodes at the south end of the field
lie in volcanic rocks and sedimentary rocks of the Hatches
Creek Group. The Treasure Locality includes one large group
and two small groups of lodes lying almost entirely in volcanic
rocks towards the eastern end of the Treasure Gully. Pive groups
of lodes lying along the northern flank of the Hit or niss Gully
at its eastern end comprise the Hit or I. ^Locality.

The lodes have a wide range of strikes and dips, even within
a single group, but the more important lodes strike either to the
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north, or to the east. ..he strike of the latter is in most
cases parallel to that of the country rocks but the dip may
be vertical, to the south, or to the north. Bismuth and
scheelite are less common than at the north end of the mining
field, but copper minerals are more abundant

TREASURE LOCALITY

GENERAL.

The Treasure Locality includes all mines and reefs lying
in the Treasure Jully, and also a small group of quartz reefs
lying to the east of Hatches Creek at Prenchmans Point (PLATE

00. Three groups have been recognised in the locality and of
'these the Treasure Group, which includes the rich Treasure
Mine, is by far the most important. The Next Treasure Group
is very small and lies west of the Treasure Group. The third
group is the amll and Unimportant iorenchmans Point Group. All
the lodes lie in volcanic rocks, with the exception of those in
the Frenchmans Point Group and a few at the south end of the
Treasure Group. The tungsten deposits occupy only a very small
part of the Treasure Gully towards the eastern end. The rest of
the gully is barren of mineralisation.

PRENCHWILANS POINT GROUP.

The reefs of this group are, together with those of Dooleys
Nob Group, the only ores lying completel:y in quartzite. French-
mans Point lies immediately east of Hatches Creek on the esstern
continuation of the ridge north of the Treasure Gully. The reefs
are not more than six inches wide, strike east of north and have
steep dips. Some amaller stringers cut across the larger reefs
and there has been some enrichment at the intersections. These
reefs can only be operated from shallow open cuts because of the
low grade, the width of the reefs, and the toughness of the country
rock. 5.57 tons of concentrate worth £2,530 have been won from
them since 1940, mainly in 1942, 1943, and 194h. They lie on the
steep sides of the ridge, and this has made open-cutting relatively
easy. i,'urther ore may be won from these reefs during periods when
the price of wolfram is high.

NEXT TREASURE GROUP (ELATE

This group consists of several small reefs lying about 1250
feet south-west of the Treasure Line 4,064A.t. All of these reefs
have been tested by shallow open cuts, but only two have been
exposed underground. One of these is inaccessible.

There is no record of these reefs having been opeted before
about 1936. Since then the group has been exploited intermittently
but the reefs are narrow and poor. Total recorded production of
concentrates since 1940 has been 9.57 tons worth £9,972 (TABLE 4),
most of which wes won during 1952 and 1953. The two most important
lodes lie parallel to one another, and several smaller reefs strike
both parallel to and across the strike of the larger ones.

The westerly of the two main lodes is reported to have been
stoped extensively above the 50-foot level, over a length of aout
80 feet. An inclined shaft was put down on the lode but is now
inaccessible. The richest ore was won north of the shaft, part-
icularly at the intersection Ath a cross-reef about 50 feet from
the shaft. The lode is covered at the surface by mullock and Shallow
open cuts filled with debris. There is no available information on
the width and nuMber of reefs. The dip is very steep and to the

• eat, and the exploitable length appears to be about 8 feet.

The second lode to the east has been tested to about 48 feet
from an inclined shaft, and is exposed over 44 feet in drives at
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this level. The lode strikes at about 010 degrees, and
where exposed consists of one main reef 9 inches to 11
inches wide and a few thin leaders of quartz. It dips
at 83 degrees to 89 degrees to the west. Two small faults
striking abogt 060 degrees have displaced the north side of
the lode to the east. These faults strike parallel to the
jointing in t..e host volcanic rock, but are almost vertical
whereas the jointing dips south at about :)0 degrees. Rich
ore is present north of the northerly of the two faults, but
the drive only extended six feet beyond the fault at the time
of the survey, and it is not known whether this ore peraists.
There is no change in the strike or di of the reef north of
the fault.

It appears that the wolfram hts been localized on faults,
reef intersections, and similar features in the reef. Provided
stoping is confined to these rich "makes" it should be possible
to mine these lodes to at least 100 feet; - subject to the price
of wolfram. The amount of ore is liaAted, but the location and
exploitation of the "makes" should be fairly easy, and a relat-
ively large tonnage of rich ore won for only a limited amount
of exploration.

4o 2/-
TREASURE GROUP MATES^.e.-024-1.e.€ and `30-

General 

The Treasure Group lies about three-quarters of a lane
north-west of Goat Hole, and immediately west of the Hatches
Creek Store (fLATE 5). The southern end of the group lies
on the steep northern flank of Dooleys Ridge, and the group
extends north for about 15:0 feet across two low ridges separated
by gullies which ran east.

The Treasure Group rivals the Pioneer Group in the richness
of the lodes and in their numbers, but has not been so deeply or
so systematically exploited. The lodes strike within 20 degrees
O1 north and dip west, with few exceptions. Although the group

• is geologically continuous throughout, te northern (Treasure)
and southern (Hidden Treasure) sections, in which the richest
lodes lie, are separated by a relatively barren central section,
and the two sections have always been operated separately.

History

The original Treasure lease WbS the first to be registered
at Hatches Creek, in the names of Hanlon and oarne, in July, 1915.
The Hidden Treasure Lease was registered a year later by the same
people. Oliver (1916), describes a "Hidden Treasure" in his report
but a "Golden Treasure" is shown in the accompanying map. However
he states that the Hidden Treasure lode can be followed for 20
chains (1320 feet) 1. e. across the entire length of the Treasure
Group. In 1940 there were four leases covering the group: from
north to south the Lost Ruby, the Treasure, the Hidden Treasure,
and J. Baileys Lease. The leases were reregistered in 1940 with
the exclusion of J. Baileys Lease.

The Treasure Lease (314 was pe,oged by Mr. S o Rieff in 1933
and has remained in his hands ever since. In 1949 he also acquired
the Lost Ruby Lease (304 and sii .lce then the two leases have been
operated jointly. The Treasure lAale lies partly on each of these
leases. The Hidden Treasure Lease (35F) was owned by the Hidden
Treasure Mining Company until 1951. Between 1951 and 1953 Messrs.
C. Perry, H. Davis, G. Johannsen, and B. eecker held varying
interests in the lease. Mr. T. 3tephenson acquired all the shares•
in 1953, and still owns the lease.

Production

The Treasure Lease and the Lost Ruby Lease to the north
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cover the northern section of the group. The Hidden Treasure
covers the southern section. Operations on all these leases
were maintained almost continuously, though not intensively,
between 1935 and 1958. The Treasure line in particular has
been a consistent producer of wolfram.

Table 11 gives the total recorded production of concen-
trates from the Treasure Group, and also the production from

• the two separate sections. There exists some doubt as to the
accuracy of these figures as confusion of the leases appears
to have arisen at various tines.

TABLE 11 

TREASURE GROUP. HATCHES CREEK 

ANNUAL PRODUCTION Oto q0LFRAM CONCENTRATES 

1936 - 1958 

TREASURE/LOST RUBY^HIDDEN TREASURE^TOTAL

Year ending Concentrates Value Concentrates Value Concentrates
30th June^Tons^Tons^ Tons

1936 2.1^214
1937 11.5^1,041
1938 0.3^108 27^(a) 54.71 (c)7,33f.
1939 3.85^685

3,601

1940 9.96^1,687
1941 8.41^1,370 8.43 1,493 16.84 2,863
1942 6.75^1,356 20.75 4,835 27.50 6,191
1943 26.78^8,459 1.5 419 28.28 8,878
1944 12.14^3,929 2.22 763 14,36 4,692
1945 4.64^1,658 8.64 3,060 13.28 4,718
1946 7.08^2,361 12.07 4,458 1 9.15 6,815
1947 10.14^3,285 9.89 3,202 20.03 6,487
1948 5.64 (b)3,660 4.43^(b) 2,660 10.07 (b)6,32C
1949 10.48^4058 9.06 3,962 19.54 8,52C
1950 5.66^1,732 5.9)6 1,954 11.62 3,686
1951 6.29^9,873 3.45 4,140 9.74 14,013
1952 7.58^14,582 1.99 3,931 9.57 18,513
1953 21.25^28,918 6.11 7,313 27.36 36,231
1954 15.23^15,658 3.42 3,005 18.65 18,663
1955 2.95^2,926 0.10 65 3.05 2,991
1956 3.08^2,893 L,.31 296 3.39 3,189
1957 7.00^3,573 0.10 98 7.10 3,671
1958 10.00^3,161 ••• -11.4_99111L1

Total 198.81^117,687 125.43^(c)49,254 324,24 (0)166,941

(a) Value estimated from value of concentrates from Treasure/Lost
Ruby over same period.

(b) Value estimated from mean price of tungstic oxide for 1948.

(c) Approximate only.

Hossfeld (1941), records that 27 tons of concentrates ere won
from the Hidden Treasure lodes up to and including 1940, but does not
state the value of the concentrates. This figure is probably a rough
stimate but is the most reliable figure available. Also it is not•

certain whether the production from t e Lost Ruby Lease has always
been included with that of the Treasure Lease. In the absence of
more accurate data these figures must suffice, but the true production
from the group is believed to be higher than that officially recorded.



The total recorded production from the group has been
324.24 tons worth g166 '941. Of this, 18.81 tons has come
from the Treasure and Lost Ruby leases, mainly from the
Treasure 7'ine. On the 1Tidden Treasure Lease the No. 1, No.
2, and No. L. lodes (PLATE pm, have contributed the treater
part of the production. A substantial tonne ;e of eluvial
wolfram has also been won on this lease. lore continuous
and steadier production has been mai, tained on these leases
because the lack of impurities renders the concentrate mark-
etable even when the market is tight; a, d the lodes are com-
paratively rich and can be profitably operated when the price
of wolfram is low.

GeeloeY

The main feature of the group is the long, almost
continuous line of lodes which includes the Treasure Lain
Lode and the Hidden Treasure No. I Lode and No. 2 Lode and
which can be traced from one end of the 1., oup to the other
(FLATE g). The lodes or. this line strike between 340 degrees
and 350 -aegrees and dip to the west at about 70 degrees.
Several less important lodes lie parallel to this line. A
subsidiary set of lodes, of which the Hidden Treasure No. 3
and No. L. are the Tost important, strike at 360 degrees to 20
degrees and are vertical or have steep westerly dips. There
are a few other smaller lodes which have ore diverse dips and
strikes.

The lodes occupy shears of rall horizontal displacement
lying mainl y in acid and intermediate volcanic rocks. They die
out to the 'South in the thick quartzite of Dooleys Ridge which
dips south at about 60 degrees and overlies the volcanic rocks:
and to the north in the volcanic rocks before the reuartzite
which forms the north ridge of the Treasure Gully is reached.
A few small stringers of quartz are present in this ouartzite
north of the Treasure Group. They are short and have no visible
connection with the Treasure Group although they represent a
faint northern extension of the zone of fracturing in which the
Treasure Group lies.

Striae along the walls of the main lode channels indicate
that diselaccment has been horizontal. The east block has
moved north relative to the west block. No information is
available on the dis elacement along the subsidiary set of lodes,
as the workings on these lodes are inaccessible, but these lodes
may be complementary to the main line of lodes in a minor wrench-
fault system. If this is so movement along the subsidiary lodes
would have been opposite to that along the main line 1. e. west-
block-north.

The lodes arc cut by a number of faults of small displace-
ment striking parallel to the bedding in the sedimentary rocks
and the jointing in the volcanic rocks. On all but a few of
t ese faults the north block has moved east relative to the south
block. The shearing and faulting are believed to have arisen in
response to stresses set up by differential strike-slip movement
eof the two blocks of quartzite which flank the Treasure Gully:
and to have been localised on a lens of quartzite which lies
across the middle of the group (PLAT.415, 4). It is significant
that the most intense shearing has tall:en Diace between this lens

• and the quartzite to the south; that the subsidiary set of lodes
lie only south of the lens; and that the lodes die out north of
the lens before they reach the quartzite to the north. That
this lens has acted as a barrier is demonstrated by the fact that• whenever a well-defined lode a proaches the euartzite it splits
and becomes indefinite. The quartzite has been severely jointed
and has been displaced along the line of the main lode. This
displace: ent has taken place alone a large number of planes of
movement. There has also been some compaction of the quartzite



in an east to west direction.

The volcanic rocks range in composition from an
andesitic rock to an amygdaloidal acid porphyry, and
it is obvious that the lodes of the Treasure Group
traverse several flows. No attempt has been made to
map the individual flows across the whole group, but
the different rock types have been recognised along
the 'ireasure Main Lode, where they exercise some control
on the formation of the lode channel and the deposition
of wolfram.

The andesite is the most favourable rock type for
the formation of the lode channel because it forms well
defined, firm walls to the channel, thus facilitating
the emplacement of ore-bearin..; solutions. The softer
more acid rocks are less favourable as they form unstable
walls. The sedimentary rocks are the least favourable.
The tough quartzite has caused the lode to split into a
number of thin quartz stringers. A soft shale encountered
in the Treasure line is unfavourable not only to the for-
mation of the lode channel, but also to mining operations
(sullivan, 1951).

Mineralogy

The lodes of the Treasure ...1-roup are remarkably free
of impurities. 1' 0. ^has been recognised, and
there are only traces of copper, bismuth, and lead. The
low limonite content of the lode, the lack of cavities,
and of secondary or minerals, suggests that no metallur-
gical difficulties will be experienced in the primary zone.
A little biotite is present in small flakes in the lode and
in places as a selvedge.

Grade and Control of Ore

The control of the deposition of wolfram conforms to
the zeneral rules applicable at Hatches Creek. In the
larger lodes movement along the lode-channel has formed
shoots where the strike and dip of the lode are favourable.
In all the lodes local enrichment has taken place on splits
in the reefs, faults, and other features.

The two types of control are confused in the Treasure
Main Lode by the fact that the andesite appears to be the
host rock most favourable to the formation of shoots, but
at the same time the reefs are more prone to split in andesite.
The richest and best defined shoots in the group are present
where the lodes lie in andesite. The dip is slightly flatter
than the poorer parts of the lodes, and the strike is more
westerly, but the lodes are very irregular and split frequently
within the shoots. It is not clear which feature has exercised
the greater control on the deposition of the wolfram. The
Shoots plunge to the south-west at about 70 degrees, parallel
with the plunge of the intersection of the lode with the
stratification of the country rocks.

Nothing is known of the control of ore on the Hilden
Treasure No. 3 Lode and No. )4 Lode, but there is no reason
to suspect that the deposition is influenced by factors other
than those operative on the eastern lodes and the Treasure
Main Lode. Any shoots on the No. 3 and No. 4 lodes can there-
fore be expected to plunge to the south-west at 40 degrees to
55 degrees.

Sullivan (1951), states that the grade of ore on the
Treasure Lain Lode was 3.83 O at the 147-foot level. These
figures are based on tonnages oP ore mined and concentrates
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produced from the Treasure pine between 1942 and 1944
by the Commonwealth Government. The grade at the mill
ol ore crushed from the Treasure Mine during 1955 and
1956 was about 4.5 jo3

. This ore was won mainly to
the north of Dempseys ohaft ULATE 2i), and therefore
not from the richest :shoot. A concentration of at least
50% by hand-picking can be assumed.

No information is available on the grade of the
Hidden Treasure lodes, but Hossfeld (1941) states that
they are poorer than the Treasure Wain Lode, and also
that the eastern lodes are richer than the western lodes.
On the basis of this very slender evidence the following
approximate grades are suggested:-

Treasure Main Lode Shoot
^

about 3% W03
If
^

11^ft^ti
^

"^2.5% . O3

Hidden Treasure No. 1, & No.
2 Lodes^ Z-

2.5% WO3
No. 3^Less than 2,;L W03

2% - 2.5% W03

It must be emphasized that accurate information is
available only on the grade o ore of the shoot on the
n:reasure Lode and that the other figures quoted are very
tentative. However it is thought that those sections of
the lodes which lie in andesite can be expected to carry
24 - 2.5 403' or hi her.

Treasure Lodes 

General.

The Treasure lodes lie in the northern part of the
Treasure Group and include the Main Lode, No. 2 Lode, and
No. 3 Lode, as well as several reefs of lesser importance.
These lodes lie on the Treasure and Lost Ruby Leases. Although
the southern boundary of the Treasure Lease has always coin-
cided roughly with the gully which lies at the north end of the
Hidden Treasure Lease, geolo gically the Treasure lodes lie north
of the quartzite lens. Lodes lying south of this lens, although

lying on the Treasure Lease, are part of the Hidden Treasure
section, and are treated as such in this report.

rain Lode 

The lode extends for about 800 feet north from the quart-
zite lens but the outcrop is obscured for most of this length
by dump material (PLATE 19). It has been tested by shallow open-
cuts and shafts over most of its length but deeper operations
have been concentrated on the richest central portion which is
about 400 feet long. This section has been almost entirely
worked out to a depth of 147 feet. Only the rain Shaft, which
is reported to be about 180 feet dee6 but was full of water at
the time of the survey, continues below the 147-foot level.
The Lain Shaft was put down to the 147-foot level by the Govern-
ment during its operations at the mine, and the drive at this
level virss begun. The level was extended to the north when the
owner of the mine later acquired the Lost Ruby Lease. rost of
the stoping on the 147-foot level was done under tribute during
1951, 1952, and 1953.

The drives at both the 100-f;ot level and the 147-foot
level are now inaccessible south of the Lain Shaft. Fining at
both levels was discontinued wen a bed of softie shale was

ft^ If

If No. L.
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encountered at the south end of the 100-foot level and the
147-foot level. The shoot is about 150 feet wide and plunges
to the south-west at about 70 degrees. The lode has a slightly
flatter dip, and the aggregate width of quartz is greater within
the shoot. The shoot has been completely stoped above the 1L.7-
foot level. In February, 1957 a small block of ore remained
above the level immediately north of the Main Shaft. This has
since been removed and was very rich. Sullivan (1951) states
that the shoot yielded 3.8% WO ^the 100-foot level, and

this grade has been maintained in recent stoping.

The lode is cut by several small faults. The Hanlon Fault
(PLATE 20), which is the largest, has displaced the lode nbout
12 feet to the west, south of the fault. The drive at the 100-
foot level wn s not continued past the fault as it coincides with
the shale at this level. The drive was continued fof about 60
feet in the footwall of the lode at the 147-foot level until the
shale was encountered, when driving ceased. The lode has not been
proved south of the Hanlon Fault, although it is reported that a
short cross-cut was put uut to the west to locate it. ^

The cross-cut is
believed to have been driven at a sharp angle to the drive so
that it may not have penetrated far enough into the hanging wall.
Although stoping of this section of the lode vial be complicated
by the presence of the Hanlon Fault the lode lies within the limits
of the shoot, and should carry high grade ore.

The Hanlon Fault was intersected in the Main Shaft below the
147-foot level but at an unknown depth. The lode has been proved
in a Short cross-cut to the west at about 180 feet, Where it shows
no decrease in width and is carrying good wolfram. It is expected
that the Hanlon Fault will be met between 10N and 40N at this level.

The Main Lode has been tested to the 100-foot level from a
shaft at 1483 lying south of the shale. The lode lies in a biotitic
igneous rock, possibly a lamprophyre, which forms poor walls to the
lode channel. This shaft, and a shallower one to the south, are
now inaccessible. The lode is reported to be poor.

No. 2 Lode.

The No. 2 Lode lies parallel to, and between 20 feet and 50
feet east of, the Main Lode. It is about 500 feet long in outcrop
and consists of discontinuous quartz reefs which are very irregular
in width. The most productive section of the lode lies opposite
that of the Main Lode, i.e. in andesite. The lode dips at about
85 degrees to the west over most of its length, but where two reefs
overlap the dip of the reefs beeJmes more irregular. Hossfeld (1941)
reports that two tons of wolfram had been won from this lode from
open cuts. A shaft now covered by dumps Was sunk on this reef to
a vertical depth of 47 feet, east of Dempsey's Shaft (PLATE re)
The lode at this point consists of a quartz reef 12 inches long
dipping west at 80 degrees, and it seems probable that most of the
wolfram was won from this section. At the 100-foot level, the lode,
which is exposed in a drive 60 feet long, is very irregular in idth
(PLATE 20, and does not warrant further exploratio n,

No. 3 Lode.

This lode lies about 150 feet east of No. 2 Lode. It is about
200 feet long at the surface and consists of one or two quartz reefs
with an aggregate width of 5 inches to 14 inches. Three shafts have
been put down to an approximate vertical depth of 50 feet (ELATE A20
Te stopes are now inaccessible, but according to the owner, about
38 feet of stoping was done on tribute and 7 tons of wolfram were
won. This gives an approximate grade of about 1.7% 403.

The lode has an arcuate outcrop. At the northern end the strike
is roughly parallel with the Main Lode, and dips at 70 degrees to 75



degrees to the west. At the southern end the dip becomes
steeper as the strike swings ;_ore nearly north. The northern
part of the lode is the richer.

Other Lodes.

Although most of the ore has been won from the rich
sections of the lodes, a limited tonnage of wolfram has been
obtained from shallow open cuts on the poorer sections of the
lodes, and from other auartz reefs adjacent to the lodes.
These sections may yield further ore near the surface, but
cannot be expected t -) support deeper operations.

Ore Reserves.

A limited amount of wolfram may be won from N4 2 and
No. 3 Lode, but the lain Lode offers the best prospects of
development. More detailed information is available for this
than for most of the lodes at Hatches Creek. The average
aggregate width of quartz over 400 feet of the lode is about
24 inches, and the grade is known to be at least 2 A,. The
lode also carries about 3;, WO, in a shoot 150 feet widd. This
shoot should prove profitableJto operate even under relatively
adverse conditions in the wolzram market. The lode is 800 feet
long at the surface and can be expected to persist without change
In width and grade to a depth of at least 300 feet. It is
estimated that there are about 230 tons of wolfram available
between the 250—foot level and the 147—foot level, and a similar
tonnage may be present between the 350—foot level and the 250—
foot level. In addition there is a small block of ore above the
147—foot level south of the Main Shaft. This should contain 25
tons of standard concentrate, but some may not be minable owing
to the presence of the Hanlon 2ault.

Hidden Treasure Lodes

General

The Hiddilln Treasure Lodes lie on the steep southern flank
of the Treasure Gully and die out either north of or in the
quartzite of Dooleys Ridge. The lodes form a fan — shaped pattern
diverging to the south, with the base of hefan centred in the
area south of the quartzite lens (}ATE ). The have been
extensively exploited in this area, from shafts reported to be
at lease 100 feet deep situated on both sides of the gully which
crosses the lease at the northern end. These shafts are all
inaccessible and some have been concealed by dumps. The exact
relationship between the lodes south of the gully and the lodes
to the north could not be determined for lack of outcrop.

South of the gully the lodes are more clearly diffeaentiated.
The most easterly lodes, No. 1 and ho. 2, lie close together and
roughly parallel. They are contiguous with the Treasure Lodes in
strike and dip, and are reported to have been the richest of the
Hidden Treasure Lodes. No. 3 Lode and No. L. Lode lie to the west,
and strike at an angle of about .50 degrees to the eastern lodes.
The outcrops of all the lodes are obscured to a very great extent
by dumps and by filled open cuts.^ast of the information on these
lodes is derived from Hossfeld (1941), and from the miners.

No. 1 Lode.

This is the most easterly, the largest, and the richest of
the lodes. It crops out for about 480 feet across the lease and
strikes at about 340 degrees. It persists for about 100 feet into
the quartzite to the south, and is the only one of the four main
lodes to do so.

The lode consists of two parallel quartz reefs aggregating
about 10 inches in width towards the north end, but to the south
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only one reef, 6 inches to 9 inches wide, is present.
Several smaller lenders and veins of quartz join the

&^reefs at low angles, but these are narrow, short, and
poor. The main reefs dip west at between 65 degrees
and 85 degrees. Hossfeld (1941) reports that shoots
have been formed where the dips are relatively flat
and the strike is more to the west. In fact the shoots
are subject to the same structural control as the Treasure Lain Lode.

The lRyiR has been open cut over the greater part of
Its length, Tn the richer northern section is reported to
have been stoped to a depth of about 100 feet below the
collar of Herreens Shaft (PLATE 0?). The outcrop is almost
completely obscured by mullock be ween Herreens Shaft and
Perrys Shaft but very little work has been done south of
Perrys Shaft where the lode lies in the quartzite, is
Irregular in width and dip, and inconsistent in grade.

•••■'

No. 2 Lode.

This lode lies imediately west of No. 1 Lode, and
the two lodes are connected by several quartz veins and
leaders. It consists of two reefs which dip west at about
80 degrees, and strike slightly more to the north than the
No. 1 Lode. The two lodes are nearer together at their
northern end.

The lode is reported to consist of twe very wide reefs
near the .ater Shaft (MATE AP), but these narrow rapidly
to the south and die out north of the quartzite of Dooleys
Ridge. At the south end of the lode two reefs diverge
rapidly, one to the east and one to the west. The reef to
the west dips east at about 85 degrees. Stopes are believed
to be continuous between The Boys Shaft and the Water Shaft
at the northern end of the lode.

No. 3 Lode.

This lode consists of three quartz reefs, arcuate in
outcrop, emplaced along two intersectin_:, shears. One shear
strikes at about 025 degrees, and dips steeply south-east.
The other shear strikes at about 355 degrees, and dips steeply
west. The reefs have been numbered 3A, 3B, and 30 from north
to south (MATE 0?). Reefs 3B and 30 are narrow and poor and
it is doubtful whether they will support other than surface
operations. Reef 3A offers better prospects for development
as the strike and dip are more favourable. A shallow shaft,
now inaccessible, has been put down at the northern end of
Reef 3A but it is now known whether any ::;ood ore was found.
No. 3 Lode is tIie lease favourable of the four main lodes.

No. 4 Lode.

The No. 4 Lode crops out for 400 feet between the quart-
zite of Dooleys Ridge and the northern boundary of the lease.
The lode strikes between 005 degrees and 015 degrees, and may
be vertical or may dip steeply to the west or to the east. It
has been extensively open cut over most of its length, and has
been exploited to a considerable depth from at least three shafts.
}hillock obscures all but one of these shafts.

Two quartz reefs are reported to be present over most of
the length of the lode, and they range in width from 3 Inches
to 12 inches. Nothing is known of the grade or the control
of the ore but judging from the amount of stoping the lode is
comparatively rich, especially in the central and northern part.
As stated above, if the ore is controlled by the intersection
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of the lode with favourable host rocks, the Shoots can be
expected to plunge to the south-west at from 40 degrees to
55 degrees, depending upon the dip of.the lode. Very rich
ore was Obtained from a shallow shaft toward the southern
end of the lode. This shaft was nut down just south of a
snail fault which has displaced the lode, and the deposition
of the wolfram may have been controlled by the fault.

There are several smaller reefs on the lease, none of
which warrant exploration. The largest of these crops out
near and parallel to the contact between the quartzite and
the volcanic rocks, but dips to the north at from 75 degrees
to 85 degrees. It is 3 inches to 6 inches wide and about
400 feet long. There has been some enrichment at the inter-
section of this reef with the No. 1 Lode VOLA111■40, but the
reef is poor along the rest of the outcrop.

Some small quartz reefs lie between No. 2 Lode and No.
3 Lode, and west of No. L. Lode. These have all been tested
by shallow open cuts without success.

Rich eluvial wolfram has been won from the gullies to
the west, east, and north of the lodes. ixperience at Hatches
Creek has shown that many eluvial deposits can be profitably
reworked, and this could well apply to the deposits on the
Hidden Treasure Lease.

Pre Reserves

In the ..7bsence of any accurate information on the grade
or width of the raefs, or on the extent of operations, an
,:stioation of ore reserves must be very tentative. It appears
that the limits of open cutting on the larger lodes has been
reached, though there may be small amounts of wolfram available
to prospectors in places.

Only the four main lodes off e' any prospect of deeper
development and of these No. 3 Lode is doubtful, and No. 1 Lode,
No. 2 Lode, and No. L. Lode have already been exhausted to a
depth of between 50 and 100 feet. The fact that stopins has
been confined to the northern portions of the lodes suggests
that only these portions need be considered as further sources
of ore. A tentative grade has already been given for the lodes
and it is assumed that this grade is only present in the shoots,
over widths of 150 feet to 200 feet. Nos 1, 2, and 4 Lodes are
long, continuous, end well defined, and have already yielded
considerable tonnages of ore. It is assumed that no ore remains
in the shoots on these lodes above the 100 foot level, but there
is no reason to suspect that the Shoots will not persist for at
least 100 feet below this level. The No. 1 Lode is the most
likely to persist below this again.

The average aggregate width of quartz in these lodes appears
to be 12 inches or less. It will therefore be necessary to break
large tonnages of mullock, but .tut-and-fill methods should minimise
the dilution of the ore. 'Aiere t::e lodes consist of two parallel
reefs, stoping will be facilitated.

On the assumption that tAe lodes will carry 2.C% viO x and that
the reefs will averae 12 inches in width over a length tif 150 feet
in each lode, there should be about 100 tons of standard concentrate
available from the three principal lodes between the 100 foot level
and the 200-foot level.

Conclusions

Four lodes of which the Treasure Main Lode is the richest,
have contributed the greater part of the wolfram won from the Treasure
Group. Unfortunately, information on the Hidden Treasure lodes is too

scarce to make a proper evaluation or them, but on the evidence



available there seems to be no reason why they should not
maintain a grade of about 2;6 W03 to a depth of 200 feet.
The Treasure i:ain Lode, which is 800 feet long at the
surface, could maintain the moved grade of about 2.5, 0 7

over 400 feet to a depth of 400 feet. As the Treasure Ltides
and the Hidden Treasure lodes occupy a conjugate system of
shearing 1500 feet long, payable ore may well be found below
400 feet.

The mines can be expected to make a considerable amount
of water, by local standards, at the deeper levels, and
provision will have to be made for pumping. On the favourable
side, the three Hidden Treasure lodes, are so placed that they
could be developed from a single, centrally-placed, vertical
shaft, thus reducing costs. Possible ore reserves for the group
are estimated at 330 tons. Exploration of the main lodes should
prove more than this, and a limited tonnage will be available
from the smaller lodes in the group; particularly the Hidden
Treasure No. 3 Lode, and the Treasure No. 3 Lode.

HIT OR MISS LOCALITY

GENERAL.

Tungsten deposits are more heavily concentrated at the
eastern end of the Hit or Miss Gully than anywhere else on the
mineral field. Vivo groups of deposits stretch for a mile and
a half west-south-west from Goat Hole, along the southern side
of Dooleys Ridge (FLATE 41). Three of the groups, the Hen and^a
Chickens Group, the Mast rs Gully Group, and the Kangaroo J-roup
occupy approximately the same stratigraphic horizon in the Hatches
Creek Group. The Hit or Miss Group, the largest at Hatches Creek,
lies slightly higher in the sequence. The small, and relatively
unimportant, B.Y.B.Group lies south east of tha Hen and Chickens
Group.

B. X.B. Group (PLATES4 and 2)

t-^General 

The B.X.B.Group consists of two sets of lodes lying about
400 yards apart, but are described to gether for convenience.
The two sets are Covered by separate leases. The more important
lodes lie on the B.X.B.Lease, which is 600 yards south of Goat
Hole; the unimportant Rocky Rid„;e lodes lie to the south.

History

T.G. Oliver (1916), mentions the group as "The Only One"
and reports that a small amount of rich Ore was mined. In 1940
some surface development had been done and three shallow shafts
put down on the 3.X.B.lodes. The northern lodes are described
as "Purdy's Old Workings": the southern lodes as "Matthews Lease"
(Hossfeld 1941).

Nothing more is known of the group until 1951 when the B X B
and Rocky Ridge leases were registered. The B.X,Btwas under
continual operation until 1956 when the Main Shaft was abandoned
because of water, but the Rocky Ridge lodes are too poor to
support underground development, and operations on these lodes
have been limited.

Production

It is reported (Oliver, 1916), that 1.5 tons of wolfram
x4re won in six weeks, probably from the B.X.B.No. 1 Lode (PLATE
24), in either 1915 or 1916. Hossfold (1941) records that L. tons
of concentrate were reported to have been won from the B.X.B.lodes,
and between 0.5 and 1 tons from the Rocky Ridge lodes, up to 1940.

4^There is no record of production from either set of lodes between
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1940 and 1951. The B,X.B.Lease produced i1.14.7 tons of
concentrates valued at £11,282 between 1951 and 1957,
and the Rocky Ridge Lease produced 0.36 tons worth .0.570
in 1952. 2he known production from the :::roup is 13.95
tons, and the total production from the group is not
thought to be much more than this.

Geology

The B.X.B.lodes lie west of, and the Rocky Ridge
lodes lie east of, a major wrench-fault, and the lodes
make an acute angle with the fault. The fault is part
of the fault zone which forms the eastern limit to miner-
alisation at Hatches Creek. It appears that the shear
zones which acted Ls host to the ore-bearing solutions
were displaced by the fault.

The lodes consist of a number of reefs emplaced
along wide shear zones. The reefs vary in width from
3 inches to 15 inches and are vertical, or dip steeply
to the east or west. The lodes lie mainly in acid volcanic
rocks, but the south end of the B.X.B,No. 1 Lode lies in
sandstone and .uvrtzite which dips south at about 75 degrees.
The reefs become more irregular and indeterminate where they
lie in the sedimentary rocks, and exhibit a slight but definite
change in strike. The volcanic and the sedimentary rocks are
severely jointed owing to their proximity to the wrench-fault,
and this jointing of the country rock has given rise to more
than usual irregularity in the width of the reefs, and to a
great number of minor fissures filled with quartz. The reefs
ape also displaced by many small faults.

The formation of the lode fissures may be due to the
presence oz a lens of tough sedimentary rock lying in the
volcanic rocks, close to the major fault. Vovement along
the fault was resisted by the harder sedimentary rocks, thus
forming a zone of shearing along which ore-bearing fluids
intruded.

Mineralogy

Wolfram is the common tungsten mineral, and is associated
with minor amounts of scheelite, particularly on the Rocky
Ridge lease. ,, Cpppeil and bismuth carbonates are also present.
It has been^reported that a specimen of monazite was
obtained from the No. 2 Shaft on the B X_B/Lease, but this
report has not been substantiated, and tests with a Geiger
Counter revealed no radioactivity in the dumps or the lode.

Biotite is commonly present, generally as a selvedge,
but also disseminated through the quartz. Kaolin and iron
oxides are relatively abundant. The reefs are not sufficiently
exposed for a study of the mineralisation, but in general they
are more highly mineralised than any of the other reefs at
Hatches Creek which have a northerly strike, though no reason
for this is apparent.

Grade and Control of Ore 

As the reefs are now rarely exposed either in the open,.
cuts or underground, very little is known about the control
of the deposition of wolfram. The lode is visible for 30 feet
in the backs of the stope in the rain Shaft where it is inter-

*,

^

^sected and displaced by many small faults, but none of these
faults appear to exercise any control on the deposition of

* wolfram. However, the stope is reported to be bounded to the
north by a relatively large fault dipping to the north. The
reef is narrow and poor north of this fault, but it is not

• known lAlether the wolfram is localised on the fault, or whether
the fault coincides with a change in the strike, width, and
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dip of the reef. The richest ore is reported to have
been obtained south of the jam Shaft where the reef
splits. The reefs are irregular, and split frequently,
and small leaders and faults are abundant. These features
are so closely spaced that If they were responsible for
deposition of wolfram, they would give rise to continuous
deposition of wolfram along the reef.

There is very little information available on which
to base estimates of the grade of the lodes. A limited
amount of stoping has been undertaken from the Lain Shaft
on the B.X Bt. No. i Lode (PLATE^ ), and it is estimated^23
frm reports on the extent of the stoping that about 150
tons of ore was won, and yielded 6.27 tons of wolfram.
This is based on an assumed averae width of 9 inches for
the reef. These figures give an approximate grade of 2.6%
.0 7. The grade at the mill of ore crushed during 1955 and
196 was about 3/J ;10. 4 , and it is a -oparent that the ore has
•been extensively hand picked. The grade appears to be of
the order of 2% to 3‘); W07 , but this may be confined to a
rich section of the reef'corresponding roughly to the present
limits or the stope.

B. X. B. No. I Lode

This lode consists of a complex arrangement of quartz
reefs about 550 feet long. It strikes at approximately 360
degrees Where it lies in volcanic rocks, and at 012 degrees
where it lies in sedimentary rocks. The reefs are too narrow
and too poor to justify underground development : other than
on a short central portion near the Lain Shaft (PLATE 24)
The outcrop of this section of the lode is almost totally
obscured by mullock, and the underground workings are in-
accessible.

23.

At the southern end the lode lies in sedimentary rocks
• and the rears are narrow and discontinuous, but to the north

they are more continuous. They range in width from 3 inches
to 15 inches and are vertical or dip very steeply to the west.
The Pain Shaft has been put down on the most easterly reef
which is the richest. The shaft, in which water now stands
at 38 feet, is reported to be about 60 feet deep. A drive
extends 40 feet to the north at the 60 foot level, and a second
drive extends 70 feet to the south at the 45-foot level. The
lode is stoped out above these levels to 20 feet below the
collar of the shaft, where it is exposed for 30 feet. It has
a fairly constant width of about 12 inches in this section,
except to the north of a mall fault at the exteeme north end
of the exposure, which strikes north-east and dips steeply to
the north. Beyond the fault the reef is 6 inches wide, narrow-_ ing northwards to 2 inches. The reef dips east at 65 degrees,
at the south end, but steepens to 85 degrees at the north end,
where it is displaced by the fault. It is also cut by several
other smaller faults which dip steeply to the south, but which
have very small displacement.

No. 2 shaft (ELATE 26) was put down on another reef which 23
strikes at about 040 degrees and which is reported to intersect
thL. main reef on the No. 1 Lode south of where it is exposed in
the backs. :ater now stands at the collar of No. 2 shaft and
nothing is known of the reef or the extent of the workings in
the shaft.

B. X B. No. 2 Lode 

This lode, which is relatively unimportant, consists of
three quartz reefs striking between 360 degrees and 010 degrees,

•^and which crop out continuously for about 250 feet. The reefs
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may continue under alluvium to the north but this is
considered unlikely. Development has been confined to
the most westerly of the reefs. Shallow open-cuts exteli
over most of the length of this reef and one shaft has been
put down. Water stands at 20 feet in the shaft, but the
size of the dump su ggests that the shaft may be fairly deep.
The reefs are from 3 inches to 7 inches wide, and are vertical
or dip steeply to the east. They carry very little wolfram,
except for a short section of the westerly reef adjacent to
the Shaft.

A series of short, dlscontinuous reefs continue south
of the lode and may represent a continuation of the lode-shear.
This line of small reefs intersects the - c). 1 Lode south of he
Main Shaft and continues into the sedimentary rocks (PLATE 2).

Rocky LUdge Lodes 

These lodes are unimportant. There are two short lodes
containing discontinuous quartz reefs which are 9 inches to
12 inches wide and dip steeply to the west. One lode is about
300 feet long and strikes at about 010 degrees. The second lode
Is shorter and strikes approximately north. It intersects the
first lode.

Two shafts of 24 feet and 14 feet were reported to have
been sunk (Hossfeld 1941), but there is now no si 31 of these.
Shallow open cuts extend almost continuously along the lodes.
Although as wide as the B. X B. lodes, these lodes are much
poorer, and as far as is known, have produced about one ton of
concentrates.

Conclusions

Ath the exception of a short section of the P. X. B. No.
1 Lode, development on the B. X.B. Group has been confined to
shallow open cuts. Deeper development will be dependent on
the price of wolfram. The B. X B. No. 1 Lode offers the best
prospects for development, but the presence of water - which
has already caused the abandonment of the mine once - and the
lack of information, render further exploitation uncertain.
The re-opening of the mine cannot be recommended except under
the most favourable economic conditions.

13

HEN AND CHICKENS GROUP (FLATES1, 2,61, and 26)'^ ,2V, zr
General 

The Hen and Chickens Group consists of three lodes
striking between 280 degrees and 300 degrees, and a fourth
to the south striking approximately 360 degrees. The group
lies about 50 yards south-west of Goat Hole, and about 5,0
yards north-west of the B. X. B. No. 1 Lode, on the southern
flank of Dooley° Ridge.

History

The group has been operated under the name of "Hen and
Chickens" since before 1916. In that year two lodes, believed
to be No. 1 and No. 2 (FLAT 2f, were under operation and some
rich ore was being mined (Oliv r, 1916). The lease lapsed in
1922 and was reregistered in 1935, since when operations have
been almost continuous, although different lodes have been
exploited at differet times. The lease was held by several
successive owners before VI). V. Vandenberg acquired it in 1951.
Production ceased in 1956, and the lease has since been sold
for a nominal sum.

Production

The group is known to have produced at least 68 tons of
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concentrates. Hossfeld (1941), states that production
up to 1940 wris reported to be 24 to 25 tons. Since 1940,
43.65 tons of concentrates worth £36,710 have been sold.
It is likely that a considerable tonnage was also won
between 1916 and 1922, so that the true production from
the group is higher than the recorded production.

Table 12 gives the annual production of concentrates
since 1940. No details are available as to the source of
the wolfram except for 12.39 tons of concentrate known to
have been won from Price's Shaft (PLATE 240. However, this
is only a part of the total production frdm that shaft.

TABLE 12 

HEN AND CHICKENS GROUP. HATCHES CREEK 

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF WOLFRAY CONCENTRATES 

1940-1958 

Year ending
_50th June

Concentrates
Tons

Value

1940 1.13 194 (a)
1941 1.58 257
1942 0.71 230
1943
1944 2.14 584
1945 3.19 1,021
i946 1. ,)9 682
1947 0.81 381
i948
nol to

0.31 160 (a)

1950 MEM

1951 1.48 2,340
1952 14+ 214. 6,951
1953 Lk 29 5,304
1954 11.85 9,982
1955 4.13 3,425
1956 2.33 2,163
1957 3.47 3,036
1958 ONO

Total
^

43.65^L36,710

(a) Value calculated from mean price of wolfram for
relevant year.

Geology

The four
from south to
and dips west
Lode, and No.
and dip south

main lodes have been numbered consecutively
north. No. 1 Lode strikes at about 360 degrees
at 60 degrees to 80 degrees. Yo. 2 Lode, Ho. 3
4 Lode strike between 280 degrees and 300 degrees
at varying angles.

The lodes lie in interbedded sedimentary rocks and volcanic
rocks which overly the main body of quartzite forming Dooleys
Ridge. Two large faults striking north—west lie one on eitheJ'
side of the group. The lode fissures are thought to have been
foamed as a result of stresses set up by the difference in the
resistance to deformation of the various host rocks in which
the lodes lie.

No. 1 Lode lies entirely in volcanic rocks, and terminates
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to the south, as far as is known, in finely interbedded
siltstone and volcanic rock. However these do not crop
out, and the extent to which the lode penetrates them
is not known. North of the :To. 1 Lode the No. 2 Lode
lies in interbedded sandstone, siltstone, and quartzite.
These are succeeded to the north by acid porphyry, quart-
zite, and acid porphyry successively, before the main
body of quartzite is encountered. The sedimentary rocks
strike at about 070 degrees and dip south at 65 degrees.

Nos. 1, 2, and L. lodes consist of a dominant reef
with subsidiary quartz stringers, but No. 3 Lode consists
of a number of reefa emplaced along a complicated Shear
system. Few of the reefs are more than 12 inches wide.

hineralogY

Wolfram is the dominant ore mineral; sche elite is
rare. The lodes, especially No. 1 Lode, carry widespread
but slight copper mineralisation. Malachite, chulcocite,
covellite, and a little chalcopyrite have been identified
from the No. i Lode, and native bismuth may be present.
(Appendix 2). Iron oxides are abundant, but the reefs
have few cavities. Mica is present as a selvedge; in mall
stringers; and as small flakes disseminated thraugh the ore.
The primary zone has not been entered but the presence of
grains of chalcopyrite in the specimens examined suggests
that this mineral is the source of the secondary capper
minerals. Pyrite may also be present below the water table.

The minor ore minerals have been separated by hand in
the past and have not presented too much difficulty. The
percentage of copper present does not warrant the separation
of copper as a by-product as is done on other mines. The
lowest level of operations on the ho. 1 Lode, which carries
the highest percentage of copper, is below the water table,
and is inaccessible. The amount of copper mineralisation
can be expected to decrease as the primary zone is entered,
and it is considered unlikely that any difficulties will be
experienced due to contamination of the ore by copper or
bismuth.

Grade and Control of Ore

The scanty evidence available on the control of the
de -aosition of wolfram suggests that ahoots determined by
the attitude of the reef do not exist. Hossfeld (1941)
found that the richest ore on the No.2 Lode was located on
those sections of the reef which had a strike of about 280
degrees and a steep dip. Only a Short section of the reef
on the No. 2 Lode Was exposed during the present survey, at
the 57 foot level in the Hen and Chickens Uhaft. It was
found that high grade ore was present where the reef had a
relatively iaat dip of 54 degrees. -:/here the reef was steeper
and had a strike of about 290 degrees it was poorer. These
observations do not agree with those recorded by Hossfeld
(i941). However, the reef is cut by a all fault and the
highest grade of ore lies to the west of this fault.

Examination of the reef in Prices 3haft on the No. i
Lode was equally inconclusive. The reef is displaced by a
number of small faults and the width, strike, and dip of the
reef on either side of these faults is in places markedly
different. Very rich ore is localised along some sections
of the reef, but it was not possible to determine whether
the deposition of the wolfram was controlled by the faults
or by the attitude of the reef between the faults.^'

In view of the conflicting evidence obtained on the No.
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2 Lode with regard to the attitude of the reef it is more
probable that the presence of a fault is the dominant cause
of the deposition of the wolfram. If this is so the rich
sections of the lode will plunge parallel to the intersection
of the faults with the reef.

Few figures are available for the tonnage of ore produced
from the various lodes, and as a great proportion of the stopes
on the No. 1 Lode and No. 2 Lode are now inaccessible, no
estimate can be made of the tonnage of ore won. The grade at
the rill of 126 tons of ore crushed from Prices Shaft during
1955 and 1956 wns 6.26% WO^The ore is very patchy however,
and it is reported that a am-f.1 -11. stope north of - iTices Shaft
at the 28-foot level yielded 6 tons of concentrates. Assuring
an average width of 9 inches of quartz, it is estimated that
about 27 tons of ore were obtained from this stope. The ore
therefore contained about 15y; a03 °

 The presence of this "make"
tends to support the theory that ore is localised along
Individual features on the reef, rather than along shoots whose
attitude and limits can be determined.

No figures are available on the grade or tonnage o2 ore
obtained from No. 2 Lode, No. 3 Lode, or No. 4 Lode. However
the grade of No. 2 Lode is expected to be comparable with that
of the No. 1 Lode, and the other lodes are probably poorer.

No. 1 Lode

This is the most southerly lode in the Hen and Chickens
Group. It consists essentially of one reef emplaced along a
Shear of small horizontal displacement, and ranging in width
from 2 inches to 12 inches. The lode strikes at about 360
degrees and dips to the west at from 60 degrees to 80 degrees.
It has been tested over a length of about 500 feet from almost
continuous open cuts and from four shafts. Only one of these
shafts, Prices Shaft,was accessible at the time of the survey.

•^Two shafts, one reported to be about 50 feet deep, the
other about 30 feet deep, were put down on the southern end
of the lode and it is reported that so: c very rich ore wail)
obtained. Prices Shaft was accessible to the 70-foot level
but extends some distance below this under water. The richer
sections of the reef, both north and south of the shaft, above
the 70-foot level, have been removed.

The reef is offset by several all north-dipping faults,
most of them striking at about 065 degrees i.e. roughly parallel
with the strike of the country rocks. The most intense faulting
was observed at the north end of the 70 foot level, where the
width and dip of the reef changes sharply from one side of a
fault to the other.

A rich "make" was encountered south of the shaft above
the 47-root level, where the reef has been dragged along a
horizontal shear which is visible in the backs of the 28-foot
level at 25 3. The concentration of wolfram appears to be
associated with this shear (PLATE AI. The reef is 9 inches
to 12 inches wide and the dip changes from vertical to 45
degrees to the south as the shear is approached. A second rich
section was present south of the shaft at the 70 feet level.
Where the reef is visible in this drive it is not more than 6
Inches wide, and is reported to have yielded about 8,, 03 .

The nature of the occurrence of the ore is such that no
predictions can be made as to the persistence of ore at depth.
Further patches of high grade ore are expected to be present
below the present level of operations.

No. 2 Lode•
This short lode is about 150 feet long in outcrop and
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lies about 380 feet north of Prices Shaft. The lode, which
consists primarily of one reef, strikes about 280 degrees
and dips to the south at from 60 degrees to 75 degrees. The

• lode has been tested to a considerable depth from three Shafts.
The Lost easterly of these, the hen and Chickens Shaft, was the
only one accessible in 1956, and the lowest accessible level was

• at 75 feet. viater stands 20 feet below this level and the shaft
is timbered to below the water level. Yost of tne reef has been
removed above the 75 foot level, not only from the Hen and
Chickens Shaft as it is repoated that stoping extends to a
similar depth in the other shafts.

The outcrop of the lode is now Obscured by mullock except
at the western end, where it splits into two reefs 15 inches and
3 inches wide. A short section of reef was visible in the hacks
at the 57-foot level in the Hen ,,nd Chickens Shaft. The reef is
about 6 inches wide at the western end of the exposure where it
dips south at 54 degrees, strikes at about 275 degrees, and
carries rich ore. At the eastern end it dips at 74 degrees,
strikes at 290 decrees, and is much poorer. The two sections
of the reef are separated byt a small fault striking at 030 degrees
nnd dipping steeply to the dbst.

Hossfeld (1941), found that "the ore was concentrated in
two sections of the reef which sections are aaproximately 60
feet in length and contain Shoots of wolfram ore 6 feet to 8
feet long. These sections are linked by a barren cross shear
striking at about 250 degrees and dippina south-easterly at 50
degrees." The ore-shoots pitch steeply to the west.

The lode has been exploited to at least 70 feet and at
this depth there is no sign of a decrease in the grade of the
ore. There is no reason to suspect tiat ore will not persist
for some distance below the present level. A wall tonnage of
ore still remains in the stopes but the exploitation of this
ore All be difficult, as the random nature of previous stoping
has left the mine in a dangerous condition.

Reopening of this lode will require a certain amount of
preliminary "cleaning-up". The lack of predictable ore reserves,
and the depth to which this lode has already been exploited,
coupled with the unfavourable condition of the mine, do not
enhance the prospects for future development.

,Lio. 3 Lode

The No. 3 Lode corresponds to the No. 3 Lode and No. L.
Lode of Hossfeld (1)41). After examination it was concluded
that the lode consists of a continuous shear zone about 500
feet long containing several quartz reefs and quartz stringers.
The strikes of the reefs range from 085 degrees to 125 degrees.
The lode lies in volcanic rocks except at the eastern end where
it enters sedimentary rocks, and it is in this section teat the
arrangement of reefs is the most complex.

The reefs are from 2 inches to 12 inches wide and dip south
at 65 degrees to 80 degrees. They are generally poor in com-
parison with No. 1 and No. 2 bodes. Hossfeld (1941) reports
that shoots of wolfram 6 feet to 8 feet long are present and
he considers that the reefs had been insufficiently tested in
1940. Very little work has been done since that time except
on the most south-easterly reef which has been tested to a
depth of 10 feet. The results of this are not known but the
reef has been abandoned and apparently was not profitable.
The No. 3 Lode appears to be the pporest of the four lodes in
the group. Purther exploration will not be warranted except
when the price of wolfram is very high.

No. 4 Lode 

This lode lies about 50 feet north of the No.^Lode and
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(No. 7)" claims in 1916 (Oliver, 1916), but the exact locution
of these lenses in relation to the mineral deposits is unknown.
However, the lodes are naturally divided by Masters Gully and
it seems likely that the original leases occupied much the same
ground as the present leases. The original leases lapsed in
1922 and the ground was not taken up again until 1936.

Operations on the group have been continuous since 1936,
though attention was concentrated on the south-eesterly lodes
In the early years, and later switched to the north-westerly
lodes. In 1940 1(oppocks Lease" included the present dhite Diamond
mineral deposits. The north-eesterly depoeits were known simply as
the ddsrkines :lorth of Koppockn". So little 'ens known of the northern
part of the group that no desceiption of the lodes is included in the
report by Hosefeld (4941).

Since 1940 the Easters Gully lodes have assueled increasing
Importance, to the detri - ent of the ehite Diamond lodes. Both
leases were acquired by the present owner, Yr. 4 Dailey, in 1e51.
Before that they had been held separately and successively by
several owners. The presence, of lond discrete lodes has been
conducive to tributing, and tribute operations have contributed
substantially to the production froir the group.

Production

Production data for the period up to 1940 are lacking for
the ;ihite Diamond Lease, and are incomplete for the Fasters Gully
Lease. The hite Diamond Lease is known to have produced a come
siderable toenage of wolfram between 1936 and 1942, end it is
possible that the production from the lease in those years exceeded
the production recorded since 1942. The production recorded from
the Masters klulle Lease is thought to be close -e:) the actual total
production. Table 13 gives the known production oe co:centrates
from the eroup.

The }asters Gully Group consists or five main lodes and many
less important quartz reefs lying partl, in sedieentary rocks and
partly in volcanic rocked The lodes have been numbered from the
north-west to south-west numbers 1,2,3,4, ane 5• The lode, with
the exception of No. 1 Lode, do not strike in conformity eith other
important lodes at Hatches Greek.

The No. i lode strikes at 360 degrees to 015 degree. An
isolated and enimeovtant lode some distance to the west of No. 1
Lode lies roughly parallel to this ana can be traced almost con-
tinuously south-westwards into the Hit or 'is° Group. Although
these lodes do not persist northwards into the main quartzite of
Dooleys Ridge, the projectiofl. oe their strike can be conti ued into
the Tree sure d'oup on the north side of that ridge (FLATe ). These
two lodes lie within a. zone of fracturing which extends Am the
Treasure Group to the Hit or Miss Group. The origin of the other
lodes is less obvious but is thought to be connected with this zone.

The grou has been displaced, with the south-east block eoving
south-west relative to the north-west block, by a fault trending
roughly north-east. The outcrop of this fault is eanceiled by
alluvium in Masters Gully at the south-east end of the No. 3 Lode
(PLATE 2k).

The dhite Diamond lodes lie at the same stratigraphic horizoe
as the Hen and Chicken No. 1 Lode, and they terminate to the south
In the seme series of interbedded sandstone, siltstone, and volcanic
rock (AE ). The south end of the No. 5 Lode lies in fine-grained
sandstone ant. siltstone. The lode has been severely faulted, and•
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TABLE 13

MASTERS GULLY GROUP, HATCHES CRJEK 

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF WOLFRAM CONCENTRATES 

1937 - 1958 

YeaAre".14014

ANA,S'LL.Ae
1§37
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

^1.5W^1414

^

0.55^170 (a)
^

0,55^170(a)
-^-^UNAVAILABLE
6.96 1,375 6.96 1,375
1.16 230 1.16 230
3.70 1,013 17.2 3,680 20.90 14,693
3.67 1,358 2.6 851 6.27 2,209
1.81 609 1.148 449 3.29 1,058
1.514 563 1.29 303 2.83 866
1.25 427 0.73 221 1.98 643
1.19 480 - 1.19 480
5.68 3,640 (a) 0.55 310(a) 6.23 3,950(a)
3.55 1,723 0.94 342 4.49 2,065
1.39 460 1.114 427 2.53 887
5.145 9,019 J. 46 1,301 6.91 10,320
9.25 16,965 1.66 3,104 10.91 20,069

15.57 21,0714 1.06 1,506 16.63 22,580
11.27 9.036 1.29 1,534 12.56 10,570
12.01 10,185 _ 12.01 10,185
4.95 5,154 (b) (b) 4.95 5,154
0.60 557 2.66 2,346 3.26 2,903
0.45 75 - 0.45 75

93.50 84,257 314.06 16,374 127.56 100,631Total
o-^(0) 1,44awe,^klowftAK4e....,....c44,40105401-grov^J041Le

tSke--444-tm."1-
the strike and dip of the bedding is irregular. The dip of the
beds ranges from 35 degrees to 55 degrees to the south, and the
strike between 090 degrees and 070 degrees. To the north of
these sediments the A-lite Diamond Lodes lie in fine-grained acid
volcanic rocks, and are composed of a large number of short
irregular quartz reefs, lying in wide fracture zones which have
an undulating trend.

The Masters Gully lodes to the north lie in sedimentary
rocks and are more clearly defined and continuous. The host
rock is a medium-grained to coarse-grained friable quartz-sand-
stone containing narrow lenses of quartzite, and it strikes at
about 075 degrees, and dips south at about 65 degrees. Faulting
has been slight and the lodes for the most part occupy clean-cut
continuous fissures. The lodes are most irregular, and are more
faulted, near the contact between volcanic rock and sedimentary
rock.

Mineralogy

The lodes in the sedimentary rocks have not been contaminated
to any extent by the presence of accessory minerals. .olfram and
quartz predominate with lesser amounts of mica and traces of copper.
However the No. 5 Lode, which lies mainly in volcanic rocks,
carries lore copper; malachite, azurite, and chalcocite have been
identified. Traces of Bismuth and molybdenum are also present.
Vuscovite and biotite are both present, and are more abundant
than in the other lodes. The accessory minerals arc not present
in sufficiently large amounts to present any metallurgical

•
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difficulties, and are easil;/ separated by hand.

srude arta Gontrol

The grade at the mill oi ore crushed from No.
1 Lode and No. 2 Lode during 1955 and 1956 was about
5.1Le4 41) A; 186 tons of ore yielded 14.72 tons of
concentrtte. The bulk of this was won from the No.
2 Lode in the Little Tunnel workings (PLAMS 3% 31)
but some also came from the No. 1 Lode and from other
sources. These are the only figures available on which
to base s calculation of the grede of the ore.

It is estimated -.A'elm the reported and measured
limits of the stopes in the Big Tunnel and the Little
Tunnel that about 2,100 tons of ore have been won from
the two mines. On the assumption that these two - ines
have produced about 60 tons of the total production
recorded from the 7asters Cedly Lease, a grade of about
1.8::O x is indicated; this includes development ore.
It must be amnhusized that these figures are purely
tentative. Ath increased knowledge of the control of
the ore it should be poseible to mine ore carrying
between 2% . ::03 and

Factors controlling the deposition of wolfram have
not been positively identified. post of the stopcs are
now inaccessible, and the reef is exposed in only a few
places. It appears that the richest ore on the No. 1
Lode was obtained from s shoot on that section of the
reef which has a strike of about 360 degrees and an
average width of 30 inches to 36 inches. The poorer
sections of the reef strike ut about 010 degrees end are
not so wide. No marked difference in the dip could be
detected. judging by the location of the stopes this
Shoot plunges to the south at about 70 degrees.

The shoot lies in the footwall of the Big Tunnel
fault .which dips to the south at about 70 degrees (:LATEG

ae202e, jq). The bedding of the host rock also dips south at
degrees to 70 degrees and the plunge of the shoot is

parallel to the intersection of the reef with both the Jig
Tunnel fault and the bedding i n the country rock. hich of
these two features was responsible for the localisation of
the wolfram is not known.

The richest ore on the MO. 2 Lode was won from a
section of the reef which strikes at about 090 degrees,
and vihich, judging from the inclination of Baileys 3haft,
Is Gli,;htly flatter than the rest of the lode. The poorer
sections of the reef have a strike of about 100 degrees and
are steeper. The lode is not intersected by any major fault
as far as is known, but is crossed by a narrow reef striking
approximately 360 degrees. The intersection of this reef
with the lode at the 25 foot level is not enriched. Devel-
opment since July, 1956, at the 152-foot level, indicates
that the lode becomes richer to the west.

It appears that ore on the No, 2 Lode lies in a Shoot
whose limits have been detervdned by the attitude of the
reef rather than by :restores on the reef, but the control
and plunge of this Shoot is not known. Small pockets of
wolfram are present in the reef at the 152-foot level. The
reason for their presence could not be determined.

It is reported that the richest ore on the^Diamond
Lease was won from the south-west end of the No. 5 Lode. In
view of the discontinuity and irregularity of the aaartz reefs
In this part of the group the presence of well-defined shoots
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appears unlikely. The control of the deposition of
the wolfram was probably exercised by the many faults
which displace the lode: the richesi, part of the lode
being where the faulting has been most intense.

Yo. 1 Lode

The No. 1 Lode is about 700 feet lowg at the
surface, but apart from a few shallow open cuts,
development has been confined to a short ceLtral section.
It strikes at from 360 degrees to 015 degrees, and dips
to the west at 55 degrees to 88 degrees, and consists of
one quartz reef emplaced on a single well-defined shear,
along which movement has been horizontal. The reef is
irregular and varies in width from 8 inches to 36 inches,
with an average width of about 24 inches over the central
section.

The lode was originally developed from an adit known
as The Big Tunnel. Voros Shaft was later put down vertically,
and intersected the lode at 143 feet, The Big Tunnel Fault

/6.6t0.41', which strikes atiadfram 100 degrees 14 125 degrees, and dipsof,asc L south at about 70 degrees, displaces the northern part of
the lode to the west. The displacement is iall, and there
has been some dragging of the reef on the fault. A leader
of quartz lying along the fault plane is continuous with
the reef on either side of the fault, Which suggests that
faulting was contemporaneous with the intrusion of the quartz.
The richest ore was present in a short shoot lying in the
footwall of the fault. The reef strikes at about 360 degrees
in this shoot and is believed to have averaed a width of 30
inches. All the ore has been removed from this shoot above
the 101-foot level and the Tunnel Level.

The 143-foot level was under water at the time of the
examination. It is reported that the reef was lost in the
north drive at this level.

The reef has been tested for 120 feet nt the 101 -foot
level but has been stoped over a greater part of this length.
It is not as rich to the south of the Big Tunnel Fault, but
carries some wolfram. An underhand stope between 10 N and
25 N connects with the 143-foot level.

The lode has been tested south of the Llig Tunnel fault
at the Tunnel Level, but the drive has caved at 38 N and the
extent of the development is not known. A second fault strik-
ing at 080 degrees and dipping south at 49 de grees intersects
the reef at i66 N, and has caused considerable diajrcement,
roving the south block west relative to the north block. The
intersection of this fault at the 143-foot level may have
caused the reported difficulty in locating the reef (MATE fr)

It has been estimated that a grade of about 2% was
obtained in the stopes between the 101-foot level and the
surface, but the grade is reported to have decreased at the
1L13-foot level, and it is possible that the shoot does not
extend much below this level. However, the backs at the 1L.3-
foot level are almost intact as far as is known, and in the
event of the mine being reopened detailed sampling can be
carried out to determine the grade of the ore.

A southern extension of the lode has been tested from
a short adit without success, an a shaft put down north of
the portal of the Big Tunnel is now full of watel. Neither
of these operations has beea extensive. Very little explor-
ation has been done south of I:oros 3haft where the reef at
the surface is up to 24 inches wide. Another shoot similar



to that in the present mine workings may exist in this section
of the lode.

No 2 Lode

The No. 2 Lode strikes at 090 degrees to 100 degrees,
and dips south at 6_ degrees to 30 degrees. It intersects
the No. 1 Lode at its western end, and disappears beneath
the alluvium of Masters Gully at its eastern end. The lode
consists of a number of quartz reefs ranging in Axith from
6 inches to 12 inches. It is narrow and poor at its western
end, and at the eastern end the reefs become irregular. Under-
ground operations have been restricted to a short central section.
No. 3 Lode joins the No. 2 Lode at about 125 'J o 10 N, at the
surface. The plunge of the intersection is thought to be to the
west, but cannot be accurately predicted, because of the lack of
information, and the irregular dips of the two lodes.

A quart z reef of regular width and dip crosses the No. 2
Lode at right angles and terminates in the No. 3 Lode (PLATE

3 30. This reef, which has been tested r.t the level of the Littleo Tunnel, strikes between 360 degrees and 005 degrees, and dips west.
The fissure in which the reef lies has been displaced along the No.
2 Lode, but the quartz in both fissures is of a single generation.
The No. 2 Lode has been tested to a vertical depth of 152 feet by
Baileys Shaft, which is inclined. The lode was exposed for 40 feet
at this level, and consisted of a hangingwall reef 12 inches to 14
inches wide dipping from 69 degrees to 85 degrees south, and u
footwall reef 6 inches wide dipping at 65 degrees south. The foot-
wall reef makes in the shaft 25 feet above the level, and may
represent the top of a new reef which will replace the hangingwall
reef below the 152-foot level.

Some small pockets of wolfram were showing in the backs, and
it is reported that better grade ore has been encountered in the
_eat drive, which has since been extended. The owners were advised
to drive westwards to the intersection of the No. 2 Lode with the
No. 3 Lode, but it is not known whether this has been done.

The drives at the 93-foot level extended about 100 feet to the
east and west of Baileys Shaft. The reef has been entirely removed
between the 93-foot level and the 25-foot level and the stopes are
now filled. The bulk of the production in recent years has come
from this section and it was estimate1 above that a grade of about
1.43 VID-4 was obtained. The grade below the 93-foot level is
reported to have decreased, possibly corresponding to a steepening
in the dip of the lode between the 93-foot level and the 152-foot
level.

The lode is exposed for a short distance at the 25-foot level
west of Baileys Shaft. It strikes at 090 degrees, dips to the
south, and is cowposed of ore reef 6 inches to 12 inches wide which
splits to the west and becomes poor. A second reef, increasing in
width to the west, was proved 7 feet to the north.

The average strike of the No. 2 Lode is about 100 egreeu,
but the reef at the 25-foot level strikes at )90 degrees. This
suggests that a shoot may be present in that section of the reef
which strikes at 090 degrees. The presence of a shoot could not
be definitely established owing to lack of information, and there-
fore the width and plunge of any shoot is unknown. However,
experience on other lodes at Hatches Creek suggests that the
plunge could be :;ontrolled by the intersection of the bedding

A
with the plane of the lode. If a shoot is present on the No. 1
Lode it is most likely to plunge to the south-west at 40 degrees
to 50 degrees.

t•
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The lode has been tested from many shallow open cuts
at the surface. Small pockets of rich ore have been won,
but the development of the lode other than from Baileys
Shaft does not appear to be justified.

No. 3 Lode
ar,

The No. 3 Lode strikes at=ftem 100 degrees to 110
degrees. It runs south-east from the intersection with
the No. 2 Lode to disappear beneath the alluvium of Masters
Gully. The north-eastern lode an_the Alite Diamo^ Lease
(No. L. Lode. PLATE 1), is cati4itette in strike with the No.
3 Lode but lies to the south-west of the projection of No. 3
Lode across Masters Gully (PLAT i:: 5). Although differing mark-
edly in many characteristics it is believed to occupy an
extension of the shearzone in which the No. 3 Lode lies. The
two lodes are economically distinct, and will therefore be
described separately.

No. 3 Lode crops out for 300 feet between its intersection
-Ath No. 2 Lode and Masters Gully (PLATE 2$), and has been dev-
eloped mainly from shallow open cuts. It consists of one or more
irregular quartz reefs ranging in width from 9 inches to 30 inches
and dipping south-west at from 70 degrees to 85 degrees.

No extensive underground development has been undertaken but
the lode has been tested b, short drives at three places.

1) It is exposed for 37 feet in a short drive at the Little
Tunnel level. It is irregular in width, poor, and splits to the
south-east at the face (PLATE

2) A short drive, estimated to lie out 45 fet below the
collar of Baileys Shaft, is shown on a plan of the area by Hoss-
feld (1941). This lies immediately to the south-east of the Little
Tunnel, and was developed from a shaft which is now filled. The
reef was 14 inches to 24 inches wide (PLATE 34).30

2) It has also been tested from the No. 2 Shaft, but the
size of the dump indicates that development was limited. Plans
were in hand in 1956 to reopen this shaft, but very little work
had been done (PLATE 21p).

The grade of ore on the No. 3 Lode is unknown, but the
Irregular nature of the exploitation suggests that ore may be
patchy. Further exploration does not appear to be justified,
except during periods of high wolfram prices.

No. L. Lode 

The No. 4 Lode consists of a series of short discontinuous
reefs lying entirely in volcanic rocks, and striking between 100
degrees and 130 degrees. The reefs lie in a wide zone of shearing,
are narrow and relatively poor, and because of their discontinuity
are difficult to mine. Operations have been confined to numerous
shallow shafts and open-cuts, most of which are now filled. Further
small parcels of wolfram may be won, subject to the price of wolfram,
but future development of the lode cannot be recommended.

No. 5 Lode 

The No. 5 Lode consists of an unusually large number of short
reefs arranged en echelon along a complex zone of Shearing. The
zone has an a-shaped outcrop which is emphasized by faulting in the
central, and richer, section of the lode. The extremities of the
lode strike south to south-east, and the reefs are not severely
faulted. They are up to 15 inches wide, dip west, and are so
arranged that the next reef in the lode is found in the right-
hand wall at the end of the previous reef.

2,4

•
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The reefs are abundantly faulted, with left-handed
displacement, in the central section. The faults strike
roughly north, and dip steeply to east or west. The reefs
are up to 16 inches wide, and dip within a few degrees of
the vertical, either to north or south. They are rarely
visible in the abandoned workings. Operations on the lode
have been confined to shallow open-cutting, except in the
central section where Hossfeld (1941) reports that Shafts
had been put down to 50 feet. Nothing was accessible below
15 feet in 1956.

The shape of the lode has been related to the fact that
it lies in two types of host rock; crossing the boundary just
north of the central section. The high grade in this section
is attributed to the abundant faults, which are absent on the
poorer sections.

This lode offers very little prospect of further develop-
ment, as the discontinuity of the quartz reefs will make mining
expensive. High grade ore is confined to the most severely faulted
section of the lode where development will require considerable
timbering and development in waste rock. As the lode has already
been exploited to a considerable depth, its reopening is not
justified.

Other Reefs 

several smaller quartz reefs which have yielded rich ore
are present in the group. These are narrow and Short, and in
general will not support other than surface operations.

The quartz reef which intersects the No. 2 and No. 3 Lodes
in the Little Tunnel is the exception to this, by nature of its
situation. This reef, which is displaced by the No. 2 Lode and
terminates on the No. 3 Lode (PLATE 30), is notable for regul-
arity of width and dip. It is 6 inches to 8 inches wide and
dips at 65 degrees to 70 degrees to the west. Some rich patches
of wolfram are present, )articularly between the No. 2 and No. 3
Lodes. The reef occupies a joint and not la shear.

There are several narrow quartz reefs cropping out on the
west side of Masters Gully between the Little Tunnel and the
Big Tunnel. They vary in width from 1 inch to 10 inches and are
in general poor. Only one reef, lying about 110 feet north-west
of the Little Tunnel, has produced good grade ore. It yielded
about 1.4 tons of concentrate from a short and shallow open cut
(PLATE 2).

Two short quartz reefs crop out west of the south end of
o. 3 Lode. They strike at an angle to the main lode and

probably occupy subsidiary fissures associated with the lode.
They are narrow and irregular, and dip steeply to the west.
Their production is unknown.

Eluvial Deposits 

Masters Gully has been extensively exploited for eluvial
wolfram, particularly on the Alite Diamond Lease, to the extent
that the deposits are now approaching exhaustion.

Conclusions

Vurther small parcels of concentrates may be won from the
smaller reefs, and from the No. L. Lode and No. 5 Lode, depending
on the price of wolfram, but only three lodes offer a substantial
basis for future development. Of these the No. 3 Lode is the
least promising, but this may be due to the scarcity of infor-
mation. Considerable exploration will be needed before it can
be developed, whereas the No. 1 Lode and No. 2 Lode are not only
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known to carry good grade ore, but both have a substantial
tonnage of ore remaining above the lowest level of operations.
Some doubt exists in both instances as to whether the past grade

•^of ore persists in these remaining blocks, but on the other hand
less development will be needed to exploit them. In view of the
doubt about the persistence of grade it will be nedessary to sample
the lodes in detail. The operative grade will be dependent on the
current price of wolfram but it is considered that a grade of 1.5;0
WO-4 would be high enough to justify further exploration below the
loilest levels.

An average grade of 1.5% _0..4 has been assumed for the No. I
Lode, and the No. 2 Lode within the limits of existing development,
and the length of payable reef has been taken as these limits.
Possible ore reserves have been calculated as 7 tons of wolfram
for the No. 1 Lode above the 143-foot level, and 13 tons of wolfram
for the No. 2 Lode above the 152-foot level. It must be emphasized
that these calculations are based on,piterielat-e.f evidence, and
are deliberately conservative.^'■___IPV.fpws CA ./Wry

Both the lodes could maintain a favourable grade to depths of
200 feet or more, and, with a return to the wolfram prices operative
early in 1956, they should support development to this depth at
least. However adequate exploration should be undertaken as the
grade on both lodes is suspect at their respective lower levels.

HIT OR MISS GROUP (FLATES.4, 3, 351 4, 36; je and 37).

General

The Hit or Miss Group lies just over a mile south-west of
Goat Hole, and is the largest and most complex concentration of
wolfrafe-bearing reefs at Hatches Creek. Five of the more important
lodes have been developed to depths of 100 feet or more, and several
other reefs have been developed to depths of' over 30 feet. Shallow
open-cuts are extremely abundant (FLAT. 33). The reefs cover an
area about 1600 feet square and crop out on three ridges which trend
roughly east. The group was covered by six leases in 1956; the Hit
of riss Lease situated centrally and surrounded by the Silver Granites
Lease to the west; the Fortune Lease to the south; the Hit or Liss
Extended Lease to the east; and the Reward Lease and Hitlers Down-
fall Lease to the north.

The reefs colamonly lie along well defined 1-ectus except in the
central part of the group where they are present as irregular con-
centrations of discontinuous reefs havin an approximately comnon
strike. These have been termed "lines" (PLATE 32) to distinguish
them from the lodes. The reefs, with few exceptions, conform to
four dominant directions of strike, which are at about 360 degrees,
between 020 degrees and 030 degrees from 040 degrees to 045 degrees,
and at about 070 degrees. The Hit or !Ass Vain Lode, which strikes
at 360 degrees, has produced about one half of the total tonnage of
concentrates from the group.

•

History

A "Hit of iss" claim was among the first to be registered,
by Hanlon and ,arne, after the discovery of wolfram at Hatches Creek.
The ground covered b this claim was much the same as that covered
by the present Hit or Miss Lease. The map accompanying the report
by T.C. Oliver (1916) shows four other claims adjacent to the "Hit
of Miss." These were "The Reward" to the north; the "No. 12" and
"No. 12 East" to the east; and "The ,allaby" or "Haddock's" to the
west. The five claims embraced most of the group. They were all
abandoned .)y 1922 and were not repeL;ged until 1936.

Mr. J. Walsh acquired the Hit or riss Lease and Hit or Miss
.1J:xtended Lease about this time, and these two leases and later the
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"Fortune Lease", were held by him, and later by his estate,
until 1951, when they were bought by Yr. J. Fowles. 461311.
also owned other leases at Hatches Creek and at .iauchope,
and for a great part of his tenure the production from all
his leases was recorded in bulk.

A substantial amount of work had been done on the group
by 1940 when officers of A.G.G.S.N.114 began a survey of the
mineral field (Hossfeld, 19)41). At that time "Ross's Lease"
lay to the north of the Hit or Miss and "Cadogan's Lease"
lay to the south. The Commonwealth Government operated the
Main Lode from 1942 to 1944. Development since ten has been
concentrated on the Hit or Tiss Lease, the Hit or :iss Extended
Lease and the Silver Jranites Lease, and only a limited amount
of work has been done on the other three leases.

In 1956 four of the leases were held by Yr. J. English,
who acquired them from Fowles, and were being operated on his
behalf by Mr. R. Coxon. The Silver Granites Lease was held
under tribute by Messrs. Blundell and Spreadborough t and the
Reward Lease was not in operation. Er. Coxon and Mr. English
were employing several parties of trfbutors who were developing
various lodes on the group. Co mpressed air, water, and pumping
facilities were suppliecby the management, and the tributers
were subsidised when7N-development to encourage efficient
methods of mining. This arrangement was proving successful in
the operation of smaller lodes on the group, as well as on the
larger lodes.

Production

Very little information is available on production of
wolfram from the group prior to 1940 but it is known that a
considerable tonnage was won between 1916 and 1922, and between
1936 and 1940. Total recorded production to June, 1958 from
the various leases on the group has been 302.66 tons of con-
centrates but this does not include wolfram won from the leases
owned by ,Ialsh between 1939 and 1942. It is estimated that of
a total of about 200 tons of concentrates won from dalsh's leases
in this period, about 100 tons, worth about e17,00u, came from
the Hit or Miss Group. Total production from the individual
leases has been as follows:-

Hit or Miss^ 223.57 tons
Hit or Miss Extended^29.59 tons
Fortune^ 13.86 tons
Silver Granites^ 13.6)4 tons.
Reward^ 15.68 tons
Hitlers Downfall^ 1.32 tons

Total^302.66 tons

Ex ulsh
^

100.00  tons

Total^402.66 tons

Table 14 gives the known annual production from the group
since 1937, but figures for the years before 1942 are inaccurate
and certainly too low.

Geology

The Hit or Miss Group is remarkable for the unusually heavy
concentration of wolfram-bearing quartz reefs and for the
regularity of their orientation. The group lies at the southern
corner of an irregular rhomb whose other corners are occupied
by the Kangaroo Group, the Treasure Group, and the Masters Gully
Group (ELATE 4). The pattern of reefs in each of these groups
is completely different from the others. The Treasure Group,



TABIE 14 

Err OR MISS GROUP, TATCaS CREEK

ANNUAL PRODUCTION, OF WODFRAM CONCENTRATES 

1967-19581

Year Ending HIT OR MISS
^

HIT OR 7_I8S EXTENDED^FORTUNE^SILVL;R GRANITES^REWARD
^

HITLEHS DOWNFALL
^

TOTAL

30th June Concentrates Value Concentrats Value Concentrates Value^Concentrates Value Concentrates Value Concentrates Value ConeenValue
trates

Tons^ Tons^ Tons^ Tons^ Tons^ Tons^Tons

1937 AAP28.1^2,512 - 28.1^2,512
1938 21.4^4,290 (a)^- Me SO 0.3 132 0.21 100 (a) - 21.91 4,522(d)
1939-1942 Combined production ex.Walsh est. 100 Tons £17,000 (a) 0.13. 37 0.96 215 (a) - 101.07

(d)^17,252(d)
1943 5.23^1,755^0.37^118 2.04 647 2.10 748 AND ON - 9.74 3,268
1944 6.78^1,778^9.87^2,881 2.45 639 0.5 16 0.58 159 - 20.18 5,473
1945 6.23^2,162^0.7^213 1.53 478 1.06 375 0.88 289 10.40 3,517
1946 7.41^2,565^0.12^30 0.27 73 0.98 334 0.29 99 9.07 3,101
1947 0.98^382 1.01 357 M11, •• 1.99^739
1948 7.56^4,540 (a)^0.16^100 (a) 0.09 50 (a) 2.33 1,300 (a) 1.46 820 (a) 11.60 6,810(d)
1949 0.63^21 4.32 2,204 0.87 328 5.82 2,553
1950 3.16 1,085 0.72 224 11•11. 3.88 1,309
1951 10.41^17,125^1.37^2,315 MEI 0.34 240 (a) 0.58 954 0.15 250 12.85 20,884
1952 4.93^8,503^2.79^4,937 •ID 1.68 3,118 , 4.83 8,390 14.23 24,948
1953 21.61^28,136^5.38^8,536 3•93 4,497 0.43 561 31.35 41,780
1954 13.42^11,985^4.39^4,493 4.01 2,672 1.99 1,350 23.81 20,500
1955 18.70^17,171^3.52^2,765 _^r 1.05 805 .1= 23.27 20,741
1956 27.45^27,033^(b)^(b) 0.99 971 IND 28.44 28,004
1957
1958

^

26.36^22,357^0.29^248

^

17.00^5.005 _
1.30 1,021

-
27.95 23,626
17.00^5,005

(d)
Total 323.57(c)^174,349^(c)^29.59^26,657 13.86 5,176 18.64 15,557 15.68 1_4,107 1.32 638 402.66 236,544(d

(a) Value estimated from mean price of wolfram for relevant years.

(b) Production included with "Hit or -iss"

(c) Includes 100 tons ex Walsh,

(d) Includes estimated data.

(e) Includes £17,000 ex Walsh.
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and Hit or Miss Group lie at either end of a major line
of fracturing, trending a little east of north, which
runs through the western end of the Masters Gully Group.

More detailed examination of the structure will be
necessary before the relationship between the four groups
can be determined. The difference in the pattern of the
reefs in each group is attributed to the difference in
type and sequence of the country rocks which each group
occupies. The northern part of the Hit or Miss Group lies
in a sequence of interbedded siltstone, sandstone, quart-
zite, and volcanic rocks. Vew of these beds are more than
20 feet thick, they strike at about 070 degrees, and dip
south at from 55 degrees to 60 degrees, The percentage of
volcanic material is very small in the higher part of the
sequence but increases, at the expense of the sedimentary
rocks, in the lower part i.e. to the north. The widest and
best-defined sections of the rain Lode, the Ho. I Lode, and
the No. 3 Lode lie in the southern part of the sequence
(PLATE 32).

Lost of the reefs lie in acid porphyritic volcanic
rocks which overly the sedimentary sequence. These rocks
are very similar in hand specimen throughout, but t_e presence
of amygdsles in some parts suggests that several flows may be
present. No attempt was made to differentiate the individual
flows. These rocks are less favourable to the formation of
well-defined lode channels than the siltstone which is host
to the Main Lode, No. 1 Lode, and No. 3 Lode.

Three lines and nine lodes have been distinguished.
The lines lie in the centre of the group where the dislocation
is more intense, and the lodes lie for the most part towards
the edges of the group (PLATE 32). As mentioned above the
reefs, with very few exceptions, conform to four dominant
directions of strike. These are:-

1) at about 360 degrees.

2) between 020 degrees and 030 degrees

3) at about 070 degrees.

4) at about 045 degrees.

There is a definite relationship between the location
of the reefs, their habit, and their strike. Reefs in the
north-western corner of the group strike at 360 degrees and
form lodes. Reefs in the central part of the group may strike
at either 360 degrees or between 020 degrees and 030 degrees
and form lines. Reefs in the south-western part of the group
strike between 020 degrees and 030 degrees, and lie either in
lines or lodes. All these reefs are vertical or dip to the
west at 060 degrees or steeper. In the central part of the
group there are a few narrow quartz reefs striking at about
070 degrees but these are short and poor. Lodes having this
strike, or striking at 045 degrees, lie at the eastern and
western edges oe the group. The two lodes at the western
side of the group either have steep dips to north or south,
or are vertical. The two eastern lodes dip to the north, one
arout 45 degrees and the other at 75 degrees.

The group is located between at least three relatively
large faults vielich were formed during the main period of
faulting of the mineral field. Two faults, laV.14 -inonorthan a
west baund the zroun ta tha
are believed to 'Joe tension raLata roilhea---a-s a result of

to
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differential movement between the blocks of quartzite which
form the ridges south and north of the Hit or Miss Gully.
The third fault, which strikes north-west, lies immediately
to the west of the Hit or Miss Group. It crops out as a
wide zone of shearing. The unusually heavy fracturing repre-
sented on the group has been related to its situation within
•these faults.

Mineralogy

There are two distinct types of mineralisation in the
reefs of the group, and this appears to be directly related
to the strike of the host reef. Reefs striking north carry
wolfram and quartz with minor amounts of molYbdenite and mica.
They are practically devoid of copper, whereas reefs striking
at 070 degrees and 045 degrees carry high percentages of copper.
The distinction is absolute, and is clearly exhibited at the
intersection of two reefs in the ater Shaft on tllshes Line
(PLATE 34). There is heavy - oncentration of wolfram and copper
at the intersection, but the reef which strikes north carries
no copper away from the intersection, whereas copper minerals
are abundant over the whole of the exposed length of the reef
striking east. A similar phenomenon is present at the inter-
section of a cross reef with the Hit or Miss Extended Lode
north of Korners Shaft (PLATE 3).^The quartz in the inter-
sectin reefs is contemporaneous in both instances. The copper,
where present, is intimately associated with wolfram and with
other ore minerals present.

No scheelite has been identified from the group. i olybdenite
Is present in all reefs regardless of strike. Traces of lead have
been obtained from assays of ore from the Main Lode, and though
no galena has been identified wulfenite is present in mall amounts.
Secondary copper minerals include azurite, malachite, chrysocolla,
atacamite, brochantite, chalcocite, and bornite. Native bismuth
is thought to be present.

No evidence of zoning was observed except on the Copper Lode
(PLATE 34), where the ore minerals are segregated from the quartz
in places and lie in the centre of the reef. There is no evidence
of hydrothermal activity comparable with that on the Green Diamond
Main Lode.

Grade and Control  of Ore

The deposition of wolfram in most of the mailer and less
regular reefs in the group has been controlled by the intersections
of reefs, by "horses" on the reefs, and by the presence of faults,
and other features. Rich but irregular concentrations of wolfram
are the rule. However the reefs become wider and more regular
where the lodes traverse the sedimentary rocks (PLATE34). A the
higher levels on the Main Lode Hossfeld (1941), determined the
presence of a shoot lying in a section of the lode which had a
more easterly strike than the rest of the lode. The presence
of the shoot was revealed by structure contouring of the reef
relative to a vertical plane. This contouring was continued to
lower levels, but the shoot loses its definition and the contouring
has little significance. Rich "makes" are associated with splits
in the reef, faults,,°Aorsys", and leaders intersecting the reef,
though in some a.1=-4144-4.4.sa the reef also has a local ch.an,ge
of strike towards the east. Some of these features can be related
to a particular host rock, which may also have caused deflection
of the lode-shear.

Information on the grade of the lodes is scarce. Grade
the mill of 534 tons of ore from the Hit or Viss Lease, crushed
during 1955 and 1956, was 3.8% WO. Figures for the Hit or Miss
Extended Lease and the Silver Grathtes Lease were 6.4% 3 and
6.6)4 Vi0

3
 respectively, which only implies a greater concentration.



by hand before trestment. Hossfeld (1941) caleulnted
grade of 2.49% wolfram (c 1.7% WO) for the Hit or Miss
Main Lode, but gave no figures for other lodes.

Individusl Lodes

All the lodes, and many of the less important reefs
have been tested to depths of 30 feet or more, but in 1956
few of these workings were accessible. Only five lodes have
been tested below 100 feet, end all of these were in operation
In 1956. Nine lodes and three "lines" have been recognised
within the group. They Are listed below, together with their
dominant direction of strike.

Name
Main Lode
No. 1 Lode
No. 2 Lode
No, 3 Lode
.Jest Line
Centrn1 Line
Wa1sh4s Line
Fxtended Lode
Silver Granites Lode
Copper Lode
No. 4 Lode
70. 5 Lode

Strike
360 degrees
360
020-030 degrees
020-030 "
360 degrees
360 -030 degrees
000-030^"
0°0-030
070 degrees
040-070 degrees
045 degrees
070 degrees

(FLATE 33)
(PLATE ")
(^9^9 )
(^9^9 )
?^9^9 )
(^9^9 1.
(^it^9 )

It^9 )
PLATE 1

9

rTi%TEI. 

The distribution of lenses is such that in only one nlc , ce
oes the productive section of a lire or lode lie on more than
)ne lease. This exception is at the south-western corner of
the Hit or Miss Lease where the richer reefs in "Tnlshes Line
lie across three lenses; from north to south the Hit or Miss
Extended Lease, the Hit or Miss Lease, and the Jortune Lease
(FLATE 32). The Main Lode, No. I Lode, No. 2 Lode, end No. 7
Lode extend northwards onto the Reward and Hitlers Dowrfall
lenses, where they are poor and relatively unirnortant.

Tn the past the name "Comer Reef" has been assiczned to any
'opper-benring reef, which in all eases strike east. This has
'ead to some confusion, and in this report the rnme "Conner Lode"
has bPPr assigned to one of the lodes on the Silver Granites Lease
(PLATE -IS). Other copper-bearing lodes striking east have been
given distinct names, and the name "Copper Reef" is not used.

Main Lode (FLAT7q 32, 4, and 367

The Hit or riss Mine lie- on the Main Lode which is the
-t imnortant in the group, and has contributed about half of
total production. Although the lode can be traced for About

on feet, only a central section 450 feet long has been
lofted to any depth. This section lies almost entirely in

,ltstone; to the south And north the lode lies in volcanic rocks,
's more irregular, and carries less wolfram.

In the central section the lode consists essentially of one
reef 20 inches to 40 inches wide. North of this it consists of
two or more reefs up to 2n inches wide, and to the south it
becomes irregular And dies out in a number of barren veins.
Development other then in the central section has been confined
to shallow open cuts, except in the extreme south where there has
been some local enrichment at the intersection of the Main Lode
with an easterly extension of the Silver Granites Lode.

Three shafts serve the central section. One of these, the
Chtnamans Shnft, is vertical and was rut down by the Commonwealth
Government. It lies in the footwall of the lode, and is connected
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by short cross-cuts to the 112-foot level and the 166-foot
level. ialsh's Shaft, which is inclined, serves as the main
shaft, and had reached a vertical depth of 205 feet in Juno,

1956. The shaft has since been deepered to about 245 feet,
but development at this level had barely begun when the mine
was closed down. A third shaft, the North Shaft, was not in
use during 1956. It is also inclined and is accessible to
the 97-foot level. eiater stands about 15 feet below this
level and the depth of the shaft is not known, but is believed
to be about 120 feet. It is situated at the extreme western
limit of the productive section of the lode. Ore had been
almost entirely removed above the 141-foot level by 1940
(Hossfeld, 1941). Since then operations have been conducted
at the 166-foot level and the 205-foot level.

The lode has an average strike of 360 degrees, but in the
rich section the reef has two distinct directions of strike.
The wider, flatter-dilloing sections strike at 010 degrees to
020 degrees, and the narrower, steeper sections strike at about
340 degrees to 350 degrees. Hossfeld (1941), states that in
the then accessible levels high grade ore was present in the
wider, flatter sections of the reef. however *ore recent evidence
suggests that tile attitude of the reef is not wholly responsible
for the enrichment. Local enrichment of wolfram has taken place
along faults, "horses", at the junction of the reef with small
leaders, and also where strike of the reef changes from east of
north to west of north. "Spotted dog", which characterises the
Shoots, is typically absent, at least in the lower levels of the
mine.

The reef is now exposed in only a few places at the 141-foot
level and the 112-foot level and these exposed sections are in
general barren. At the north end of the 112-foot level the reef
splits into two reefs of equal width. The North 'haft was put
down on the hangingwall reef, whereas the level was driven on the
footwall reef, thus failing to intersect the shaft. A cave-in
at about 100N has rendered the level inaccessible from :valshs
Shaft, but the 97-foot lelvl connects with the 112-foot level
north of the cave-in. The footwall reef strikes at about 010
degrees near the break-through, but to the ncrth it pinches on
a shear striking at 340 degrees (IMAM 3M).

The reef exhibits an abrupt change of strike at 63 N at the
112-foot level. Very rich ore has been reported above this level
between 63N and the North Shaft, and rich ore was showing at the
intersection of the two reefs in the 97-foot sub-level. The
enrichment may have been caused by either or both of the two
features.

Between 835 and 63 N the reef strikes at about 015 degrees,
but at 83 S there is another marked change in strike. Hossfeld
(1940), assumed the presence of a shoot between 825 and 631 1 .
South of 835, the reef strikes at 340 degrees for a short distance,
but then assumes a strike of about 360 degrees and this strike
persists to the face at 252 S. The reef is faulted and irregular
in this section, and it is reported that development south of the
cross-cut to the Chinamans Shaft yielded 1.27; WO, to i.4% w0-.
The reef narrows and is lost on a vertical shear -) striking at -)012
degrees.

The 141-foot level has been driven for at least 100 feet,
both north and south of Walsh4s Shaft. The drive has been partly
filled to the south but the backs are accessible. The reef is
15 inches to 30 incAes wide, and is irregular and faulted. The
accessible section of the level strikes at about 015 degrees, but
at 66 N there is a change in strike to 345 degrees. The northern
limit of the level is unknown.

Development at the 166-foot level has been entirely south of
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.alshes Shaft, except for a short drive 26 feet long to the
north. The reef strikes at 360 degrees in the north drive,
but swings to a strike of 020 degrees south of :ialshes Shaft.
It is reportec: that a moderate grade of ore was encountered
in this section.

There is another chang in strike at about 100 S and
this coincides with the intersection of the reef with l t:. bed

•^of tough quartzite. The reef is split and irregular for about
40 feet, and is joined from the north by a footwall reef 9
inches wide. Two reefs continue to the south striking at about
020 degrees, but have been neglected in favour of a short reef
striking at 339 degrees which pinches to the south but makes
again. Going south the strike gradually swings back towards
010 degrees. A second reef makes in the hangingwall just north
of the south face.

High cr.erde ore wa mined where the reef splits between 303
and 1103, and some patchy wolfram wes present in the southern
section where the strike Brings towards 010 degrees, but the
reef was barren where it strikes at 339 degrees between these
two sections (PLATE 34). The prOlific splitting at 803 to 1103
is attributed to the coincidence of the change in strike of the
lode, and its intersection with the quartzite. At the 112-foot
level the two features do not coincide, and the effects are not
so pronounced. The splitting of the roe: is believed to have
beentaainly responsible for the localisation of wolfram. /oly-
bdenite is unusually common in this section. Another rich "make"
was present at 1503, where a 3-inch wide quartz leader, striking
at 008 degrees, joins the reef.

The 205-foot level is 195 feet long. Yo ore remains above
the level south of alshes Shaft, within the limits of the drive,
but further ore may be won to the south of these limits, as the
reef strikes at a pproximutely 015 degrees in the south face. A
rich "make", localised on a. "horse" which plunges to the south at
about 45 degrees, was being mined immediately north of alsh4s
Shaft at the time of the survey. The strike of the reef s'Anzs
to the west north of the "horse" and the reef is poor., Stoping
was continued above the 205-foot level north of jalshvas Shaft
late in 1956, and n o ore remains between this level and the 1141-
foot level within the limits of the drive. The north drive was
abandoned at 97 N when the reef became poor, but further devel-
opment is recommended in this direction, as it is possible that
the strike will change again and that further payable ore will
be encountered.

1
Welshes Shaft was nut down about another 35 feet late in

1956 and unusually rich ore was encountered within 15 feet of
the shaft, to the north. High grade ore was also present south
of the shaft for a reported distance of 30 feet.

The intersection of the lode with the bedding of the country
rock plunges to the south at about 45 degrees, and this corres-
ponds with the plunge of most of the features of the reef, except
the Changes in strike which plunge much more steeply to the south,
or are vertical. The trace of the changes in strike is shown in
PLATE 36, from which it is apparent that the plunge of these
features is becoming steeper at depth. No reason for this could
be detected.

The lode has not been sufficiently tested to the north or
south of the present limits of the 205-foot level to determine
whether features observed at higher levels persist. It is
Important that the location of the expected chane of strike to
the south be determined, as experience has shown that the presence
of wolfram south of this is spasmodic. If the plunge of this
feature continues to steepen as is indicated in the vertical



projection on the lode (PLATE 36), this change in strike
will be encountered within 30 feet of the present south
face at the 205-foot level. Information on the lode north
of .alshs Shaft is limited and it will be necessary to extend
the north drive at the 205-foot level to determine whether
features present at higher levels do persist. It will be
necessary in any future exploration to recognise those features
Which are responsible for the localisation of wolfrars. If this
Is done the necessity of minin .j barren sections of t , e lode will
be Obviated. Present evidence indicates that most of the features
on the reef plunge to the south parallel eith the intersection of
the lode with the beddin,;. of the country rock, and similar
behaviour has been Observed on almost every large lode on the
field. , tentative prediction of the plunge of any ew feature
can thus be made.

The lode has been mined successfully over a length of
about 350 feet c.t the 112-foot level, and has e total known
length of 1,000 feet. It is therefore considered that the
present grade in the mine will persist to at least 350 feet.
The mine has yielded between 150 tons and 200 tons of concen-
trates from an estimated 9,000 tons of ore, which gives a. grade
of about 1.7 .70 x to 2.3 WO,: a little higher than Tlossfeld's
figure (19)41). However Hossf'eld's figure was based on all ore
mined, whereas recognition of the features which control the
"makes" should permit selective mining to a grade of at lest
2% WO

3°

It is estimated that a further 9,000 tons of ore are
available above the 350-foot level. On previous indications
the possible ore reserves are therefore between 150 tons and
200 tons of wolfram.

No. 1 Lode 

The No. 1 Lode lies between 150 feet and 180 feet east
of, and parallel to, the Vain Lode. It is about 600 feet long
in outcrop and strikes at about 360 degrees. The richest and
widest section of the lode, where the reef attains a maximum
Observed width of 15 inches, lies in the same belt of siltstone
as the rich sectien of the Main Lode. To the north of this
section the lode consists of one reef rangine in width from 2
inches to 10 inches. Scattered open cuts indicate that the
lode was unprofitable to mine. Three shafts have been put down
on the richer section but the depth and extent of development
is not known. The lode disappears to the south beneath the
alluvium of the gully which crosses the centre of the group
(PL2ATE 32). A projection of the strike of the lode intersects
the No. 2 Lode at the No. 2 Shaft (fLATE 32).

The lode is reported to carry moderately rich but patchy
ore, and this fact, toeether with the small width of the reef,
has militated against its profitable operation. Further rich
patches of wolfram are endoubtedly available, but their exploit-
ation will be dependent upon suitable economic conditions.

No. 2 Lode

The No. 2 Lode strikes beteen 020 degrees and 03e degrees,
and has been traced for 300 feet aputh of, and 400 feet north
of, the central gully. The lode is poorly defined and consists
of a large number of narrow quartz reefs dipping steeply to the
west. In strone contrast to other lodes it fans out into an
unusually large number of veins, up to 6 inches wide, where it
lies in the siltstone north of the gully. These veins have been
Prospected with little success, from many shallow pit •

The No. 2 Shaft was put down at the intersection of the
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No. 2 Lode with the No. 5 Lode and the No. 1 Lode (PLATE A),
and, judging by the amount of waste rock in the dump, a
considerable amount of development was undertaken. This
appears to be the only place on the lode where a payable grade
of wolfram 7:as Obtained. The lode does not warrant further
exploration.

No. 3 Lode 

The No. 3 Lode lies parallel to and about 100 feet east
of the No. 2 Lode and is the sal -Le length. It conforms to the
nonual behaviour of the lodes in that the widest and richest
section lies in siltstone, It consists of one reef in this
section, but to the south IL splits and oecomes irregular.
The richest section has seen extensively open cut, and an edit,
now inaccessisle, was put in. However it secs unlikely thaL
the ad-it is very long as the reef aoes not maintain its width
or continuity to the north. No information is available on the
grade of the ore won from this reef. The ooservsa maximum width
was 23 incnes and the reef dips west at about 30 degrees. Further
exploration of this section of the reef is definitely justified,
and should be directed at testing the reef below the large open
cut where it is at its widest.

The lode has been tested in Olsens Tunnel (PLATE 32) where
it consists of one reef which ia rarrow, vertical, and poor.
Local rich patches of wolfram are present in the southern section
of the lode, but underground development does not appear to be
justified.

A possibility of further rich ore exists at the projected
intersection of the No. 3 Lode and the No. 5 Lode north of Olsens
Tunnel (PLATE 32). If this intersection exists, and it is believed
that it does, a limited tonnage of wolfram should be available, but
the intersection is at present covered by dump.

cat Line

The West Line consists of a series of discontinuous irre gular
reefs striking between 360 degrees and 020 degrees, and extending
for about 700 feet from north to south. The reefs range in width
from 5 inches to 15 inches and dip west at Go degrees to 30 degrees.

Hossfeld (1941), reports that at least two tons of wolfram
were won from a shallow Shaft on the Fortune Lease ( PLATE 32) on
a reef which has also been developed from an edit. The reef is 14
inches wide and dips west at 70 degrees. Othe*hallow shafts have
been put down on various reefs in the line, none of which arc now
accessible. It appears that nowhere are any of the reefs rich
enough or consistent enough to support extensive development. They
are suitable only for rapid exploitation of mall rich patches of
ore lying near the surface during periods of high wolfram prices.
A recurrence of such conditions might justify the exploration of
reefs on the lina for further ore near the surface.

Central Line 

The Central Line exhibits much the sr- Tie characteristics as
the ,est Line except at the northern end. It lies north-east from
the :est Line. It is about 700 feet long, and in the south it
trends at about 025 degrees, but this changes gradually to the
north, and at the northern end the line consists essentially of
one lode striking at 360 degrees.

In the south payable wolfram is limited to irregular rich
patches exploitable only near the surface, but to the north a
greater amount of enrichment appears to have taken place in two
localities. The first of these is at the intersection of the line
with what is thought to be the eastern end of the No. 5 Lode
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(MATE 32). A shaft, in which water stands a few feet
below the collar, was put down on the intersection. No
results are known, but the amount of mullock indicates
that development was not extensive.

The greatest amount of development has been done in
the lode at the northern end of the line, where two shafts
25 feet and 30 feet deep have been sunk. The lode consists
of two parallel reefs up to 11 inches wide. 2urther ore
may be won from this section, and from other parts of the
line, but the irregularity and discontinuity of the reefs
do not enhance the prospects for future developments.

lalsh t s Line

. alshs Line is the largest and most complex of the
three lines in the centre Oj the group. It consists of
a mass of reefs weich intersect continuously, and Which
have strikes ranging from about 360 degrees to 030 degrees.

The dip of the reefs varies from 70 degrees west to
vertical, and the eidth from 2 inches to 12 inches. •Lecause
of the numerous intersections local enrichment of the reefs
is unusually common. All the wider reefs have been exploited
from extensive open cuts and there has been considerable under-
ground development, particularly towards the southern end of
the line. Four shafts were accessible during 1956, but several
other Shafts up to 50 feet deep had been abandoned.

Dodds Shaft and the Water Shaft (ELATE 32), were put down
on a reef striking between 075 degrees and 080 degrees which
crosses the line. This reef is vertical or dips steeply to
the north, and is heavily mineralised with copper. It inter-
sects several reefs which strike north, and these intersections
are usually the foci for enrichment of wolfram and copper.
There has also been enrichment of wolfram and copper on faults
in the reef; and a split in the reef which strikes north in
the “ater Shaft has localised enrichment of wolfram. Drives
about 60 feet long extend west from each shaft, and there is
a short cross-cut from each drive on one of the larger cross
reefs.

Little ground now remains unbroken between the two drives.
The drive from the Jater Shaft is filled below to an unknown
depth for about 30 feet west from the shaft. There has also
been same stoping above the upper drive. 2utere development
will involve testine of the reef below the stoped ground in
the lower drive, and will be hampered by water.

Stewarts Shaft (ELATE 32) was -being cleaned out in 1956
and was accessible to 125 feet. Development to the south has
ceased where the reef pinches on a strong Shear striking at
about 040 degrees. Teovement along the shear has been horizontal
and the reef has been dragged ti the west. The stopes to the
north of the Shaft were inaccessible and their extent is unknown,
but very rich ore is reported to have been obtained. Stewarts
Shaft was started on the reef which runs through the Old Shaft
(PLATE 32), but a second reef was encountered in the hanging-
wall and this was followed thereafter. The hangineeall reef
dips at 85 degrees or steeper to the west, and is from 3 inches
to 11 inches wide.

Theee shafts have been put down on the southern end of
the line. These were in existence in 1940 (Hossfeld 1941) and
as far as can be ascertained, have not been used since. They
all lie on the fortune Lease, which was known as "Cadogans
Lease" in 1940. According to Hossfeld, two of the shafts were
51.5 feet deep, and the thIrii was 36.5 feet deep. He further
states that -
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"The most northerly shaft, 51.5 feet in
depth, has been sunk on two reefs each
12 inches in width at the surface, which
junction below the surface, to form a
reef 24 inches wide. At a depth of 34
feet a drive was put in for a distance
of 15 feet to the southward. At the
bottom of the shaft drives have been
put in for 10 feet northward and 15
feet southward. In the face of both
drives the width of the reef is 12 inches.

Thirty feet to the south of this
shaft a second shaft was mu* to a depth
of 51.5 feet on a reef which was 12 inches
wide at the surface. Short drives were put
In at the 20 and 46-foot levels. In the
drive at the 46-foot level two reefs occur
4 and 2 inches in width respectively. A
drive at the bottom of the shaft showed a
reef which was 12 inches in width. A third
shaft, 36.5 feet in depth, is situated 95
feet to the south of No. 2 Shaft. A few
short drives were put in from this shaft."

The underground and surface development on these
reefs had produced about 7 tons of wolfram, but Hossfeld
states that "the present owner however, reported that
results obtained by him have been very poor."

Some rich ore has been won from reefs on alsh's
Line and further rich patches of wolfram certainly remain.
The richer reefs have already been exploited to a consid-
erable depth and, in view of the uncertainty concerning
the persistence of the reefs and the location of further
high grade ore, future development must be undertaken with
caution.

Extended Lode 

The Extended Lode marks the eastern limit of the Hit
or Miss Group. It strikes at about 030 degrees and crops
out over a length of about 500 feet, but is obscured by
mullock over a greater part of this length. It may continue
to the south under alluvium but any southern extension is
unlikely to prove profitable as in common with other lodes,
the richest part of the lode is confined to a short central
section. This section has been developed from two shafts.
The Extended Shaft to the north has been abandoned and was
inaccessible in 1956. It is inclined to the west but is of
unknown depth. Korners Shaft to the south (PLATE 32), is
also inclined to the west, and the total depth is unknown
as the shaft contained water below the 61-foot level.

The mine was abandoned in July 1956, and the 61-foot
level is now also under water.

The lode in Korners Shaft consists of two parallel
reefs dipping west at 57 degrees to 66 degrees. The two
reefs are joined by leaders at intervals and the width of
the hangingwall reef and the footwall reef varies from place
to place. The aggregvte width of quartz varies from 5 inches
to 22 inches (ELATE 30).

The footwall reef has been lost 20 feet north of the
shaft at the 61-foot level, but the hangingwall reef has been
followed for nearly 100 feet to the north. This reef ranges
in width from 6 inches to 15 inches and dips west at 50 degrees
to 64 degrees. It is generally poor, except between 40 N and

•
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47 N where it intersects a "copper reef" striking at 080
degrees and dipping north at 75 degrees to 77 degrees.
The channel of the "copper reef" has been displaced by
the main reef, the east block moving north relative to
the west block, but the quartz in both reefs is contem-
poraneous.

The 'copper reef" is 9 inches to 17 inches wide. It
carries abundant secondary copper minerals and some wolfram.
The reef has been stoped below the 61-foot level to an unknown
depth, and has been driven on for 29 feet wee,: from the inter-
section at the 61-foot level. It is split at the face, and
also east of the intersection. This reef could not be accur-
ately identified at the surface either east or west of the
Extended Lode, and its extent is unknown.

The hangingwall reef of the Extended Lode has been removed
to an unknown depth south of Korners Shaft, but the stope ends
20 feet south of the shaft at the 42-foot level. The tonnage
of wolfram won from this stope is not known. The footwall reef
remains at the 42-foot level. Local enrichment has token place
at the junction of this reef with two narrow leaders in the
footwall. It is reported that the lode has been entirely stoped
above the 33-foot level between Korners Shaft and the Extended
Shaft. A drive to the north 27 feet long remains at the 17-foot
level. The reefs in this drive have an aggregate width of 18-
inches to 22 inches, and wolfram was Showing in the hanEin all
reef near the northern end of the drive.

The reopening of this mine will require a considerable
amount of "cleaning out". It is reported that rich patches of
ore have been mined on the lode, but owing to the total lack of
information on the location und plunge of the:;e patches, and the
depth of the workings, no recommendations for further development
can be made.

No. 4 Lode 

No. 4 Lode differs significantly from the other lodes in
the group in dip and strike. It has been traced for 360 feet,
and over most of this length consists of one or two reefs striking
at about 045 degrees and dipping north at 45 degrees. It becomes
Irregular and ends against the Extended Lode at its north-eastern
end, and it disappears beneath rubble and alluvium at its south-
western end (MATE 32). It has been exploited over a greater
part of its length Prom shallow shafts and open cuts.

Although it apparently carries a more consistent grade of
ore than many of the lodes in the group, the shallow nature of
the openings suggests that the grade was low. Development of
the lode at deeper levels, particularly to the south-west where
it intersects itilsh's Line, may be possible during a period of
high wolfram prices.

Bo. 5 . Lode

The existence of this lode is mainly conjecture and has
been blpflp5red from the presence of short sections of reef, which
are 6611144o4c in dip and strike, at either end of the postulated
position of the lode (FLAT 32). At the , ;estern end a reef inter-
sects No. 2 Lode and the Main Lode, and at the eastern end a reef
intersects the Central Line. The two reefs dip north at about
70 degrees, and strike at about 080 degrees.

The presence of shafts, now inaccessible, at the inter-
section of this lode with No. 2 Lode and with the Central Line
indicate that there has been some enrichment at these intersection
It is possible therefore that there has been enrichment at the
intersection of this lode with the No. 3 Looe. suitable economic
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conditions might justify the testing of this possibility,
and the lode might also support development at other places
along its length.

Silver Granites Lode and Copper Lode (PLATES 35,37)

These two lodes are intimately associated in the Silver
Granites l'ine and are therefore described together. They
strike at between 070 degrees and 040 degrees along various
portions of their lengths and are almost parallel at the
eastern end. They form a discrete westerly extension of the
Hit or Miss Group, and die out to the east where they meet
the rest of the group.

Sultans Reef is the most westerly north-striking reef on the
Hit or Niss Group. It strikes at 340 degrees, dips either east or
west of vertical, and is from 6 inches to 13 inches wide. It has
been tested over a length of 160 feet by drives north and south
from Sultans Shaft (FATE 33). Small patches of rich ore were
encountered in the drive, mainly at the intersection of the reef
with narrow cross-veins. Sultans Reef intersects the Silver
Granites Lode and the Copper Lode at their eastern end, :Ind marks
the eastern limit of these lodes, as they are represented only by
a few barren veins to the east of the intersection.

The Silver Granites Lode and the Copper Lode lie in a wide
zone of shearing which can be traced east from Sultans Reef into
the body of the Hit or Miss Group; and west from Sultans Reef for
about 650 feet, where it ends in a zone of shearing which strikes
north-east and is associated with one of the major faults which
bound the Hit or I iss Group. The two lodes are 80 feet apart at
their easter_ end, but converge slowly to the west, until the
Co per Lode splits, the southern reef crossing the Silver Granites
Lode, and the northern reef, which is indeterminate, continuing
roughly parallel to the Silver Granites Lode (PLATE 35). The
Silver Granites Lode strikes at 075 degrees and dips steeply to
the north. The Cooper Lode strikes at 060 degrees east of the
split, and the southern limb strikes at 040 degrees.

Underground development has been restricted to a short
section where the two lodes cross. ;est of the mine both lodes
become irregular and die out in sheared volcanic rocks. Both
lodes carry large quantities of copper and two parcels of ore
from the mine were sold in 1956 lig 1957. One of these included
ore from the Copper Show Group,^the tonnage from the respective
groups is not known. About 15 tons of ore assaying between
Cu and 147% Cu were sold.

Pour shafts have been put down on the two lodes, two of which
were inaccessible in 1956. The lain Shaft had been put down close
to the intersection of the two lodes and was 62 feet deep in July,
1956. A drive connects this shaft with No. 2 Shaft to the South-
west. A second drive at the 48-foot level had been filled from
the No. 2 Shaft and was only partly accessible. These two drives
follow the Copper Lode, but east of the Main Shaft two short drives
at the 62-foot level and the 48-foot level have been put in on the
Silver Granites Lode. The Main Shaft was sunk to a new level early
in 1957 and a drive was put in on the Copper Lode north-east of the
Vain Shaft, revealing very rich wolfram and copper.

The Silver Granites Lode is extremely irregular in width and
dip. It is exposed east of the Main Shaft for about 40 feet at
the 62-foot level, and for a similar length at the 48-foot level,
and consists of one or more reefs ranging in width from 8 inches
to 14 inches, and in dir from 85 degrees south to 63 degrees north.
It has been displaced by several faults which strike roughly
parallel to the Copper Lode and dip between 69 degrees and 85
degrees to the south-east. The reef has not been tested in the
present workings west of the intersection with the Copper Lode,
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but a disused shaft lies on the lode further to the west.

The Copper Lode is more prone to splitting, and has
been displaced to a small extent by the Silver Granites
Lode but the quartz in two lodes is of the same age. The
Lode consists essentially of one reef 9 inches to 15 inches
wide which dips north at from 55 degrees to 84 degrees.

•
Both lodes carry malachite, bornite, chalcocite, and

molybdenite in addition to wolfram. Native bismuth is
thought to be present and mica is common. "Spotted dog"
is common in the more regular sections of the reefs, but
there has been enrichment of wolfram, and to a lesser extent
copper where the reef has split. There has been no enrichment
at the intersection of the two lodes.

The lodes have been proved to carry high grade ore but
have not been exhaustively tested to the north-east or south-
west. .!;vidence from the surface indicates that the reefs become
narrower away from the intersection of the lodes but, providing
a high jrade of ore is maintained, it should be possible to
exploit both lodes further to the north-east than has so far
been done. The deepest level of development is now about 90
feet but there has been little work done at this level. The
reefs show no sign of decrease in grade or width at depth and
there is no reason to suspect that they will not persist to at
least 200 feet. No information is available on the overall grade
of ore won, but verbal reports indicate that it compares favour-
ably with the other lodes at Hatches Creek. It is estimated
that a grade of at least 1.5% .d0-4 can be confidently expected
at lower levels within the laterel limits of existing development.

On present indications the production of copper ore will
considerably %augment earnings from the sale of wolfram, and will
certainly offset the penalties incurred by the incomplete separ-
ation of copper from the wolfram. 3eparation of the ores has
been conducted by hand in the past, but it should be possible
to develop a small unit which can be installed at the mine,
capable of magnetic separation of the wolfram and copper in the
concentrates.

Development has been mainly restricted to a section of the
Copper Lode about 120 feet long. Assuming a grade of 1.5,4 WO3It is estimated that 1100 tons of ore containing 24 tons of
concentrates are available above the 200-feet level.

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Wolfram has been won in the past from a very large number
of reefs within the Hit or Miss Group, some of which are very
rich but patchy which renders their exploration uncertain. Most
of the smaller reefs will not support other than surface operations,
and on these reefs ore near the surface has been extensively
exploited. Systematic exploration of these smaller reefs during
periods of high prices will yield a limited tonnage of ore.
However it is considered that attention should be concentrated on
those lodes which have been successfully exploited at depth in the
past. The amount of information on the lodes, and the disrepair
of the mines, varies considerably, and the reopening or exploration
of any lode will be dependent on the prevailing economic conditions.

If the group is to be developed as a whole, quickest returns
will be obtained from the Main Lode and the Copper Lode and this
will provide a sound basis for further exploration. The method
of employing several tribute parties on the various lodes has
proved successful in the past and is likely to prove the most
satisfactory method of development in the future. However it
must be borne in mind that any large scale operations at depths
in excess of about 250 feet will require the sinking of vertical
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shafts and the installation of heavier equipment than
has been used in the past. Although development has
not reached 200 feet except on the Main Lode many of
the more important lodes have been tested to about
100 feet. If a long-term policy of development is
envisaged it will be necessary to take these factors

•^into account.

Two lines of exploration should be followed. The
lodes lying in siltstone, i.e. No. 1 Lode and No. 3 Lode,
should be tested. These lodes are relatively long and
well defined, and they could increase in width and grade
at lower levels. Exploration elsewhere should be concen-
trated on sections of reefs known to be rich, and on inter -

sections of lodes and reefs striking north, with lodes and
reefs striking east.

Attention should also be given to the possibility of
developing ELI.Sh t s Line from one vertical shaft centrally
placed. There is in this area a very heavy concentration
of reefs, striking east and north, some of which are known
to carry high grade ore, and it would be possible to explore
the line thoroughly, by driving and cross-cutting on the
various reefs, thus Obviating the unnecessary breaking of
waste rock.

The calculation of possible ore reserves has been
restricted to the Main Lode and the Copper Lode, as these
are the only two about which sufficient is known. However
exploration on other lodes could prove twice or three times
as much wolfram withiu, 200 feet of the surface.

KANGAROO GROUP, (MATES 4, 38, 50, 11,0 and AL)

General .

The Kangaroo Group was named by Hossfeld (1941), but
according to his description, he included the silver Granites
Lode and the Copper Lode in the Kangaroo Group. The Kangaroo
Group lies about half a mile north-west of the Hit or lass
Group, and a little over a mile and a half south-west of Goat
Hole.

The dominant feature of the group is the Kangaroo Line
(...1tzci.gh.1+, a continuously mineralised line of Shearing
about a mile long and trending north-east. This line has no
equivalent at Hatches Creek. It is poor at the extremities,
where it consists of short discontinuous quartz reefs, but
richer in the central part, where it consists of many reefs
lying parallel or en echelon along a wide shear zone. There
are many other reefs and lodes of varying strike in this
central section, which is covered by the Lady Harlilton Lease,
Bransons Lease, and the Lost Corner Lease (PLATE 40). Some
of them are wide and well defined, but they have not proved
as rich as the more important lodes in other groups.

The central part of the group covers an area about 1 500
feet by 1250 feet. The Kangaroo Line projects 1500 feet to
the north-east of this where it traverses the Euro Lease, and
about 2,000 feet to the south-west Where it traverses the
Prodigal Lease and the 3t. John Lease. A naMber of small
unconnected reefs lie on the Good Luck Lease, which lies to
the south of the Lady Hamilton Lease and Bransons Lease (MATE

History

The "Kangaroo Claim" and "Hamiltons Claim", occupying
much the same ground as the present Lady Hamilton Lease, were

I.
^ held in 1916 (Oliver, 1916). The "Edith Claim" lay to the west
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of the "Kangaroo", and "Burgess Claim" lay to the south.
All these claims had been abandoned by 1923. Er. J. Walsh
acquired the Hamilton Lease and Kangaroo Lease in about
1937, and them two leases were held by him and his estate

• until 1949, when they were bought by the present owner, Mr.
V. Knight. They were later re-registered as the Lady Hamilton
Lease, in the name of Yrs. V. Knight. The early history of the

• other leases is uncertain. They have been held from time to
time by different owners but operations have been confined
mainly to unsystematic open-cutting. The Lost Corner Lease
has been under continuous opertion since 1939 at least, but
at that time it was known as the "Business". The other leases
were registered in their present names, and with their present
boundaries, in 1949 or later.

Production

The recorded production from the group is 88.25 tons
of concentrate worth £69,653. To this must be added production
from the Kangaroo Lease and Hamilton Lease between 1959 and 1943
which was included in the bulk production from all of “alsh's
Leases, and which is totally unknown; and production from the
group prior to 1940 which is also unknown. The Lotal production
from the group has almost certainly been more than 10o tons.
Producti on recorded from the individual leases is as follows:-

Leas^ Concentrates^Value,

Lost Corner^30.88 tons^£15,647
Lady Hamilton^25.45 tons^$31,082
Good Luck^ 19.94 tons^44,779
Bransons^ 9.78 tons^g14,811
Prodigal^ 1.78 tons^42,179
Euro^ 1.34 tons^111,800
St. John^ 0.24 tons^$ 283 

Total 89.41 tons^£70,581

 

The Good Luck Lease produced over 16 tons of wolfram
during 1945, but the owner of the lease at that time also owned
other leases at Hatches Creek, and production from his other leases
may be included in this total. Table 15 gives the recorded
production of wolfram from the three leases Which cover the
richer central part of the group. Production from Bransons
Lease before 1950 is not known but may have been relatively
large.

Geology

The Kangaroo Group is situated on the south flalk of
Dooleys Ridge, and the lodes lie in interbedded sedimentary
rocks and volcanic rocks to the north, and in volcanic rocks
containing a few small isolated lenses of quartzite to the
south ('LATE 38). The dip is to the south at 42 degrees to
65 degrees and the strike 073 derees to 030 degrees. Vaulting,
mainly on the Lost Corner Lease, is common but displacement has
been small. The rocks are alternating siltstone, greywacke,
sandstone, and quartzite, interbedded with flows of acid
porphyritic volcanic rock. Only the two thickest flows have
been differentiated on the map. These lens sharply, one to
the east and the other to the west (PLATE 38). The southern
part of the group lies in volcanic rocks containing a few small,
sharply lenticular bodies of tough, light coloured quartzite.
The volcanic rocks are acid porphyries and have been hornfelsed
and recrystallised in places.

The main part of the group is bounded to the south by a
thick quartzite which is a western extension of the sedirdentary
rocks on the northern part 02 the Nit or Miss Group. The Kangaroo

• _
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TABLE 15

PART OF KANGAROO GROUP. HATCHES GROUP

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF 40LFRAr CONCENTRATES, 1939 - 1958

Year Ending^LADY ILieJLTON LEASE^BRANBONS LEASE LOJT COUNER LEASE TOTAL
30th June^Concentrates ̂Value^Concentrates^Value

Tons^ Ton ,:,
Concentrates

Tons
Value Concentrates^Value

Tons^A',

1939
9401

1941
19)4.2

0.30
0.95
5.114
1.10

45 ( a)
137

1,250 (a)
353

0.30
0.95
5.114
1,10

45 (d
137

1,230 (d
353

1943 3.06 1,095 3,06 1,095
1944 0.29^65 3.20 918 3.149 983
1945 •••• 2.38 862 2.35 362
1946 1.16 411 1.16 411
1947 - 2.34 823 2.314 323
1948 0.62^372 3.30 1,700 (a) 3.92 2,072 (d
1949 1.70^691^(c)^(e) 0.98 401 2.68 1,092
1950 1.30^462^0.1^25 0.23 91 1.63 573
1951 3.20^5,269^0.06^54 1.03 1,225 4.29 6,548
1952 4. 59^3,612^3.98^6,855 1.17 1,928 9.714 17,395
1953 4. 84^6,778^4. 56^6,846 1.79 2,608 11.19 16,232
1954 6.141^6,351^0.514^544 0.84 709 7.79 7,604
1955
1956

^0.01^29^-,^-

^

1.93^1,899^O. 54^437
1.31
-

737 1,32
2.147

766
2,386

1957 ONO0.56^544 0.35 334 0,91 1,039
1958 ••11 0.25 40 0.25 _____42_
Total 2 5. 45^31,082^9.78^14,811 30.88 15,6147 66.11 61,691 ( a

(a) Value calculated from mean price of wolfram for relevant year.
(b) Production included with that from other leases owned by Walsh.

(c) No production recorded prior to 1950.
(d) Includes estimated figures.



Group lies at the same stratigraphic horizon as the
1 asters Gully Group (MATE 4).

The central part of the group contains two
intersecting "lines" of reefs, one trending at about
055 degrees and the other trending at about 015 degrees.
The lines intersect towards the north-eastern corner of
Bransons Lease. There a npears to have been intense
fracturing associated with this intersection, and possibly
with the faults in the country rock, us the other reefs in
the area are short and irregular, and strike in a number of
directions.

The reefs are relatively free of impurities. rica,
commonly as a selvedge, is usually present. Reefs lying
In the sedimentary rocks carry little but wolfram, quartz,
and mica. Yolybdenite and copper minerals are present in
mall amounts in reefs lying in the volcanic rocks. Separ-
ation of impurities has not so far proved necessary, and the
lack of iron oxides and secondary copper mineralisation suggest
that the ore is not contaminated in the primary zone.

Grade and Control

"olfram has been deposiued mainly where faults of snail
displacement, which dip narth and strike roughly east, inter-
sect the reefs. The reefs are also offset by many mall faults
caused by movement along the bedding planes, but these have not
served as foci for the deposition of wolfram. However very few
underground workings were accessible and these observpti lons
cannot be regarded as conclusive. It is known from vaLQ4
reports that rich "makes" are present and that "spotted dog"
is rare. One of these "makes" in the Lady Hamthon !'ine yielded
8 tons of concentrates from 170 tons of ore, which indicates a
grade of 3.05 '30 7. It is estimated that about 620 tons of ore
were won from the -)shaft, and according to the owner 7.2 tons of
wolfram concentrates were obtained, assaying just over 65J d0 7 .
The overall grade of ore from the mine has therefore been abodt
0.8;'^or 1.2;4 of concentrates. 2igures provided by the
owner Ar the Kangaroo Shaft (PLATE M), indicate a grade of
0.26% :0

3' 
which seems unusually low. The owner reports that

the reef is very poor, but that richer ore was obtained in the
old part of the mine.

Kangaroo Line

The Kangaroo Line, as previously stated, can be traced
over a distance of nearly a mile, but the richer reefs are
confined to the central part (PLATES 4, 38). In this section
the line consists of a wide shear zone containing many reefs
lying en echelon and side by side. The reefs strike at 055
degrees to 060 degrees, and dip north at 50 degrees to 80
degrees. They are up to 36 inches wide in places. The line
has been tested from many shallow pits and shafts over most
of its length, but deeper shafts are confined to the central
section. Only one of these, the Kangaroo Shaft, was accessible
in 1956. The others are now filled with water or debris and
no information is available for any of them except Andersons
Shaft (PLATE 38), which is reported to have been sunk to an
inclined depth of about 120 feet on a reef 15 inches wide.
Some rich "makes" were mined.

Several shafts have been put down on the line on Bransons
Lease (PLATE 38), same believed to be of considerable depth,
and it is reported that a large tonnage of concentrates was
won. The line becomes increasingly dispersed and irregular
to the south-west of Bransons Lease, in contrast to its north-
eastern end Where it narrows to a line of single reefs. The

NV
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1= dispersion is apparent at the south-western corner
of Bransons Lease ( PLATE 39), and beyon4 this, on the
3t. John Lease and the Prodigal Lease, short, narrow
reefs are spread over an area about 2,500 feet long from
east to west and about 2,000 feet from north to south.
In the northern part of this area most of them have an
easterly strike, but in the soudiem part, on the Prodigal
Lease, they have e northerly strike. Moat of the development
in this area has been restricted to shallow open-cuts, but
there are a few shallow shafts.

The Kangaroo Shaft has been put down on one of the
largest reefs on the line to a vertical depth of 136 feet.
The reef, which has been exposed for 147 feet at the 136-
foot level, has an average width of about 24 inches and dips
north at 65 degrees to 75 degrees; except east of 107 E, where
it splits into two reefs of equal width and having a shallower
dip of 55 degrees to 60 degrees. The reef has been displaced
by a =Either of faults striking approximately north and dipping
very steeply either to the east or to the west. The contact
between sedimentary rocks and volcanic rocks was met 45 feet
east of the shaft (MATE 59).

The reef is barren from about 60 N to 105 N. Some wolfram
is present towards the east face of the irive, and also immed-
iately east of the shaft, but the greatest enrichment has taken
place in the hangingwall of a fault which dips steeply to the
west and intersects the reef at 9. The reef had been removed
to a height of 12 feet in this section and wolfram was showing
abundantly in the backs. Some stoping had also been undertaken
bet%;een the shaft and 40 E but with limited success.

A drive 26 feet long was put in to the east at the 79-foot
level, but was abandoned when it broke through into the old
workings. A fault striking east of north, and dipping steeply
to the east has displaced the reef four feet into the footwall
going east, at the breakthrough. Loss of the reef on this fault
was probably the reason for the abandoni:lent of the old workings.
Ore from this drive bulked 1.7,; W03.

A limited amount of stoping has been undertaken west of
the shaft above the 79-foot level. The atope is now filled but
the reef is exposed for 26 feet in the backs. It has split into
a hangingwall reef 12 inches wide and a footwall reef 15 inches
wide, and the 1.eefs are displaced at the face by a fault dipping
steeply to the east. Enrichment of the lode may have been caused
by either the split or the fault.

Rich ore is reported to have been won from the old workings,
now inaccessible, to the east of the Kangaroo Shaft. The limits
of underground development are not known. A rich "make" was
localised at the intersection of the lode with a narrow reef
striking west of north.

Recent development from the Kangaroo 3haft has been dis-
appointing, and no evidence is available to indicate the reason
for this. The present owner put in the long drive at the 136-foot
level in an attempt to locate downward extension of the rich ore
encountered in the old workings but was not successful. Evidence
from other lodes at Hatches Creek suggest that if a shoot is
present it will plunge approximately parallel to the stratification
of the country rock, but at the Kangaroo Mine this has not happened.
Two alternatives remain: either the shoot, if present, - )lunges to
the east and has not yet been located at the 136-foot level; or
the enrichment reported in the old workings was purely local and
controlled by some feature unknown, which seams more likely.

A limited tonnage of wolfram should be available below the
136-foot level on the fault which intersects the reef at 9 W at
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that level, but deepening of the shaft does not appear
to be justified merely to obtain such a small amount.
Past experience has indicated that wolfram is present in
patches not only in the Kangaroo Mine, but elsewhere along
the Kangaroo Line. Future prospecting will therefore be
uncertain and cannot be recommended except under very
favourable economic conditions.

Lady Hamilton Line

The Lady Hamilton Line trends a little west of south
from the north-west corner of the Lady liamilton Lease to
an intersection with the Kangaroo Line on Bransons Lease
(MATE 38). It consists of a number of lodes, striking
between 340 degrees and 020 degrees, which are vertical
or dip to the west at 65 degrees or steeper. The line lies
in interbedded siltstone, sandstone, greywacke, quartzite,
and volcanic rock at the northern end, and in acid volcanic
rocks at the southern end. The lodes are more prolific to
the north. All the lodes have been tested extensively from
shallow open cuts, but only three have been developed below
ground.

Lady Hamilton Lode.

This lode has been tested to a depth of 107 feet from
the Lady Hamilton Shaft ( PLATE 36). The north drive at
this level, reported to be 86 feet long, was inaccessible
in 1956. The south drive is 45 feet long, and the reef in
this drive is 16 inches to 19 inches wide. Two patches aC
rich wolfram were risen on (PLATE 42), but the patches were
small. The reef is displaced right handed by a fault striking
parallel to the bedding of country rocks but dipping north at
70 degrees. The country rocks strike at 070 degrees to 080
degrees and dip south at 45 degrees to 55 degrees.

A short drive to the south at the 93-foot level encountered
a pocket of rich ore at 16 3 where the reef pinches to a width
of 11 inches (ELATE 40). This "make" had not been fully explored
at the time of the examination. The reef has been driven on for
49 feet north of the shaft at this level, and some stoping has
been carried out. It changes strike at 25 N and is 40 inches
wide in the backs of the stope at this point, but any relation-
ship between the change of strike and the deposition of wolfram
was not apparent. Narrow reefs Cross the lode at this level
and at other levels. They are 4 inches to 6 inches wide, strike
parallel with the bedding of the host rock, and dip steeply to
the north OP to the south.

A short drive has been put in to the south at 71 feet but
was abandoned as the reef narrows rapidly to the south from 38
inches to 10 inches. The pinching in the reef plunges to the
south, parallel to the bedding. A drive was put in to the south
at the 55-foot level and was also abandoned, but some stoping
has been carried out north of the shaft at this level. The
stope is now filled but the reef is visible in the backs.

The behaviour of the reef at the 36-foot sub-level is
unusual. The reef is 30 inches wide at the shaft, splits to
the north, and the two branches of the split rejoin further
to the north on the hangingwall of a fault (IIATE 40), but
remain as two distinct reefs having a common wall. This phenomenon
has not been Observed anywhere else at Hatches Creek. One of
the reefs follows the fault for a short distance but the other
has not been affected by the fault. The fault strikes at 08D
degrees and dips to the north at 55 degrees, and there is little
doubt that it was contemporaneous with the introduction of the
quartz. There has been no enrichment of wolfram in the viciaity
of the fault. Development has been too limited to determine
whether the localisation of wolfram on the reef has been nfined
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to minor features, or whether a shoot is present.
Lany of the minor features on the reef are controlled
by the bedding of the host rock, and plunge to the south-
west at about 45 degrees. The faults which intersect the
reef dip to the north at varying angles. The plunge of
wolfram enrichment could be in either direction

Activities Lode.

This lode lies 60 feet west of the Lady Hamilton Shaft.
A tunnel has been driven for 89 feet on a reef striking
between 339 and 348 degrees and dipping west at 60 degrees
to 70 degrees. The reef is 5 inches to 10 inches wide. The
tunnel is reported to have yielded 0.75 tons of concentrates
from about 37 tons of ore. Enrichment of wolfram has taken
place along faults of small displacement which dip steeply
to the north. Displacement has also taken place along the
bedding planes, but has had no effect on the deposition of

a,^wolfram.

The reported production indicates a grade of over Vo
NO which is sufficiently high to justify further exploration
of3 the lode.

Ho. 1 Lode.

The No. I Lode consists essentially of one quartz reef
ranging in width from 5 inches to i6 inches and dipping west
at 73 degrees to 84 degrees. It has been developed from a
tunnel 180 feet long, and has been partly stoped above and
below the level of the tunnel. The portal of the tunnel lies
about 150 feet south-west of the Lady Hamilton shaft.

The reef has a zig-zag strike with components at about
355 degrees and 010 degrees. The changes of strike plunges
south-west, parallel to the bedding of the countfy rock.
Enrichment of the lode has been controlled by faults of small
displace ,ent striking parallel to the bedding but dipping north.
Faults which dip parallel to the bedding have had no effect on
the deposition of wolfram.

It is reported that 6.45 tons of concentrates were won
from the lode, but as the stopes are mainly inaccessible the
approximate tonnage of ore mined cannot be estimated. Two tons
of wolfram were won in one day from n "make" of almost pure
wolfram associated with a steep north-dipping fault. This lode
Was developed by a trfbuter and operations ceased when the
tributer left the mining field. There is no reason to suspect
that further rich "makes" will not be encountered.

Other Lodes

There are many other less important lodes on the group
(PLATE 38). The lode fissures are associated with at least
three faults on the Lost Corner Lease. On Bransons Lease to
the south the lodes lie in volcanic rocks which contain mall
lenses of tough quartzite, and these may have caused irregular
fissuring in this area.

The reefs exhibit a diversity of strike and dip and are
nowhere very long or very extensively developed. It is reported
that some extremely rich but limited pockets of wolfram have
been mined, and there is no doubt that many similar pockets
remain.

Conclusions and Recomaatndations .

The amount of information on this group is limited.
Available evidence suggests that rich pockets of wolfram are
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but that t:k,1 ,2;r^livegular, and subject to
uornroi only by features on the various reefs which are
themselves irregular. Shoots may be present on some of
the better-defined lodes, but their discovery must await
considerable further development. The future prospects
of the group are not encouraging.

COPPER SHOW LOCALITY

GENERAL.

Two mall groups of tungstebearing deposits half
a mile apart lie about 1 miles west of the Kangaroo Group,
and because of their isolation have been included as a
separate locality. A third group of tungsten and copper
bearing reefs has been reported 2 miles south-west of
this locality, but the deposit was not visited as reports
on it were unfavourable. The Copper Show Group lies in
volcanic rocks in the Hit or Yiss Gully. The Dooleys Nob
Group lies half a mile to the north in sandstone and quart-
zite of Dooleys Ridge. These three groups mark the western
limit of known tungsten mineralisation in the Hatches Creek
district.

DOOLEYS NOB GROUP (PLATE 4)

This group is unimportant, and remarkable only because
the tungsten-bearing reefs lie wholly in sedimentary rocks.
The reefs are short and contain small pockets of wolfram
which have been won from shallow open cuts.

The history of the group is confused. Oliver (1916),
mentions a claim held by Ward and Dooley lying 500 yards
west of'Lames Copper olfram Shoe. The 'Co per Wolfram
Show" corresponds to the Copper Show Group, but the Dooleys
Nob Group lies about 800 yards north of the Copper Show Group.
No tungsten deposits are known west of the Copper Show Group,
and Oliver's description of "lard and Dooley's Claim" can be
applied to Dooleys Nob Group. It is considered that "ard
and Dooley's Claim" corresponds to the "Dooleys Knob" Lease
which covered the Dooleys Nob Group from 1951 to 1954.

The reefs lie parallel to the bedding of the host rock
and dip to the south at about 60 degrees. They are short,
narrow, and poor and do not warrant deeper exploration.

COPPER SHO GROUP (.,-LATES 4 AND LI)
General 

The Copper Show Group consists of a small nuMber of
quartz reefs lying in a strong shear z one which trends south-
east. A great deal of disorganised development has been carried
out from many shallow shafts, all of which have now been
abandoned and are Liostl,, , inaccessible. The complex woliram-
scheelite - copper ore present in the reefs has proved difficult
to market and has militated against successful operation of
the group.

History

Oliver (1916), mentions the presence of copper minerals
on "Warnes Copper :olfram Show" in his report. Hossfeld (1941)
states that operations prior to 1938 had been "negligible",
and also mentions the presence of "deleterious minerals."
Some development was carried out by Chinese labour under the
direction of the Commonwealth Government during the Second
,orld War, but there was little production as far as is known,
until 1950. Since that year the group has yielded a limited
tonnage of both wolfram and copper concentrates. The group
was under operation in June, 1956, but was abandoned shortly

afterwards because of the difficulty of marketing the
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concentrates.

Production

The official records show that the group has
produced 12.32 tons of wolfram concentrates worth
26,953 a;id 44.29 tons of copper ore worth 23,679

a

^

^since 1941. Hossfeld (1941), records that about
10 tons of concentrates were won between 1938 and
1940. Thus the known production from the group has
been about 22 tons of wolfram concentrates. The total
production is not considered to be much 16ore than this.
Table 16 gives the recorded production of wolfram and
copper from the group since 19)11.

TABLE 16 

COPPER 0 O.  GROUP, HATCHES CREEK

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF 4OLFRAY CONCENTRATES

AND COPPER ORE

1941 - 1956

Year Ending
30th June

WOLFRAM
Tons Cons.^Value 2

COPPER
Tons Cons.^Value 2

194 1 1.81 150 (a)
1 942 0.75 97 _ _
1943 - -
1944 1. 5 485 - _
1945-1949 _ _ - _
1950 _ - 12.26 642
1951 - - 4.25 300 (b)
1952 0.71 816 5.25 470
1953 1.77 1,763 -
1954 4.51 2,771 3.63 950 (b)
1955 0.20 117 13.9 1,317
1956 1.07 754 _ _

Total 12.32 6,953 44.29(c) 3,679

(a) Value estimated from mean annual price of wolfram.

(b) Approximate only.

(c) Rep. assay about 32X, Cu on average.

GeologY

As far as can be ascertained the group consists of
two main reefs, and a few of less importance, lying in a
wide shear zone which trends south-east. The reefs are
obscured^alluvium and by numerous spoil clumps • and
outcrop is confined to a few open cuts. Only sheared
volcanic rock was seen in situ, but mica schist, derived
from fine grained sediments, is present in some of the
dumps. The sediments are believed to be small lenses
intercalated with the volcanic rocks.

The reefs range in strike from 380 degrees to 320
degrees and dip to the north at 40 degrees to 80 degrees.
The two main reefs have an average width of about 24
I nches.

The group lies north of a line of quartzite lenses,
which occupy one horizon in the volcanic rocks; and west



of the intersection of two large faults which strike
north-east and north-west respectively. The shearing
in the group is thought to be associated with these
features.

IL ineralopx

The reefs in the group carry a higher percentage
of copper minerals than in any other group at Hatches
Creek. Oliver (1916), stated that wolfram, copper, and
Iron were present in about equal proportions. The
following minerals have been identified.

Tungsten -^wolfram
scheelite
tungstite

Copper^cupro-turvstite
malachite
azurite
chalcocite
bornite

Bismuth^bismite
Iron^limonite
Gangue^fuchsite

muscovite
quartz.

The ore minerals are intimately associated, which
makes separation by hand extremely unsatisfactory.
Magnetic separation of wolfram from the concentrates is
the most feasible method of treatment.

The abundance of secondary minerals and of limonite
indicates that a high percentage of sulphides can be
expected in the primary zone. The position of the water
table is not known but it is considered that the primary
zone will be entered within fifty feet of the lowest level
of development. A similar method to that evolved by Pioneer
Mines N.L. should prove suitable for treatment of ore from
this zone.

Very little information is available on either the
grade or the control o;fthe ore. Hosafeld (1941), gives
an overall grade of 14 wolfram and scheelite for the richest
central reef in the group: and the reefs have an estimated
copper content of 2% to 3%. Owing to the inaccessibility
of the greater part of the underground workings, which are
considerable, no estimate can be made of the total tonnage 07sia.
of ore mined. Vgxtma reports state that reefs are rich,
and that complexity of the ore has been the only barrier to
greater exploitation of the grOup. Various parcels of hand-
picked copper ore dispatched from the mine have assayed as
high as 48% Cu.

Information on the control of the deposition of wolfram
has been mainly derived from the report by Hossfeld (1941).
Ye stat3s that the highest grade of ore was found to lie in
narrow shoots Where the reef is wider, has a more easterly
strike, and dips at 40 degrees to 45 degrees; sections of
the reef dipping steeper than this are poorer. These shoots

a^plunge at very low angles to the east, and their vertical
extent is anall. As a result of this, shafts put down on a
shoot where it crops out have passed into poorer ore at
shallow depths, and have been abandoned, which accounts for
the unusually large number of shallow shafts on the group.
No enrichment of the reef on faults, leaders, or splits in
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the reef was seen in the few exposures of the reefs now
accessible, and Hossfeld makes no mention of this type
of deposition. The persistence of the ore throughout
the reefs suggests that deposition has been primarily
controlled by the attitude of the reef.

Individual Reefs

Past development has been haphazard and uncoordinated,
with the result that the area is now a warren of short shafts,
drives, and stopes, many of which are now filled or collapsed.
The ground is unusually heavy and abandoned openings seldom
remain accessible for long, Termites have actively assisted
the general decay. Only Greens Shaft and Shirleys Shaft, of
12 shafts mapped, were accessible in 1956, and in each case
only a few feet of drive could be examined. The Shafts range
in depth from 20 feet to 80 feet.

Greens Shaft was in use in June, 1956, and was 40 feet
deep and vertical. A cross-cut 21 feet long to the south-
west proved a reef 9 inches to 13 inches wide, striking at
303 degrees, and dipping north-east at 45 degrees to 55 degrees.
The reef was exposed for 34 feet at the time of the examination.
A second reef, 15 inches wide and dipping north-east at 55
degrees, makes in the hangingwall towards the south-east face.
Both reefs carry some wolfram and copper over their exposed
lengths, with enrichment towards both faces of the drive. The
north-west end of the drive lies just above an old level
extending south-east from near Shirleys Shaft (PLATE

Shirleys Shaft was abandoned but accessible, and is
vertical, with a depth of 52 feet. A reef 24 inches wide and
dipping north-east at 40 degrees is exposed over a length of
54 feet at the 52-feet level. Good grade ore is present north-
west of Shirleys Shaft, but the grade decreases to the south-
east. A narrow hangingwall vein lies parallel to the main
reef in strike, but dips at 35 degrees.

An angled cross-cut, bearing at 060 degrees, enters a
second drive to the north-east, which is now inaccessible,
and it is this drive which extends to the south-east below
the drive from Greens Shaft.

Information on the group is so incomplete and erratic
that the arrangement of the reefs has not been fully recognised.
One interpretation of the evidence is shown on PLATE 144
available information has been extrapolated to the 50-foot
level in an attempt to make the picture clearer. The inter-
pretation involves the assumption of two faults, striking
roughly north-east. The easterly fault, running just west
of Bhirleys Shaft and dipping west, was postulated by Hoss-
feld (1941). It must be emphasized that the Interpretation
is very tentative, and could well be disproved by future
operations.

The presence of two reefs lying roughly parallel is
postulated with No. 2 Reef lying between 50 feet and 100
feet in the hangingwall of No. 1 Reef. The two reefs are
faulted, with right-handed displacement, by the shear mentioned
above, which lies west of Shirleys Shaft at the surface.
They are connected, towards the south-east, by a reef striking
more to the east. It is this reef which is exposed at the foot
of Shirleys Shaft. No. 2 Reef is exposed in the drive from
Greens Shaft: the connecting reef joins No. 2 Reef beyond the
north-west face of this drive. No. 1 Reef swings sharply to
the south, and dies out rapidly, at its south-eastern end.
No. 2 Reef could continue a little further to the south-east,
but floes not crop out in the rocks which arc exposed in situ
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within 100 feet to the south-east. The north-western
limits of the two reefs are unknown.

A series of shallow pits extend north-west from
the main workings. A narrow reef is exposed in one of
them. There is a most significant outcrop in the foot-
wall of No. 1 Reef at its south-eastern end. A shallow

• pit has revealed two reefs, 12 inches and 18 inches in
width, below the alluvium. This discovery was not followed
up because no wolfram was exposed, but this reef must be
followed up in future exploration. It could represent a
larger and richer reef system lying to the south-west of
No. 1 Reef and concealed by alluvium.

Some attempts to win eluvial wolfram from nearby gullies
have been unsuccessful as the relief is not sufficiently
rugged to provide efficient transportation and concentration.

Summary and Conclusions

Operations on this group have been inhibited more by
the nature of the ore than by its grade, Which is relatively
high. Unsuccessful attempts to exploit the group from time
to time have been responsible for the present extremely un-
satisfactory condition of the underground workings, and the
Obscuring of what little surface detail was originally visible
by indiscriminate dumping of mullock. As a result of this no
accurate assessment of the group can be made.

The reefs are undoubtedly rich in wolfram and carry a
percentage of copper mineralisation sufficiently high to warrant
the investigation of suitable methods for the separation of the
various components of the ore. If only limited development is
planned, and extensive treatment of the concentrates is not
desired, magnetic separation will yield a marketable wolfram

k

^

^concentrate not liable to heavy penalisation for impurities.
Separation of the scheelite, bismuth, and copper components
will have to be effected by flotation of primary ore and leaching
as well for secondary ore. In this respect the mining of primary
ore is more desirable.

-

No estimate can be made of the persistence of the reefs
and the wJlfram at depth. The reefs show no decrease of width
or grade at the 50 foot level, but the known length of the reefs
is small. In addition the position of the primary zone is unknown.
These factors will have to be determined before any extensive
development is initiated. The reefs are sufficiently close to
justify their development from a single centrally-placed main
shaft, and shirleys Shaft, already 50 feet deep could be utilised.
The group offers good prospects for limited development to a
depth of 100 feet to 150 feet and possibly deeper, but this will
be conditional on a ,uaranteed price for wolfram as quick results
cannot be expected.^he sale of copper should justify its
separation. The possible existence of a third reef, or line of
reefs, to the south-west is encouragirr, and suggests that the
group is larger than has been thought.

Gold Deposits

GENERAL 

• The Hatches Creek district was first prospected for gold
by A. A. Davidson in 1900, but with no success. Since then
various attempts to find and mine gold in the area have been
marked with equally little success. Traces of gold are known
from the Pioneer lodes and comprehensive assaying of the
concentrates would probably reveal the presence of gold in the
ore from other groups on the mineral field, particularly where
accessory ore minerals are common. The gold content of con-



centrates from the Pioneer Vine is high enough for the
buyers to pay for it.

However some deposits of quartz lying to the north-
east of the Pioneer Group have been tested for their gold
content alone, and carry no wolfram. Three small groups

•

^

^lie along the north-eastern flank of the Poseidon Hills.
They are unimportant and need not be considered further.
A fourth group, which is larger, lies east of Hatches Creek
and is known as the Crystal Gold Mine.

CRYSTAL GOLD MINE GROUP

The Crystal Gold Mine lies three miles north-east
of the Pioneer Group and about 200 feet west of the road
to Kurundi$ and Bonney Well. Gold was first reported from
this locality in 1930 ( ANN. REP. N. TERR. ADLINISTRATOR,
1930) but although favourable results were reported to have
been obtained from assays, no production of gold ensued. No
further exploration was carried out until about 1950 When two
shafts were put down in a further attempt to exploit the reefs.
These were abandoned after intersecting quartz reefs at shallow
depths, and as far as is known, gold was not obtained in economic
quantities.

The group lies on a low rise formed by the presence of
mall altered blocks of sedimentary rocks lying in the Pedlar
Gabbro. The bedding in these blocks dips east at 40 to 50
degrees and strikes approximately north. It is parallel to
the bedding of the sedimentary rocks of the Hatches Creek Group
which bound the Pedlar Gabbro 500 yards to the east.

sr

The quartz reefs are exposed intermittently over about
1300 feet, but appear to be Short, and irregular in width.
The group  is dominated by one reef, or a line of discontinuous
reefs ranging in width from 1 foot to 20 feet. It strikes at
about 025 degrees and dips to the east at 45 degrees to 50
degrees. There are many other shorter and thinner reefs which
strike in one of three directions: at about 025 degrees, at 070
degrees, and at 135 degrees. Reefs striking at 025 degrees are
the most abundant.

In the original progrEume of testing, the main line of
reefs was extensively sampled, and a few samples were also
taken from some of the smaller reefs. The results of the
testing have been summarised by Hossfeld (1941) and are given
below.

"A detailed sampling campaign showed that of 67
samples taken on the main line, 41 returned
traces or nil, 10 returned less than I dwt., 9
returned between 1 and 2 dwt., 5 between 2 and
3 dwt., and only two samples returned over 3 dwt.,
the figures being 3.2 dwt. and 3.5 dwt. of gold
per ton over widths of 33 and 30 inches respect-
ively. Six samples taken on reefs parallel to
the main line, returned traces of gold onlyP

!At the northern end two samples taken across
two narrow reefs returned respectively 3.7 dwt.
over 11 inches, and 22.h dwt. over 5 inches.
Only a small part of these rnefs is exposed and
they are not expected to yield much ore."

It is possibly significant that the reef carrying the
highest percentage of gold (22.4 dwt. per ton) contained a
considerable amount of limonite. The figures quoted above
indicate that the richest concentration of gold lies in the
narrower sections of the reefs. The group does not warrant
any further investigation.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

The history of mining at Hatches Creek falls into
three distinct phases, each stimulated by the demanqtor
tungsten. The first phase, from the discovery of wolfram

•^in 1913 to the closing down of the mining field in 1923,
was characterised by the rapid discovery of new deposits
and the exploitation of known deposits to shallow depths.
It was almost universally believed at this time that the
wolfram did not persist at depth, and therefore few attempts
were made to develop the lodes below about 50 feet.

The second phase, between 1934 and 1944, saw the most
.idespread and continuous development of the mineral deposits:
at one stae more than 200 miners were working in the area.
Practically every reef was explored and prospecting WDS

IMP

^ extensive. The third phase from the end of the second world
war, to the closing of the field in 1957, was characterised
by more than usual instability in the market for tun ,sten,
and as a result only a few mines stayed in continuous production.
,ost of the easily accessible ore had been won, and only those
lodes which could support development at deeper levels remained
in operation.

The fluctuation in price was so frequent that wolfram won
during a period of favourable prices was often sold at a loss.
These conditions quickly discouraged most lAners, and only a
nucleus stayed on in the hope of better conditions. The field
was at a very low ebb by 1950, but the sudden rise in prices in
1951 considerably benefited the miners who had stayed on as they
were able to resume full production immediately; the late comers
found that the boom was already over by the time they were estab-
lished.

The reopening of the field in the event of a renewed demand
for tungsten will of necessity introduce a fourth phase. Syste-

‘41#
^ matic exploration and development will be necessary, and capital

will be needed to instal heavier equipment and to sink vertical
shafts for development at deeper levels. This will be beyond
the scope of the small miner, who will require financial backing
in the initial stages.

The area around the known wolfram deposits has been thoroughly
prospected, and it is considered that no new groups remain to be
found. Exploration will necessarily be confined to the thorough
testin of known lodes. 10 attempt was made to do this in the
past, so that nothin is known of the extension in depth of the
lodes. The haphazard nature of past mining methods, which have
been governed by the necessity to exploit proven ore while the
market remained favourable, and the lack of proper records, either
of production or of development, make a complete assessment of
any lode almost impossible.

A calculation of possible ore reserves has been made for
some of the lodes on the field, where knowledge of grade, and
other information, has been sufficient to justify it. The
calculated tonnage of possible ore reserves is given below:-

Pioneer Group 240 tons
Black Diamond Group 34
Green Diamond Group 28 "
Treasure Group 355 "
Easters Gully Group 20 "
Hit or rise Group 200

Total 877 tons.
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Although the knowledge of grade is slight, the
tonnages quoted above have been calculated as standard
grade wolfram (65 40 x) giving a content of 570 tons
W03' from ore containin4 1.5 JO, to5.4QL WO.z . It must
be emphasized that this does not )constitute the whole
of the ore reserves of this grade, but only that on lodes
where a calculation can be made. Further ore of a similar
grade is undoubtedly present, both on the lodes for which
an estimate has been made,and 4t9n other lodes, but it
cannot be estimated.^-dAdre reserves for he field

•
are the,refor!:,considered to be about 1,000 tons:
A cwof •^is also present and is
estimated to be about 500 tons.

The lodes at Hatches °reek are not suited to large
scale development, and do not justify the interest of any
large mining organisation. However a syndicate, or a
cooperative movement, formed by the liners themselves, :ould,
by initially raising a limited capital, and by the provision
of heavier equipment and a subsidy while miners were on
development, enable the mines to maintain production during
periods of depression of the wolfram market. The operation
of such a system would still be dependent on a minimum price
for tunutic oxide, but this minimum would be considerably
lower than at present. The movement could further aid the
field by supplying treatment, transport, and shopping facilities
at minimum cost; and would be in a position to negotiate
contracts and to press for facilities for the field. However
the successful operation of such a system would require the
full cooperation of the , iners, who have, in the past, shown
few signs of cooperation,.

The field, and the miners, can only benefit from such
an organisation. The hit-and-run methods of mining, which
have been successful in the past, cannot be expected to remain
so in the future now that mosL of the easily won ore has been
i'eiLoved. The reopening of the field may never take place,
but if it does, past experience suggests that unless some
Improvement takes place in the methods of mining, which will
almost certainly require some kind of coordination of
activities, the reopening will be shortlived.
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APPENDIX 1 

ROCKS FROM HATCHES CREEK. NORTHERN TERRITORY

by '7.B. Dallwitz.

No. 23A. Pedlar Gabbro south west of .:olfram Hill.

The handspecimen is a dark grey medium-grained
rock containing a mnall peonatite vein.

The gabbro, aupatite consists of grains of
actinolite, saussuritized plagioclase, interstitial quartz
and accessory iron oxide.

Remnants of plagioclase consist of Andesine, but
whether this represents the bulk o, the altered plagioclase
is indeterminable.

It is probable that the actinolite has replaced
pyroxene. The rock enclosing the pegmatite is a uralitized
gabbro, consisting almost entirely of actinolite and sau-
ssuritized plagioclase.

No. 24^Pedlar Gabbro west of Mia Mia Creek

The handspecimen is very coarse-cTained, and
consists of large greenish blaelc, grey-green, and pink clots
of minerals.

Quartz, commonly in graphic intergrowth with albite,
is the dominant -ineral, Next in order of abundance are
penninite and epidote. Accessory minerals are sphene and iron
oxide.

The rock is probably a gabbro pegmatite, thou01 it
is an unusually acid type.

4r^,No. 27.^Pedlar Gabbro south side of Wolfram Hill.

The rock is pale pink and white, with mall black
patches. It appears to be medium-grained.

Grains of quartz and extensively saussuritized acid
plagioclase make up most of the rock. A few eutectic inter-
growths of quartz and plagioclase are scattered through the
rock. Accessory minerals and accumulations of fibrous-radiating
penninite, and grains of epidote, sphene, and iron oxide.

The rock is probably pe5matitic and, as the field
notes indicate that it is associated with No. 24, it is rast
probable that N. 27 represents the acidic differentiate of
a gabbro neollatite.

No. 28a. Pedlar Gabbro east of Hatches Creek

The handspecimen is a mottled brownish pink, grey,
and black rock of medium to fine grainsize.

The rock consists mainly of eutectic, radiating
intergrowths of albite and quartz, to gether with interstitial
clots consisting of micropegmatite (orthoclase and quartz in
eutectic intergrowth), quartz and subhedral oligoclase. Some
porl)hyritic grains of sericitized plagioclase are also present
(The grey areas noted in the handspecimen are those consisting
of radiating intergrowths of albite and quartz).

Dark minerals comprise biotite, a little chlorite,
nnd iron oxide.
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The rock is a potash-soda granophyre or grtslullyric adamellite
which is similar to others from the Hatches Creek area.^These
rocks are considered to be acid differentiates of a basic magma,
and this impression was confirmed by professor F. Iralker, lately
of Capetown, during a visit to Canberra last year. Similar rocks
are associated with the Karroo dolerites in South Africa.

No. 42.^Granophyre sill. Hanlons Gully.

This is a fine-grained, massive, dark grey rock with a
tendency to fracture conchoidally. Small crystals of probable
feldspar, visible mainly by virtue of their good cleavage, are
scattered through the rock; these crystals are about 0.25 =4
across.

In thin section the rock is seen to be a fine-grained version
of specimens 28a and 28b. As far as can be ascertained, plagioclase
is rather scarce, though the texture of the rock and abundant
inclusions of biotite and chlorite in the feldspars make accurate
identification difficult. Graphic intergrowth of quartz and
orthoclase is on a very fine scale, so much so that, even under
high magnifications, it is not everywhere possible to clearly
resolve the granophyric texture. Vlared or flamboyant shapes
are fairly commonly seen in these intergrowths.

The principal minerals in this rock are orthoclase, quartz
biotite, and altered plagioclase. Most of the plagioclase occurs
in the form of subhedral to euhedral porphyritic crystals, which
are almost completely sericitized; these are the small crystals
visible in the handspecimen. Biotite is generally very fine-
grained and is fairly evenly distributed; it makes up about 20
percent of the rock. Some of it is altered to chlorite. Small
pockets of coarser-grained biotite are scattered through the
slide; these are usually associated with interstitial granular
quartz and orthoclase.

Magnetite and a little hematite or hydrated iron oxide
are the only accessories.

The rock is a fine-grained, Do -Lassie, biotite granophyre,
probably a differentiate from a basic magma.

No. 26a.^Pedlar Gabbro north of Hanlons Gully and east of
Mia Mia Creek.

Specimen 26a is a hard, light grey, quartzitic rock
containing scattered greenish grey spots and several veinlets
of probable epidote.

In thin section the rock is seen to be of medium grain-
size and to consist mainly of severely cracked (not crushed)
grains of quartz (60/ ) and dusty grains of albite (3). In
one small area the feldspar is more coarsely crystallized, is
clear of inclusions, and has the composition of oligoclase.
The mineral in the veinlets is epidote; this mineral is also
irregularly distributed through the slide ( the greenish grey
spots noted in handspecimen).

Accessories are chlorite, sphene, black iron ore, leucoxene,
rare apatite needles, and detrital zircon.

This rock is similar to several others previously examined
from the area. It is an albitized and e idotized Quartzite. The
formation of chlorite, sphene, and apatite is probably due to
the action of "emanations" from the basic rock on the original
quartzite.

No 26b

Specimen 2Gb is similar to specimen 26a, but differs in
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that the grey spots are larger and more prominent.

In thin section the rock is seen to be more heavily
feldspathized than is specimen 26a. The feldspar is acid
oligoclase, though some orthoclase may be present. Fine-
grained myrmekitic texture is prominent in places, and the
rock has, assumed, in some parts, an igneous texture, similar
to that of a granite aplite, though the shapes of most of the
quartz arains are still unmistakably those eharacteristic of
a quartzite. The dark clots noted in handspecimen are due to
local enrichments in chlorite. Local sericitization of feld-
spar has given rise to less prominent clots.

The rock is a feldspathized (oligoclase) quartzite having
some characteristics of an igneous rock, and may, with slight
justification, be stated to be bordering on a hybrid type.

No. 29.^Pedlar Gabbro east of Hatches Creek

Specimen 29 is a arey, massive rock of medium to fine
grainsize. Mr. Ryan states that it is "part of the main
intrusion close to quartzites."

Examination of the slide alone would not give a satis-
factory clue as to the true nature of this rock. However,
when considered in conjunction with other rocks studied, it
is reasonably certain that specimen 29 represents a quartzite
which has been severely metasomatized throuah contact with a
basic intrusion.

The principal minerals are quartz (45), sericite(30a ),
and biotite (20). Chlorite and rare leucoxene and apatite
needles are accessories.

*^It seems probable that feldspar and biotite have been
formed in this rock by metasamatic processes, and that the
feldspar has later (probably soon after formation, and as u

Ao-• continuation of the same process) been changed to sericite;
local chloritization of the biotite probably took place at
the same time.

However, the possibility that the rock is a straightout
biotite-sericite - quartz hornfels formed by contact meta-
morphism of a sediment, without any substantial addition of
Material, can not be dismissed. Even if the biotite and
sericite have a metasouatic origin, the above name would still
apply quite satisfactorily. It is mainly the fact th-t ,r.
Ryan considered the rock to be a part of the main intrusion
that leads me to favour slightly the idea that the rock has
the metasomatic origin first postulated.

Granophyre. west end of Treasure Gully

Specimen 35 is a dense, dark grey igneous rock containing
what appear to be pink phenocrysts of feldspar measuring up to
about I YUL

In thin section the rock is seen to be generally similar
to specimens 28a, 28b, and 42. It consists of finely granophyric
intergrowths of orthoclase and quartz in which are embedded
abundant subhedral grains of ande sine ( J. K. Lovering) ( the
feldspar noted in handspecimen), scattered grains of quartz, and
clots of fine-grained biotite. Accessories are pyrite, black

A

^

^ iron ore, pyrrhotite, and epidote; the epidote forms a small
pocket which contains pyrite, quartz and pyrrhotite. Some of
the biotite clots are elongated; these raar represent pre-existing
hornblende or pyroxene ( cf. specimen 28b

The rock is a potash-soda granophyre or a ;abanoshyric 
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biotite adamellite, probably a differentiate of a basic
igneous magma,

No. 38.^Hatches Creek Grou ) volcanic rock Treausre Gull'.
*

Specimen 38 is a massive dark grey, felsitic rock in
which elongated clots of a micaceous mineral and small, iron-

•

^

^stained phenocrysts can be distinguished. The rock is brown
to red-brown on weathered surfaces.

In thin section the rock is seen to be essentially the
same as specimen 36. The main differences are insignificant
ones - the rock dhows far less iron-staining, and all trace
of feldspar phenocrysts has disappeared. The groundmass has
been completely reconstituted, and consists of a mosaic of
quartz grains (average diameter 0.4mm.) crowded with minute
flakes of sericite; any feldspar phenocrysts that may have
been present have been incorporated into this material.

Small phenocrysts of quartz, same of which have been
embayed, are more plentiful than in specimen 36. A few Iii-
pyramidal crystals were noted. An outer zone of sericite-
studded Quartz has grown in optical continuity with some of
the phenocrysts (cf, Specimen 36).

Small grains of octahedra and aggregates of grains of
magnetite are plentiful throughout the rock. Some of the
magnetite ha P been marginally altered to heatite.

Clots consistin:: of fine-grained biotite alone or of
biotite and quartz, with or without sericite, probably
represent original phenocrysts of ferromagnesian mineral.

The rock is a sericitized and silicified acid porphyry;
field evidence alone can provide clues as to whether it is
intrusive or extrusive.

112. 45.^Uiltstone from Hatches Creek Group. Hit or riss
Locality.

Specimen 45 is a massive, greyish brown, fine grained,
and soft. It contains numerous light-brown specks.

In thin section the rock is found to have a hornfelsic
texture. Biotite makes up about 70 percent of the rock; the
rest is quartz, accessory sericite, and clots of limonitic
material, which forms the specks noted in handspecimen.

The rock is a quartz-biotite hornfels probably derived
from a sericitic and chloritic siltstone.

No. 30.^Granophyre east of Hatches Creek opposite Treasure 
Gully.

Specimen 30 is a weathered, felsitic, buff-coloured rock;
alon cracks and joints it is light red-brown.

The first impression, when this rock is examined under
the microscope, is one of similarity to specimens of granophyric
rock already examined. Eutectic intergrowths of quartz and
orthoclase make up most of the slide, but weathering and
alteration have obscured the original nature of the rock which
Is very heavily impregnated with hydrated iron oxide, and
contains irregular clots of "limonite"; some of these clots

A

^

^contain remnants of black iron oxide (hematite or magnetite).
A few limonite pseudamorphs after probable subhedral to auh-

,^edral porphyritic crystals of plagioclase are present; the
suggestion that these pseudomorphs are after plagioclase is
based entirely on analogy with the other granophyric rocks
remained.

Woo

at
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Clots consisting of "limonite" toether with anal1
to high percentages of sericite may represent clots of
fine-grained biotite, ouch as were noted in less altered
specimens already described.

Small (0.3 to 0.1 mm) porphyritic grains and crystals
(bipyramids) of quartz are conspicuous. Veins and pockets
of secondary quartz are also present.

The rock is an altered limonitic potash granophyre.

No. 33.^liartzite, north side of Warnes Gully.

Specimen 33 is a hard dense pale buff rock which
appears to be a quartzite.

In thin section the specimen is seen to consist of
interlocking cracked (not shattered) quartz grains in which
are set irregular scattered clots of sericite. Hematite is
a sparse accessory. The size range of the quartz grains
Is 2 mm. to 0.1 mm.

It is likely that the sericite has been derived from
acid plagioclase, as the distribution of the clots is similar
to that of clots and grains of albite or oligocluse in felds-
pathi zed quartzites previously examined. Certainly the
sericite is not detrital origin, though it could have been
formed through alteration of detrital feldspar; however, its
distribution in detail is against such a mode of Origin.

The rock is a Quartzite containing clots of sericite.

No. 44.^Greywacke south of Pioneer Mine on Poseidon Hills,

Ilpecimen...4 is a pale buff to pinkish buff fine-grained,
coarsely-bedded sandstone.

In thin section the rock is seen to consist mainly of
angular quartz grains (diameter 0.1 Vall. or less), interstitial
sericite, and grains of probable altered feldspar. Accessories
are leucoxene, granules and dusty particles of "limonite", eL,all
detrital flakes of muscovite, zircon, and tourmaline.

The stratification noted in handspecimen is due to differences
in the concentrations of interstitial sericite and limonite.

The rock is a very fine Quartz greywacke or sericitic 
sandstone.

No. 43.^Greywacke south of Pioneer Mine on Poseidon Hills.

Specimen 43 (listed as 45) is a very pale buff or off-white,
fine-grained, rather massive sandstone.

In the slide the rock is seen to be similar to specimen LA.
The only essential differences are that the distribution of
interstitial sericite is constant throughout and that there is
virtually no "limonite" present.

The rock is a very fine euartz-greywacke or sericite sandstone.

No. 46.^Siltstone from Hanlons 

Specimen 46 is a massive, fine-grained weathered rock which
is mostly brown and golden yellow, though some parts are red-
brown. Thin veinlets of "limonite" fill cracks and closely-
spaced joints. Small flakes of white lAca can be seen in some
parts of the rock.

"
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In thin section the rock is found to be made up
of sericite, irregular clots of "limonite", and accessory
quartz. 3cattered through the rocks are small groups of
sericite flakes which are several times coarser than is
the bulk of the mica. Nearly all of the sericite is stained
golden brown by hydrated iron oxide.

"Limonite" is so abundant in this rock that it seems
probable that it has been derived from pyrite or other iron-
rich sulphide.

The rock is a fine-drained "limonitic" sericite horn-
fels, probably derived from a sericitic claystone or silt-
stone.

■••••

*

•

I.
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APPENDIX 1A

ROCKS FROM HATCHES CREEK, NORTHERN TERRITORY

By J. K. Lovering

No. 2^Pioneer line, 206-foot level, North Crosscut.

The dark grey hand specimen is fairly homogeneous.

Recrystallised irregularly-shaped grains of qaartz,
olioclase, biotite commonly altered to penninite, and
accessory sphene, epidote and magnetite, are intergrown in
a hornfelsic texture.

Patches of quartz and feldspar showing myrmekitic
intergrowth indicate relict phenocrysts. Accumulations of
green biotite, clinozoisite, sphene and magnetite are common
in the rock; the same minerals are found in veins.

The original rock was probably an acidic Igneous
rock; there is a very slight possibility that the rock might
have been conglomerate but tills is very unlikely. After
metasamatism and recrystallisation the rock is now an oli-
oclase-auartz hornfels.

No. 3.^Pioneer Wine, 206-foot level, No. 2 Lode

This homog_neous black handspecimen is fine-grained
and consists of grains about 0.3 RIM in diameter of quartz,
biotite, and penninite. Clear anhedral recrystallised quartz
grains are surrounded by small flakes of biotite and muscovite.
Larger biotite grains, commonly containing pleochroic halos,
have been partly reconstituted and are lepidoblastic in texture.

Patches of penninite replacing biotite, occur through-
out the rock. Magnetite and tourmaline are accessory.

Cracks in the rock are filled with biotite, penninite,
quartz and some tourmaline.

mhe rock has been metamorphosed and has reached the
biotite facies - introduction of material probably occurred
at the same time. The original rock was sedimentary - relict
lamination can be seen; the former shaly sandstone is now a
bioliite-auartz hornfels.

No. 5^Pioneer Fine,_ 206-foot level, Della Lode.

The black homogeneous handspecimen has a hornfelsic
texture combining grains about 1-2 mm. in size, of - quartz,
feldspar, biotite, secondary minerals and accessories.

(-Martz grains are commonly_recrystallised; quartz
orthoclase micrographic patches are common. Oligoclase is
seen as patches in quartz. Euhedral grains of plagioclase
have been completely altered to uericite and epidote. Ortho-
clase, with quartz and as euhedral grains, has been kaolinised.

Small recrystallised grains of biotite cluster into
the space of former large grains. Pleochroic halos around
zircon grains occur in biotite and in corundaphilite which
replaces biotite.

Ferrohastingite, a greenish-yellow to blue-green
pleochroic amphibole with a mall negative optic angle,
contains gl obules of quartz in a sieve-like texture and has
probably been reconstituted from brown-yellow hornblends,
remnants of which are surrounded by ferrohastingite.
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Magnetic grains are irregular in shape. Apatite
is assessory.

The rock, a Quartz-rich amphibolite, is probably
the result of metamorphism of a rock of the composition
of a diorite.

With no field data, it is impossible to guess at
the origin of this rock.

No. 9.^Acid intrusion from Vfolfram Hill

The compact red handspecimen is fine-grained and
homogeneous and extremely we

The rock consists of fine ragged grains of quartz
in a matrix of hydrated iron oxide. Through the rock
are quartz veins containing rutile needles, and a vein
of iron ore surrounded by a zone of hydrated iron oxides.

The rock has been metamorphosed and has probably
been deformed; it may have been an acid volcanic, a
:16.anophyre. or an aplite.

No. 16.^Lica schist from Copper Show Group.

The fine-grained homogeneous hand specimen has been
extensively sheared.

Fine recrystallised grains of biotite and quartz are
the main constituents of the rock. A few ruscovite grains
pseudomorph feldspar grains. Accumulations of biotite are
probably pseudomorphing a former ferromagnesian mineral.

The rock is now a mica schist and is probably sedimentary
in origin.

,No. 17.^Acid Dor -ohNTY from Water Schaft, Hit or Vise Group.

The handspecimen is black and porphyritic.

Glasto-porphyritic quartz grains (10,04 showing evidence
of stress during metamorphism, sericitic pseudomorphs of former
feldspar phenocrysts (5%) and biotite pseudarAorphs of former
ferromagnesian phenocrysts p%) lie in a groandmass of recry-
stullised grains of quartz 55%), biotite (5%) and sericite
(20%).

The rock was a porphyritic acid volcanic.
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APPENDIX 2 

OR sPEcImgNs PROW; HATCHES CREEK ICILFRAlit 
NORTHERN TERRITORY

by .,. M.B. Roberts.

No- 52,13L.LLTA.5221-^206-foot level No. 2 Lode. Pioneer Group.

These specimens consist of massive vein quartz and contain
large areas of wolframite, scheelite, scheelite and molybdenite.

Four sections of the 2 specimens were examined and the
following ore minerals were found to be present:

Wolframite, scheelite, molybdenite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, bismuth
and (?) tetrahedrite.

Jolframite is quantitatively the principal mineral present;
it forms typical large blade-like intergrowths with quartz and
accounts for about 75 of the total ore mineral.

Scheelite, the next most abundant mineral in the specimens,
forms euhedral crystals and has grown along the cleavages and
filled small fractures in wolframite. In places it appears to
have replaced this mineral.

thelybdenite occurs as small isolated blade-like structures
moulded by scheelite and bismuthinite, but there is no concrete
evidence of its paragenesis.

Pyrite is quantitatively unimportant and appears to have
been deposited after molybdenite. It fills vziughs in the specimen,
moulding and cementing the eulleriral scheelite, and forms small
irregular masses and veinlel:s in both scheelite and wolframite.

Bisnuthinite fcrms irregular areas in the ore minerals
throughout the specimen, and appears to have replaced chlorite,
wolframite, and scheelite, the last named mineral to a lesser
extent than the preceedinL, two. It forms distinct continuations
of the grain boundaries of these minerals and can be seen to have
grown along the cleavage planes of the chlorite.

Chalcapyrite occurs bnth with bismuthinl.te and isolateC, in
the quartz gangue. It is an axtremely minor constituent, the
largest areas measuring 5.0 mm. across.

Bismuth forms thin, elongate lenticular bodies oriented
Ira
^along a cleavage of bismuthenite, and also small irregular vein-

lets in wolframite and scheelite.

(?) Tetrahedrite is of extremely minor quantitive importance
In the ore, and was seen only twice during this examination, once
as a small irregular area in bismuthinite, mesuring roughly 0.3
mm. across, and is a small vein in wolframite. It was possible
to separate the mineral for positive identification, but etching
with HNC- and concentrated HCI produced an irridescent film.4

Prom the foregOing examination a tentative paragenesis
would be:

Nolfranite
Scheelite
Yolybdenite
Pyrite
Chalcopyrite )
Bismuthinte )

A^Bismuth
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